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Summary 

Geo-mechanical responses associated with seawater injection for 
improved oil recovery (IOR) processes have been thoroughly 
investigated during the last few decades. It has been suggested that the 
presence of non-carbonate minerals will impact brine-rock interaction 
processes as water weakening chalk. Moreover, mineralogical processes 
and geo-mechanical responses associated with seawater injection into 
fractured chalk and how these processes impact aperture modification 
and fluid flow have not previously been completely understood. The 
main objectives of the thesis are to characterize impurities in chalk, 
which always exist to some extent (quartz, dolomite, pyrite, etc.), and to 
map brine-rock interaction processes that may be linked with impurities. 
The second objective is focused on how artificially fractured chalk alters 
properties during brine injection, in terms of water weakening and 
mineralogical alteration processes. To reach these objectives, a wide 
range of methods has been used. A toolbox was developed for providing 
a guide for selecting an adequate collection of methods for 
characterization of chalk (Paper I). 

The newly developed Helium Ion Microscopy combined with Secondary 
Ion Mass Spectrometry (HIM-SIMS) was used due to the exceptionally 
high resolution for imaging and chemical identification in-situ. This was 
the first time that HIM-SIMS was used for IOR research on chalk (Paper 
II). The HIM-SIMS showed that it is possible to discriminate non-
carbonate minerals from the calcite surface of micron-sized fossils. 
Calculations of surface mineral distribution in a synthetic seawater 
(SSW) flooded outcrop sample, indicated that the clay covered 6.3 % in 
addition to 39.8 % mixed compound of clay and calcite. On the other 
hand, the bulk geochemistry showed only a concentration of 5 weight % 
(Wt.%) non-carbonates (Paper III).  
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Pure dolomite and pure manufactured calcite powder, in addition to three 
mixes of the two minerals with different ratios were manually 
compressed to regular cores. Laboratory experiments were performed on 
these samples using triaxial cells which can mimic reservoir conditions 
such as temperature and stress while flooding samples with different 
brines (Paper IV). Flooding powdered samples in mixed ratios of 
dolomite and pure manufactured calcite showed complex chemical 
processes, with precipitation of new minerals that were not identified 
when flooding dolomite and manufactured calcite separately. 
Precipitation of new minerals was dependent on the composition of the 
injected brine and the ratio of dolomite versus manufactured calcite. 
These complex chemical processes were for some samples associated 
with higher total axial strain than observed for the two minerals flooded 
separately. The total axial strain was dependent also on the porosity and 
mineral composition present in the sample. A sample with a realistic 
composition representing the chalk from the Ekofisk oil field on the 
Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS) with 5 Wt.% dolomite injected with 
SSW, showed dissolution of calcite and precipitation of abundant 
aragonite crystals with sizes ranging up to 20 µm. On the other hand, 
pure manufactured calcite and dolomite powder showed no significant 
chemical alteration when SSW was injected in these samples separately. 
Despite significant dissolution of calcite and precipitation of aragonite in 
the mixed compound (5 Wt.% dolomite), the precipitation of aragonite 
did not impact the rate of compaction in the powder samples.  

Five Upper Cretaceous outcrop chalk samples from the Obourg quarry, 
St. Vaast Formation (OBSV), had been flooded in a previous study under 
comparable conditions as used for the powder experiments. Three of 
these samples had an artificial fracture of 2.25 (± 0.05) mm that was 
drilled before the flooding. Here, characterization of mineralogy, 
chemical, and textural properties on flooded and unflooded samples 
facilitated interpretation of changes that took place during the flooding 
experiments. Altered properties as aperture modification were further 
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associated with the composition of the injected brine, present 
mineralogy, and geo-mechanical response during flooding (Paper V). 
Three artificially fractured Upper Cretaceous chalk samples showed 
lower mechanical resilience than unfractured samples flooded with inert 
brine in the creep phase (above yield stress). During hydrostatic loading 
there was no significant difference in strength. The water weakening 
effect was identified after the brine composition changed to reactive 
brines such as SSW and magnesium chloride. The artificially fractured 
samples showed a delayed and less significant water weakening effect 
than observed for unfractured chalk samples for a test duration of two 
months. This was associated with brine dominantly flowing through the 
fracture, thus delaying chemical interactions further away from the 
fracture. An extrapolation of the creep indicated that fractured samples 
may experience a higher compaction over a prolonged period of 200 
days. All apertures were reduced during the flooding experiment. This 
was dominantly associated with the total axial strain. Matrix (core 
material) had been forced into void spaces. Precipitation reduced the 
aperture additionally. The aperture reduction was controlled by the 
mineralogy present in the matrix as well as the injected brine 
composition (Papers V, VI). 

The laboratory experiments demonstrated how complex the 
mineralogical system of chalk can be, by just adding one single mineral 
such as dolomite to pure calcite. This highlights the necessity to detect 
and characterize impurities in chalk, even at very low concentrations. 
The HIM-SIMS results indicated that impurities can be distributed over 
a significantly larger area than anticipated based on bulk geochemistry. 
A systematic approach to characterizing impurities in reservoir samples 
can provide more accurate models for wettability properties, fluid flow 
and oil recovery. This may improve precision in modelling fluid 
transportation in the reservoir, as well as a better understanding of rock-
fluid interactions with an improved understanding of aperture 
modification and compaction. Details within this study (Figure 1) also 
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demonstrate that mineralogical composition and microscopic analyses 
are paramount to develop IOR applications.  

 

Figure 1) Overview of different sub-projects within this study and how they are linked to each 
other.  
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1 Motivation and objective 

Changes in the porosity and the effective overburden stress during 
hydrocarbon production are essential properties for predicting 
compaction and subsidence in reservoirs as Ekofisk and Valhall which 
are two giant hydrocarbon reservoirs at the Norwegian Continental Shelf 
(NCS). Ekofisk is naturally fractured (Agarwal et al., 2000) which 
complicates prediction and modeling subsidence. Subsidence has several 
consequences, like casing deformations which can pose a challenge for 
well completion. At the same time, the compaction can steer to additional 
drainage of the reservoir and thereby increase the oil recovery. Current 
simulation models based on experimental data for predicting 
compaction, still suffer from inaccuracy (Amour et al., 2023; Keszthelyi 
et al., 2016).  

The presence of fractures and their impact on strain can challenge 
accuracy in predicting compaction and subsidence. They can be 
modelled by modifying the bulk rock properties to adjust for the fracture 
porosity and permeability. These models provide average values based 
on two-dimensional block models representing different fracture 
densities (Gutierrez et al., 2013). For years, mechanisms of fluid flow 
through fractured carbonate reservoirs have been studied, including 
Improved Oil Recovery (IOR) modelling on multi-phase systems 
(Andersen, 2019). However, less attention has been given to their impact 
on compaction, subsidence, and mineralogical alterations in and adjacent 
to fractures or aperture modification during brine injection. 

The effects of non-calcite minerals present on compaction and fluid flow 
in chalk associated with brine injection have still not been completely 
understood. The question has been raised by several authors (Amour et 
al., 2021; Andersen et al., 2018; Madland et al., 2011; Puntervold et al., 
2007; Romanuka et al., 2012; Shariatpanahi et al., 2016). Most available 
methods challenge to image and chemically characterize these minerals 
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in-situ with high enough resolution, due to the small size often ranging 
below micron scale. Several authors have pointed out that the presence 
of impurities may impact the strain (Austad et al., 2008; Fabricius, 2007; 
Kallesten et al., 2021a; Madland et al., 2011; Minde et al., 2018). 
Dolomite is one example of a non-calcite mineral present in chalk on the 
NCS (Kallesten et al., 2021b) which may impact modeling of oil 
recovery.  

In this context, the presented research aims at answering the following 
questions: 

• What role does the presence of dolomite play in brine-rock 
interaction processes of chalk? 

• How will an artificial fracture impact geo-mechanical behaviour 
associated with different compositions of brine? 

• How will a fracture and the adjacent core material alter during 
brine-injection in terms of mineralogical and textural changes? 

• How are impurities of non-calcite minerals distributed in chalk?  
• How will the presence of impurities impact precipitation of 

minerals and its distribution during fluid injection? 

To characterize these impurities, a segment of the objective was to 
evaluate a newly combined instrument: Helium Ion Microscopy (HIM) 
combined with Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) as this could 
resolve the challenge mentioned above, due to its high resolution of both 
imaging and chemical detection. A better understanding of the link 
between mineralogical and mechanical processes during fluid injection 
can increase accuracy of the input data for extrapolation and simulation 
of future reservoir behaviour. Data may in the next phase help when 
designing the optimal brine for Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR), yet this 
is not part of the scope here.     
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2 Introduction 

Carbonate reservoirs at the NCS, and specifically chalk, have great 
potential to accumulate oil due to the very high storage capacity caused 
by the porosity often reaching 40–50 % (Sulak and Danielsen, 1989). 
About 40 % of the world’s oil is produced from chalk and carbonate 
rocks (Tanner et al., 1991). However, chalk reservoirs are often 
characterized by low matrix (core material) permeability and depend on 
a connected fractured network to transport fluids through the reservoir 
effectively. The grain surfaces in chalk tend not to be water-wet, which 
challenges primary oil production. IOR strategies are implemented for 
hydrocarbon reservoirs to increase the oil recovery when primary 
production by pressure depletion is declining. The initial purpose of 
seawater injection at Ekofisk in 1987 was to stabilize the pore-pressure 
to prevent seafloor subsidence following declining hydrocarbon 
production (Doornhof et al., 2006; Hermansen et al., 2000; Teufel et al., 
1991). And at the same time, it was intended to drive remaining 
hydrocarbons towards the production well. However, seawater injection 
allowed not only to sustain but to increase the oil production beyond 
initial predictions (Sylte et al., 1999). The seawater injection did, 
however, not prevent further seabed subsidence as intended but 
stimulated compaction due to water weakening of chalk (Cook and 
Jewell, 1996; Hermansen et al., 2000; Sulak and Danielsen, 1989; Sylte 
et al., 1999). IOR methods allow for additional hydrocarbon production 
from existing reservoirs instead of developing new fields (Newman, 
1983).  

The physio-chemical effects of fluid-rock interactions during brine 
injection have been widely studied (Korsnes et al., 2008; Korsnes et al., 
2006b; Megawati et al., 2013; Risnes et al., 2005). High-quality reservoir 
chalk on the NCS is normally pure with less than five weight % (Wt.%) 
impurities which refers to non-calcite components (clay, dolomite, 
quartz, etc.). Fluid injection may trigger dissolution of present minerals 
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and precipitation of secondary minerals. These processes have been of 
specific interests as those may alter reservoir properties that may in turn 
improve oil recovery (Andersen et al., 2018; Heggheim et al., 2005; 
Minde et al., 2018). However, the impact of impurities (non-calcite 
minerals) in these fluid-rock interactions is still not completely 
understood.  

A better understanding of brine-rock interactions in chalk with presence 
of impurities can help to develop the ideal or “smart” water composition 
which is a major focus within IOR research. Decoding fluid-rock 
interaction processes is essential to predict wettability alteration and 
water weakening effect. Linking those chemical processes taking place 
in chalk with geo-mechanical alterations is therefore paramount to 
develop successful reservoir management. This will demand necessary 
analytical tools to produce sound and sufficient data. To establish 
knowledge of the relationship between mineralogical changes and geo-
mechanical alteration is therefore the first step to establish the ideal 
brine. The very small grain size of coccolith fragments and the new 
grown secondary minerals during fluid injection (Skovbjerg et al., 2012; 
Skovbjerg et al., 2013; Zimmermann et al., 2015) challenged detailed 
mineralogical characterization from the 1970s to 2000s significantly. 
Methods which provide in-situ imaging and chemical identification with 
high enough resolution have been challenging but have improved during 
the last two decades. New methods allow future research road maps to 
secure models and predictions for recovery or further use of reservoirs 
like storage spaces. 

Previous studies have discussed in detail the process of dissolution and 
precipitation during EOR experiments (Andersen et al., 2018; Minde et 
al., 2019; Minde et al., 2020) and emphasized the role of temperature 
during flooding experiments with constant pressure (Minde et al., 2018; 
Nermoen et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2015). The different brine recipes 
have been the same in numerous experiments over the last decades and 
are described in Chapter 3.2. The following introductory chapters aim to 
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pinpoint the major aspects and clarify background of the research with a 
focus on the selected topics.  

2.1 Improved Oil Recovery (IOR) 
Primary recovery refers to pore pressure depletion of the reservoir by 
natural drive mechanisms. IOR, often synonymous with secondary 
recovery, is a general term which implies to improve the oil recovery by 
any practice. EOR or tertiary recovery is more specific. It implies a 
reduction in oil saturation below the residual oil saturation (Thomas, 
2008). Both terms refer to processes related to seawater injection, yet 
EOR is used when the brine composition is changed from the original 
seawater to increase the recovery beyond what may be produced by 
seawater (Kokal and Al-Kaabi, 2010). The term IOR is most frequently 
used in the thesis.  

IOR has been applied with great success on chalk reservoir at the NCS, 
wherefore the strategy gained a high recognition within hydrocarbon 
industry in Norway. Currently, IOR is a major tool in more sustainable 
hydrocarbon exploitation and is of importance for CO2 and hydrogen 
storage strategies, which depend on an effective use of reservoirs.  

2.2 Chalk and impurities 
Chalk is a deep marine sedimentary rock formed mainly by highly 
porous calcareous micro- and nano-fossils, predominantly 
coccolithophores, which degrade to individual skeletal plates of micron-
sized coccoliths with increasing burial. Individual coccolith plates can 
be as small as 0.3 µm (Scholle and Kinsman, 1973). The small 
constituents of the rock generate specific surface area (SSA) often 
ranging between 1–2 m²/g for pure chalk (Hjuler and Fabricius, 2009). 
Hjuler and Fabricius (2009) found in a larger chalk study that the non-
carbonate fraction displayed a wider range of SSA values between 0.2–
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79.5 m²/g. As the rock is highly porous and soft, it is sensitive to 
compaction during diagenesis (Scholle et al., 1974).  

Due to its depositional environment distal to the shore, presence of 
detrital grains is normally minor and mostly introduced by aerial 
transport like pyroclastic fall deposits (Simonsen and Toft, 2006). Chalk 
is rather homogeneous in terms of its mineralogy, with one major 
constituent being calcite with minor occurrences between 0-10 Wt.% of 
other minerals (e.g. dolomite, quartz, opal, apatite, feldspar, pyrite, 
oxides, or different clay minerals) depending on location, age, and 
degree of diagenesis (Hjuler and Fabricius, 2009). With increasing 
overburden, pressure and subsequent fluid expulsion lead to compaction, 
porosity reduction, pore-filling cementation, and lithification, resulting 
in a fine-grained sedimentary rock (Bjørlykke and Høeg, 1997). Early 
incoming fluids (e.g., oil) lower the formation water concentration and 
inhibit compaction. Over-pressurized chalk will reduce grain-to-grain 
stresses (contact dissolution) and the porosity will remain higher than 
expected for the specific depth where these processes occur. Tectonic 
processes may cause increased solution and cementation (Scholle, 1977). 
Pressure solution and local secondary precipitation of carbonate are 
dominant factors for cementation. These processes can vary controlled 
by grain size distributions, faunal composition (aragonite versus low 
magnesium calcite), or concentrations and abundance of non-carbonate 
material. Cementation during diagenesis is dependent on the burial depth 
and pore-water chemistry. If fresh pore water flushes through the rock 
before major burial, the chalk is subject to a higher porosity loss than the 
burial depth would suggest (Scholle, 1977). During diagenesis 
authigenic clays such as kaolinite, illite and chlorite can precipitate 
directly from aqueous solution, instead of being altered by the precursor 
lattice (Curtis et al., 1985; Zhao et al., 2023). Accessory silicates in chalk 
are predominantly represented by clay minerals originated from 
pyroclastic sources transported by wind (Lindgreen, 2002; Simonsen and 
Toft, 2006) and flint (Drits et al., 2017). These authigenic clays can be 
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mixed-layer clays of mainly illite and smectite, chlorite, and in some 
cases, serpentine (Lindgreen et al., 2008; Lindgreen, 2002) or to mixed-
layered clays such as illite-smectite (Fabricius, 2007). Further mineral 
dissolution and pore-filling cementation is dependent on parameters 
during diagenesis such as pore-water chemistry, organic matter, 
soluble molecular mass, and thermal maturation. Dolomite is one of the 
minerals that has been formed in many reservoir and non-reservoir chalk 
successions on the NCS during diagenetic processes (Kallesten et al., 
2021a; Kallesten et al., 2021b).  

2.3 Formation of dolomite and presence in 
chalk 

Dolomite (CaMg(CO3)2) is predominantly a result of diagenetic 
processes which can be divided into two groups based on the mode of 
formation (Davies, 1979). Primary dolomite precipitates directly from 
aqueous solution whereas secondary dolomite is formed by replacing the 
precursor mineral calcite by ion exchange. Primary dolomite has been 
suggested to precipitate in sabkhas which are regions characterized by 
relatively high ambient temperature, high salinity, and light intensity 
(Alsharhan and Kendall, 2003). More recent studies indicate that in 
addition to evaporation, certain microbial processes facilitate nucleation 
of primary dolomite in shallow depositional environment (Petrash et al., 
2017). The most common dolomite, however, is secondary dolomite. 
The process of dolomitization is characterized by replacement of calcium 
ions by magnesium ions. This process requires certain conditions like 
sufficient supply of Mg²⁺ from brine, a certain permeability to allow 
dolomitizing brines to flow through the muddy facies in addition to 
elevated temperatures often around 60°C to 70°C (Machel, 2004). The 
mechanisms of fluid transportation in the subsurface are generally 
assigned to density differences of the solutions and the permeability 
through the precursor sediment, driven either by glacio-eustacy or by 
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thermal convection. These solutions can be seawater or brines 
concentrated by evaporation, connate water, or meteoric water. 

The stoichiometric dolomite has a 50:50 ratio of Ca to Mg with the near-
perfect ordering of the Mg and Ca in alternate cation layers. A gradual 
increase in Mg concentration during dolomitization allows the dolomite 
to be classified depending on the ratio of the Mg in the crystal lattice. 
Table 1 presents dolomite groups developed by (Chilingar, 1957). The 
dolomite of most dolostones is granular, with individual grains ranging 
from micron-sized up to a few millimeters.  

Table 1) Dolomite characterization based on Ca/Mg ratio by Chilingar (1957) 

Name Ca/Mg ratio 

Magnesian dolomite 1 - 1.5 

Dolomite 1.5 -1.7 

Slightly calcareous dolomite 1.7 -2 

Calcareous dolomite 2 - 3.5 

Highly dolomitic limestone  3.5 - 16 

Dolomitic limestone 16 - 60 

Slightly dolomitic limestone 60 - 105 

Calcific limestone ˃ 105 

 

The mole-by-mole conversion of calcite to dolomite necessarily results 
in a 12 % increase in porosity reflecting the difference in specific density 
(as Mg-containing dolomite has a higher specific density than calcite) 
causing an overall volume decrease. Dolomitization can enhance, 
preserve, or destroy porosity (Sun, 1995). High primary porosities in 
limestones can be conserved during the dolomitization process, but may 
also be significantly reduced by the growth of pore-filling dolomite 
cement during diagenesis (Braithwaite et al., 2004). The initial crystal 
structure and cementation during burial will determine the petrophysical 
properties of dolomite petroleum reservoirs (Woody et al., 1996).  
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Abundance of dolomite is facilitated by higher porosity, as mentioned 
before, but fractured rocks are even more inclined to alteration by fluid 
migration during diagenesis. At the NCS, caused by its geological 
evolution, tectonic processes contributed to post-depositional fracturing 
processes (Wrona et al., 2017; Ziegler, 1975). The relation between 
dolomite precipitation and fracturing of chalk successions has not been 
studied in detail yet. However, at Ekofisk dolomite has been formed as 
in other chalk reservoirs at the NCS (Kallesten et al., 2021b) and those 
deposits are also fractured. Nevertheless, faulting and fracturing of 
carbonate reservoirs have major implications for hydrocarbon fluid 
pathways (Agosta et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2016).  

2.4 Fractured chalk 
Since chalk reservoirs have a combination of high porosity but rather low 
matrix permeability, fractures and related high permeable zones are of 
great importance to sustain an effective fluid flow (Snow and Brownlee, 
1989). The naturally fractured system on Ekofisk Field is believed to 
increase reservoir permeability by a factor of 50 (Sulak and Danielsen, 
1989). A high intensity of fractures can create a spatially distinct, 
permeable zone (Michie et al., 2014). The contribution of a single 
fracture to reservoir fluid flow depends on its geometry, which includes 
length, height, and aperture size (Philip et al., 2005). The fault core is a 
narrow zone that commonly forms between major slip surfaces (Figure 
2). The original host rock is destroyed in the fault core by mechanical 
and chemical processes. The inner core of the fault zone has experienced 
the highest strain and where the permeability is decreased to such an 
extent that the inner core acts as a barrier for fluid transport (Caine et al., 
1996; Goddard and Evans, 1995). The adjacent destruction zone is a 
wider zone of deformation with numerous fractures and smaller faults 
(Figure 2). The fracture network, fracture density, and orientation will 
control bulk permeability in these damage zones.  
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Figure 2) A schematic of a single fault, with variable thickness and extent of the core and adjacent 
fracture networks (modified from Caine et al 1996). 

To better understand the complexity of reservoir fluid behaviour and 
petrophysical properties, it is beneficial to consider the details of a fault 
zone, and to categorize the zones with distinct hydrogeological units as 
barriers, conduits, or combined conduits and barriers (Chester et al., 
1993). A simplified fracture-matrix model composed of several parallel 
regions with homogeneous distribution of fracture-matrix properties and 
cross-section has been developed (Andersen, 2019). Andersen (2019) 
simulated oil recovery by spontaneous imbibition of injected fluids in a 
multiphase system. The author predicted that regions with frequent and 
wide fractures receive more fluids and produce faster yet with high water 
production. Regions with lower fracture frequency and narrow apertures 
receive less water, produce slower, and the injected seawater is more 
likely left in the matrix. This demands precise mapping of the fractures 
and a study of possible precipitation of minerals within fractures 
depending on the injected fluid.  

During pressure depletion of reservoirs, as in the Valhall reservoir, 
experience increased effective overburden stresses, seabed subsidence 
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(Barkved et al., 2003), and reduced matrix permeability (Bisdom et al., 
2016; Laubach et al., 2019). On the other hand, compaction may also 
induce fractures (Mukherjee et al., 1995). Properties of the fracture can 
change (Egeberg and Saigal, 1991) and, in turn, alter the fluid flow.  

2.5 Water-weakening effect 
Seawater injection for IOR purposes will deform the chalk matrix and 
lead to reservoir compaction. The deformation is a consequence of 
processes associated with surface-active ions present in seawater such as 
Ca2⁺, Mg2⁺, and SO4

2−  (Korsnes et al., 2008). Compaction during 
seawater injection is dependent on initial porosity (Nermoen, 2018). This 
geo-mechanical response is often referred to as water weakening of 
chalk. There are several simultaneous processes leading to water 
weakening in chalk and these were widely studied in laboratory 
experiments (Andersen et al., 2018; Heggheim et al., 2005; Korsnes et 
al., 2008; Korsnes et al., 2006a). Water weakening is associated with 
SO4

2− adsorbing to the calcite surface which will reduce the bulk 
modulus and yield points and cause compaction. The disjoining pressure 
in granular contacts is increased by the interactions between charged 
surfaces. The net repulsive forces that act as normal forces in the vicinity 
of the grains will counteract the cohesive forces and enhance pore 
collapse during loading (Megawati et al., 2013).  

Geo-mechanical responses related to the water weakening of chalk are 
results of surface chemistry and chemical alterations, which may lead to 
calcite dissolution and precipitation of new minerals (Amour et al., 2021; 
Heggheim et al., 2005; Korsnes et al., 2008; Strand et al., 2003). 
Dissolution and precipitation processes are also dependent on effective 
stresses, temperatures, porosity, chemistry, and diagenetic processes 
such as cementation (Bjørlykke and Høeg, 1997). Precipitated magnesite 
(MgCO3) is identified in experiments where Mg2⁺ is present in the 
injected brine such as MgCl₂ (Minde et al., 2018) or synthetic seawater 
(SSW) (Madland et al., 2011). Magnesite has a smaller crystal size 
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compared to dissolved calcite, and thereby it may reduce the solid 
volume of the rock. Morphological changes such as the smoothing of 
grain surfaces when injected with NaCl have been identified (Andersen 
et al., 2018). Surface grain rounding has been suggested to weaken 
mechanical intergranular friction and provoke additional compaction 
(Megawati et al., 2011).  

Brine-rock interaction processes are likely dependent on the non-
carbonate minerals (Madland et al., 2011). Madland et al. (2011) 
observed that pure chalk experienced a lower compaction rate compared 
to chalk with impurities of silicate and clay minerals. It has been 
suggested that reprecipitation of Si-bearing minerals enhances the 
dissolution of calcite, which may explain the high level of compaction 
observed in chalk flooded with MgCl2 brine (Andersen et al., 2018). 

Currently, the role of non-calcite or non-carbonate minerals present 
within chalk during IOR processes is yet underexplored. Therefore, 
characterization of the mineral composition of reservoir chalk and the 
abundance of precipitated minerals during brine injection is of high 
importance. However, not only the abundance but also the distribution 
of these phases may be important as the area they cover (when attached 
to calcite minerals) also influence surface charge thus the wettability 
properties. Consequently, the distribution of those phases is a very 
important parameter for wettability modelling.  

2.6 Ekofisk 
The Ekofisk Field is located within the Norwegian Central Graben which 
represents the southern branch of the North Sea triple rift system in the 
southern part of the Norwegian North Sea (Gennaro, 2011). The Ekofisk 
structure is an elongated anticline or dome structure with a main fold axis 
in a north-south direction (Van Den Bark and Thomas, 1981). The 
reservoir depth is approximately 2900 meters subsea. The reservoir 
consists of two chalk intervals: the Ekofisk Formation deposited during 
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Danian and the reworked chalk sediments of the Tor Formation 
deposited during Maastrichtian (Gennaro et al., 2013). A relatively 
impermeable layer of argillaceous, siliceous, and cherty chalk separates 
the two producing formations.  

Ekofisk and Tor formations have an average porosity of 30 to 40 %, 
despite the significant overburden. The diagenesis of chalk in general 
includes mechanical compaction and reduction in porosity due to 
compaction during early burial, followed by later pore-filling 
cementation associated with pressure dissolution (Fabricius, 2007). The 
final porosity will depend on the maximum depth of burial and pore 
water chemistry (Scholle and Kinsman, 1973). Some exceptions can 
cause a higher porosity (Scholle, 1977). It is suggested that the preserved 
porosity in Ekofisk field can be associated with over-pressuring of the 
reservoir, magnesium rich pore fluids, and early introduction of 
hydrocarbons (Van Den Bark and Thomas, 1981). Porosity and 
permeability are also associated with presence of clay and/or silica where 
pure chalk (>90 % CaCO3) will normally have a higher quality 
(Blinkenberg et al., 2020; Fabricius, 2007). The Danian Ekofisk 
Formation is rich in silica compared to the underlying Maastrichtian Tor 
Formation and forms a more heterogeneous and overall poorer reservoir 
interval in many of the producing fields in the Danish Central Graben 
(Blinkenberg et al., 2020; Fabricius and Borre, 2007; Gennaro et al., 
2013). The poorer quality identified in intervals with more than 5 % 
silica in an Ekofisk fabric is interpreted to be the result of local calcite 
dissolution and cementation related to release of silica-rich brines 
associated with opal phases which caused pervasive silicification and 
cementation of the calcite microcrystals (Blinkenberg et al., 2021). 

The Ekofisk structure has most likely been formed because of several 
subsequent tectonic events (Gennaro, 2011). Among them were Permo-
Triassic extension and the deposition of the Zechstein successions, Early 
Jurassic doming, followed by Late Jurassic rifting.  Early Cretaceous was 
dominated by compression (inversion) and transpressive movement 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/cementation
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/silicification
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/early-cretaceous
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along Triassic-Jurassic faults, followed by Late 
Cretaceous to Eocene thermal subsidence accompanied by compression 
and inversion of major basement faults and salt movement. The 
halokinesis developed 4-way dip anticlines (Boersma et al., 2020). 

Tectonics resulted in a dense fractured reservoir. Its distribution, 
orientation, and interconnectivity of the natural fractures govern fluid 
flow (Chapter 2.4). Interpretation of seismic discontinuity created by a 
3D seismic cube combined with higher resolution borehole image log 
indicated that most small-scale fractures occur close to large faults 
(Boersma et al., 2020). The authors in Boersma et al. (2020) also 
characterized Lower Ekofisk Formation by more widespread small-scale 
seismic discontinuities with high intensity. 

  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/late-cretaceous
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/late-cretaceous
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/eocene
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/subsidence
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/anticlines
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3 Methodologies  

Despite the rather simple mineralogy of chalk, which consists 
predominantly of coccolithophores, rock properties may vary depending 
on the presence of non-calcite minerals (Chapter 2.2). Characterization 
of the non-calcite minerals is particularly interesting as those will impact 
processes related to fluid injections. These processes may include 
sorption (Risnes et al., 2003), dissolution, and precipitation on the 
surface or in the porous media at sub-micron scale. Non-carbonate 
minerals and their distribution may additionally affect rock mechanical 
parameters, which may in turn impact the oil recovery (Andersen et al., 
2018; Minde et al., 2018).  

Mineralogical alterations take place mainly at a very small scale (< 2 
µm) during IOR related experiments. The small constituents of chalk, 
which can be as small as 0.3 µm (Scholle and Kinsman, 1973) challenges 
the resolution of instruments used for imaging and chemical detection. 
Chemical and textural alterations need to be mapped throughout the core, 
to determine the distribution, homogeneity, and quantity of newly 
precipitated minerals. The timing and rate of chemical alteration can 
provide a more accurate link to geo-mechanical behaviour. A range of 
methods is required to detect present non-carbonate minerals and brine-
rock interaction processes associated with seawater injection, like what, 
where and when these processes occurred.  

To model processes during fluid injection for IOR, an in-depth 
characterization of the reservoir properties from submicron level on pore 
scale, to core scale, and reservoir scale is essential.  However, upscaling 
is a very complex task. To tackle this challenge, the reservoir rocks need 
to be studied as extensively as possible. The following subchapters 
describe in-depth samples and brines compositions and preparations, 
workflow and experimental procedures using the triaxial cell. The 
toolbox briefly describes the application of various methods used for 
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characterization of chalk and small grained constituents, divided into 
three information levels. 

3.1 Sample preparations  
The powder samples, described in Paper IV, were prepared in a plastic 
cylinder to fit in a heat shrink sleeve to replicate a standard core. The 
mixed mineral samples were scaled, mixed, and hand shaken for a few 
minutes before adding the powder into the heat shrink sleeve. The 
cylinder was filled with powder, stamped, and twisted stepwise. 
Drainage discs allowed the brine to be evenly distributed. A 45 µm 
polypropylene screen filter was surrounded by two 0.22 µm filter placed 
between the drainage disc and the mantled core to prevent particles from 
escaping the core and enter the hydraulic system. Pure and mixed powder 
were collected for reference purposes. 

On-shore cores from the St. Vaast Formation were extracted from a non-
weathered chalk block in addition to several cores for reference 
sampling. Five samples were cored parallel from the same outcrop block 
with a diameter of 38.1 mm and a length of about 70 mm (Paper V). A 
2 mm drill bit was used to produce cylindrical holes along the flooding 
axis, mimicking fractures in three cores (Figure 3). The size of the 
fractures measured 2.25 (± 0.05) mm in diameter. Two supplementary 
intact cores were added to the experiment as reference. Fresh samples 
(unflooded) were used for analysis in Paper III, and a sample flooded 
with SSW in Paper II.  A fractured outcrop sample from Obourg quarry, 
St. Vaast Formation (OBSV) flooded with MgCl₂ was investigated in 
Paper VI. 
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Figure 3) Sample preparation pre and post experiments. a) A sketch of a core with a central drilled 
hole which measured 2.25 (± 0.05) mm. The diameter of the core was 3.81 cm and the length 
around 7 cm. (NB the figure is not in scale). b) The samples were sliced post experiments. The 
inlet is slice 1 and the outlet is slice 6 (sometimes 5 or 7 slices depending on the length of the 
sample). The arrows indicate the flow direction of the injected brine. c) Each slice was divided 
into several pieces for further investigation by various methods.   

Samples were mounted in epoxy to allow imaging of the sample in a 
cross-sectional view. Epoxy was mixed and heated to 40°C and added to 
the sample under vacuum. After 24 hours the surface of the mounts was 
manually ground (dry) in several steps using coarse scale of 250 and 500 
grits before using 1000 grits combined with ethanol. A final polish was 
performed with 3 microns Diapro on Dac performed by Struers Roto Pol-
35. All samples, mounted as well as fresh surface samples, went through 
a final step of coating with either palladium, carbon or gold, to prevent 
charging when using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Mineral 
Liberation Analysis (MLA) or Helium Ion Microscopy (HIM).  
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3.2 Brines 
Several compositions of brines were used in these experiments to detect 
processes linked to different concentration of ions present in natural 
seawater. A total of five different brines were used: SSW, LowSal (low 
salinity), MgCl₂, MgCl₂ U.Eq (Un-equilibrated MgCl₂) and NaCl. 

All the brines were made from distilled water in either one or two steps. 
The brines that were equilibrated went through a preparation step. 0.1 
g/L CaCO₃ powder was added to distilled water to achieve equilibrium 
with the chalk. The brine was stirred for two hours, degassed, and filtered 
with a 0.22 µm filter. All brines went through the final step where the 
ions (Table 2) were added to the distilled water or the equilibrated brine. 
The brines were stirred for two hours, degassed, and filtered with a 0.65 
µm filter. 

SSW is one of these in-house laboratory mixed brines, which match the 
ion concentration in natural seawater used for IOR purposes in North Sea 
chalk reservoirs. The composition of this brine comprises Na⁺, Cl−, Mg2⁺, 
Ca2⁺, K⁺, and SO4

2− (Table 2). LowSal is ten times diluted SSW. LowSal 
was chosen because it showed potential for enhanced oil recovery in 
dolomitic reservoir samples (Puntervold et al., 2018). MgCl₂ was 
selected since Mg2⁺ is one of the most reactive ions in SSW. By isolating 
the MgCl₂ in a separate brine used in flooding experiment helps 
understanding its impact during brine rock interaction processes and its 
role in SSW. MgCl₂ brine mixed without CaCO₃ equilibrated water is 
referred to “MgCl₂ U.Eq”. Another MgCl₂ brine was used which was 
equilibrated to carbonate to underline the role of equilibration during 
brine injection experiments. NaCl is the major component in SSW and 
used as a reference as it is not expected to interact with chalk (Megawati 
et al., 2015). The concentrations of MgCl2, MgCl2 U.Eq, and NaCl were 
selected such that the brines have equal ion strength to SSW (Table 2).  
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Table 2) Ion concentration of the brine used in the experiments. 

Ions [mol/L] 
Brines Cl⁻ Na⁺ K⁺ Mg²⁺ Ca²⁺ SO₄ ²⁻ HCO₃⁻ 

SSW 0.525 0.45 0.01 0.0445 0.013 0.024 0.002 

LowSal 0.0525 0.045 0.001 0.0045 0.0013 0.0024 0.0002 

MgCl₂* 0.438 * * 0.219 * * * 

MgCl₂ U.Eq 0.438 * * 0.219 * * * 

NaCl* 0.657 0.657 * * * * * 
* The ion is not present in the brine. 

3.3 Workflow    
Flooding experiments like those performed within this research project 
have been carried out routinely over decades at the University of 
Stavanger. Procedures are developed, yet some adjustments were 
required. First, samples were prepared (Chapter 3.2) and dimension 
recorded. The samples were uploaded to the triaxial cell (Figure 4a). The 
brines were prepared (Chapter 3.2) shortly before the test started. The 
planned test duration was aimed to last for approximately three months 
for the powder experiments and two months for fractured samples. 
Physical limitations such as clogging of the system occasionally resulted 
in a shorter test duration. Effluent samples were frequently collected 
(Figure 4b) during fluid injection and analyzed in batches via Ion 
Chromatography (IC) described in Appendix 8.1. The cores were flushed 
with four pore volumes of distilled water before dismantling (Figure 4c).  

Post measurements were performed after dismantling in wet-condition 
and repeated in dry condition after 24 hours kept in a heating cabinet that 
kept 70°C. The samples were cut in one cm thick slices and therefore the 
number of total slices varied depending on the sample length. Each slice 
was divided into several pieces such that every slice could be analyzed 
by several methods. 
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Figure 4) Workflow in lab. a) Sample prepared and mantled in the triaxial cell. b) Automatic 
effluent sampler. c) A flooded sample still surrounded by the heat shrinkage sleeve.  

For all experiments the flooded samples were sliced from inlet to outlet, 
where “1” is inlet and outlet is “5”, “6” or “7” (Figure 3). Sample 
material was analyzed in three steps described in the toolbox (Chapter 
3.2) as performed on unflooded sample material normally performed 
before the experiment as the final step in the workflow (Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5) Workflow throughout projects. From preparations, via experiments with effluent 
collection and water analysis, to post-experiment measurements, and finally application of 
various methods on different levels described in the toolbox (Chapter 3.5). 
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3.4 Triaxial cell test 
The triaxial cell can simulate reservoir conditions and measure 
mechanical properties of deformable solids (e.g., powder or reservoir 
rocks) at temperatures and stresses resembling for instance North Sea 
chalk reservoirs. A heat shrink sleeve surrounded the specimen and 
separated it from the confining oil. An extensometer which enclosed the 
circumference of the core allowed radial strain measurements. A Linear 
Voltage Displacement Transducer (LVDT) was located on top of the cell 
for axial displacement measurements. A heating jacket surrounding the 
triaxial cell allowed a constant temperature while running the 
experiment. The Ekofisk reservoir temperature of 130°C was used in all 
experiments. The top section and confining chamber were mounted with 
bolts to the underbody. Triaxial cell stresses were controlled by two high-
pressure pumps: Quizix QX Pump 1 and Quizix QX pump 2 regulating 
axial and confining pressure, respectively (Figure 6). A few rigs were 
equipped with two Vindum VP1-12K-HC. The flow rate of the injection 
brine was controlled by a Gilson 307 pump. A back pressure regulator 
controlled the pore pressure and prevented boiling of the pore fluid at 
elevated temperatures. Computer software (Lab View) logged data 
throughout the test, i.e., axial, and radial deformation, temperatures, and 
various pressures (Figure 6). The prepared brine was filled into a separate 
piston cell chamber, with distilled water in the adjacent chamber, 
separated by a piston.  

The brine was injected through the cores with a rate corresponding to 
one pore volume/day for both powder samples and outcrop chalk cores, 
OBSV. Continuous brine injection through the core during the entire 
experimental program, allowed for continuous measurement of the 
differential pressure, such that the sample permeability change could be 
calculated. 
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Figure 6) A simplified sketch of the triaxial cell set-up. The system is controlled by a piston and 
a confining pump to keep the overburden pressure. Backing fluid is pumped into a piston cell by 
the injection pump which allows the brine to flow into the triaxial cell. The back pressure 
regulator controls the pore pressure. The system is monitored by pressure sensors. 

The experiments were performed under either uniaxial strain conditions 
or hydrostatic test conditions as described for each case in detail in the 
different publication (Paper IV), (Paper V). The axial strain was 
calculated from recording the change in length of the core; thus, the 
stress-strain development of the framework (matrix) was acquired. The 
axial strain (𝜖𝜖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎) was calculated (Equation 1) where L is the sample 
length and ∆L is the change in length. The loading phase was followed 
by the creep phase, where the material slowly deforms under the constant 
load.   
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𝜖𝜖𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = Δ𝐿𝐿
𝐿𝐿0

× 100             (1)        

A logarithmic formula (Equation 2) was used for extrapolation of the 
creep, where A and t0 are constants that were determined by adjustment 
to the experimental creep curve. Ԑcreep is the logarithmic creep behaviour 
and t is the endpoint of the observed creep phase. For detailed 
descriptions, the reader is referred to Madland et al. (2006).  

Ԑcreep = A ln (1 + t/t0)       (2) 

For consolidated samples, the yield point and bulk modulus can be 
determined from the hydrostatic loading period. The yield point reflects 
the limit of the elastic behaviour and the start of plastic behaviour. In this 
thesis it is determined by the intersection of two tangent lines which 
follows the elastic and the plastic phase of the loading curve.  

The triaxial test procedure was tailored for cemented and consolidated 
chalk. Multiple failures of triaxial tests on unconsolidated powder 
samples were caused by the absence of adjusted methods. Failures were 
initiated by loose grains flooding into the tubing system causing 
clogging, often in the backpressure regulator. Procedures for 
unconsolidated samples were adjusted to prevent powder from escaping 
the core and the triaxial cell. By adding a 45 µm polypropylene screen 
filter in addition to the filter 0.22 µm. Additionally, the injection rate was 
significantly reduced during the saturation phase to avoid high 
differential pressure. Those changes prevented powder from moving into 
the tubing system.   

3.5 Toolbox 
A compilation for analytical tools has been presented by Zimmermann 
et al. (2017) and established as a ‘toolbox’ for mineralogical research on 
chalk (Paper I). A detailed workflow is paramount when characterizing 
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chalk composition where the methods have been divided into three 
different steps (Figure 7).  

 

Figure 7) Methodologies divided into three categories with three different levels of information 
provided in the toolbox.  

The first step in chalk characterization or other fine-grained material, 
includes collecting basic data with background tools for fundamental 
database information. This includes characterization using basic routine 
analytical tools such as X-ray diffraction (XRD) for mineralogical 
identification, Inductive Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) 
for whole rock geochemistry, stable isotope measurements (C-O 
isotopes), and optical microscopy (Appendices 8.2-8.5). The second step 
incorporates extended data collection with advanced tools for 
comprehensive database information. This includes either grain or 

FIRST STEP
Basic background tools 
for fundamental 
database information 
(core scale)
•X-Ray Diffraction
•Optical microscope
•Whole rock 
geochemistry

•Effluent geochemistry
•Traditional stable 
isotope geochemistry

•Pycnometry

SECOND STEP
Advanced tools 
for extended 
database 
information 
(pore-scale µm)
•Electron 
Microscopy
•SEM-BSE-EDS
•MLA

•Raman
•Specific Surface 
Area (SSA)

THIRD STEP
Specialized tools for 
complete data base 
(sub-micron)
•Nano-SIMS (lack of 
optimal imaging)

•TERS-AFM 
(challenging sample 
preparation)

•TEM-EDS om FIB-
SEM samples

•Current:HIM-SIMS
•Future: Raman-SEM

TOOLBOX for chalk analysis 
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textural information as SSA (Appendix 8.6). The third and final step 
includes application of key analytical techniques to reach the highest 
level of details using highly specialized tools which can reach the highest 
resolution on sub-micron level. Several methods are listed on each step; 
however, some data may partly overlap and support results. Suggested 
methods on the first step are paramount for understanding the 
composition of the reservoir rock or sample. Complementing with the 
methods from the second step would build up a powerful database for 
interpretation and decision-making. Methods on the third step have 
advantages when characterizing on sub-micron scale is requested. A 
complementary approach can deliver the requested data set for feasible 
interpretation. Methods and instruments used in this thesis are described 
in detail in Appendix 8.  

During IOR and EOR experiments (Chapter 3.3) brines are injected into 
rock samples. The effluent is then studied using IC. The data can identify 
which ions are expelled from the core during flooding, and which are left 
in the core by comparing to the influent. Analysis of the brine provides 
data linked to a time which can be linked to the strain behaviour and 
helps determine the impact of ion exchange. The main limitation of water 
analysis is related to processes where for instance a calcium rich mineral 
dissolves at the inlet and another precipitate at the outlet which balance 
the total calcium concentration and thereby mask the process. Further 
core analysis is therefore essential. 

ICP-MS provides bulk geochemistry. XRD enables phase identification 
based on the crystal lattice and therefore support the chemical 
concentration obtained by geochemistry. The limitation of these two 
methods is related to absence of texture information (images) of the 
analyzed area. 

More detailed characterization such as sample imaging and chemical 
identification using common instruments, as Scanning Electron 
Microscopy coupled with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (SEM-
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EDS) described in Appendix 8.7 is recommended for characterization on 
the second step described in the toolbox. However, it strives to determine 
element distribution on such small particles as the minimum spot size for 
EDS is normally around 1 µm² (Priebe et al., 2019) and analyses are 
mostly semi-quantitative. MLA (Appendix 8.8) measurements are based 
on BSE image analysis and may determine pore and grain boundaries on 
polished specimens. The method quantifies different mineral phases (or 
group of minerals) and assigns each group a color, and thus produces a 
mineral distribution map. Grain size distribution can also be imaged, and 
pore space calculated which may be ideally combined with SSA data to 
gain more in-depth information about textural properties of the samples. 
A significant change in SSA for instance, may indicate dissolution or 
precipitation of new mineral phases.  

Highly specialized tools are proposed for detailed characterization at the 
third step of the toolbox. Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) 
resolves the issue to gain images and identify the different phases on sub-
micron scale (Appendix 8.9). TEM coupled with EDS provides very high 
magnification images and identification of the chemical composition and 
crystal orientation. The disadvantage of the TEM-EDS is related to 
sample preparation using Focused Ion Beam - Secondary Electron 
Microscopy (FIB-SEM) which is time consuming, expensive and carries 
a high risk to destroy the small sample measuring only 10*10*0.1 µm 
(Appendix 8.10). TEM-EDS provides a cross-sectional view of a FIB-
SEM sample and carries some obstacles regarding surface and cement 
characterization (Hjuler et al., 2018). Nevertheless, a method with easier 
sample preparation can procedure quicker analyses which will benefit 
research progress.  

HIM combined with SIMS is a newly developed combination of two 
high resolution instruments and has not previously been reported for 
chalk analysis before (Appendix 8.11 and Papers II, III). The combined 
HIM-SIMS instrument has been developed by a group of scientists at 
Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology (LIST). Currently, 
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only a few instruments are available worldwide. Applying this technique 
to chalk is therefore considered unique. The major advantage of the 
HIM-SIMS is that it overcomes the challenge previously described 
regarding the need of high-resolution imaging combined with in-situ 
chemical identification on sub-micron scale. The value of high-
resolution imaging obtained by HIM without linking the surface 
topography of a sample to its chemical composition of the specimen 
(obtained by SIMS), has been limited. Conversely, a high-resolution 
chemical identification obtained by SIMS without knowing the accurate 
location because of poor imaging is not satisfying (Zimmermann et al., 
2015). The combination of the two instruments allowed an in-situ 
detection of surface imaging and chemical detection on nanoscale 
without moving the sample and without costly and time-consuming 
sample preparation. HIM-SIMS allows the identification and mapping of 
different phases in a sample material.  
Application of HIM-SIMS is therefore an advantageous tool when 
investigating reservoir core material for increased comprehension of 
brine-rock interaction processes, thus complementing existing methods. 
Nevertheless, the methodology has a few limitations. For instance, the 
compound of ⁴⁰Ca and ¹⁶O is not yet possible to differentiate from ⁵⁶Fe, 
due to mass interference. Additionally, certain elements are more easily 
ionized during the sputtering process. Therefore, the ratio of ion 
concentrations limits mineral interpretation. A method that can 
normalize ionization for each element is currently being developed and 
may in the future provide more accurate mineral characterization to 
interpret the genesis of minerals in terms of their protolith.  

Despite HIM-SIMS providing novel information of surface chemistry on 
nanoscale linked to the coccolith`s topography, characterization must 
still be complemented by additional methods for further information on 
different scales. Using complementary methods on different steps 
presented in the toolbox and being aware of their limitations such that 
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the final collection of methods chosen gain the maximum effectivity and 
thus solve the research objective. 
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4 Materials  

Properties of the sample materials used in the experimental work are 
described in the following sub-chapters.  

4.1 Dolomite powder 
Dolomite was selected as the second mineral for the investigation due to 
the abundance in chalk formations at the NCS (Kallesten et al., 2021b). 
The dolomite powder was provided by Norwegian Talc AS. The 
dolomite is a mid- to late Cambrian marble deposit in the fourth subset 
of the Leivset Formation, extracted from the Løvgavlen quarry in Fauske 
(Norway). The marble deposits are located in the Salten Region on the 
Fauske nappe and are particularly complex structural unit (Melezhik et 
al., 2013). Dolomite samples were also collected from the Løvgavlen 
quarry with subsequent analysis of geochemistry and isotopic data to 
compare the powder to the actual exposed rock. The provided dolomite 
powder was identified successfully as one of the subset formations of the 
Leivset Formation based on bulk geochemistry and stable isotope data 
(Table 3). A complete geochemistry table is provided for all samples 
used in the thesis and is found in Appendix 8.12. 

Table 3) Selected elements and δ¹³C and δ¹⁸O for dolomite powder (Dol REF) where Dol 
indicates dolomite and REF is reference and dolomite samples of the Løvgavlen Formation at 
Fauske (DOL.LOV). VPDB means Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite. PPM is part per million. 
 

 

Element SiO₂ Al₂O₃ MgO CaO Sr δ¹³C δ¹⁸O CaO/MgO 

Sample Wt.% Wt.% Wt.% Wt.% PPM VPDB 
[‰] VPDB [‰]  

Dol REF 0 0.31 0.05 21.61 30.85 57.8 -0.2 -9.45 1.43 
Dol REF 1 0.26 0.03 21.46 31.00 50.3 -0.2 -9.48 1.44 
Dol REF 2 0.28 0.03 21.61 30.63 50.8 -0.2 -9.36 1.42 
Dol REF 3 0.24 0.03 21.47 31.01 49.8 -0.2 -9.44 1.44 
DOL.LOV.1 0.35 0.08 21.63 30.78 52.3 -0.2 -8.87 1.42 
DOL.LOV.2 0.29 0.07 21.68 30.90 52.3 -0.2 -8.97 1.43 
DOL.LOV.3 0.28 0.11 21.45 31.10 66.1 0.26 -9.00 1.45 
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The powdered dolomite had an average size of 16 µm, where 90 % of 
the grains were in the interval of 5-50 µm (Figure 8). The CaO/MgO 
ratio acquired from whole-rock geochemical measurements (Appendix 
8.6) was calculated to 1.43 (± 0.03) which classify the dolomite (Table 
1) as a magnesian dolomite (Chilingar, 1957). Porosity was calculated to 
33.9 (± 2.6) % for dolomite samples (Table 3 in Paper IV). Porosity 
calculation is provided in Appendix 8.13. 

Dolomite powder was used as experimental material in Paper IV. Five 
dolomite samples were flooded with different compositions of brines. 
The samples were labeled by the mineral composition, followed by a 
core number, the slice number (Figure 3), and the brine used in the 
experiment: e.g., Dol 3.5 SSW, where “Dol” is dolomite, “3” is the test 
number, “5” indicates the outlet slice and “SSW” is the brine used during 
flooding.  

 

Figure 8) Secondary Electron (SE) images of unflooded dolomite powder. a)  A fresh surface 
sample exhibits a “stepped” topography. b) Dolomite grains in cross sectional view of an 
unflooded polished powder sample. The powdered dolomite had an average size of 16 µm, where 
90 % of the grains were in the interval between 5-50 µm (the numbers were provided by MLA). 
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4.2 Manufactured calcite powder 
Manufactured calcite was selected as the study objective as chalk always 
has some impurities. The manufactured calcite powder is 99.95 
Suprapur® with the chemical formula CaCO₃ and is provided by Merck 
Millipore. The particles showed mainly subhedral crystals, with a 
frequent grain size of 10 µm and occasional presence of clustered small 
grains of 2 (± 1.5) µm (Figure 9).  

The samples were labeled by the mineral composition, followed by a 
core number, the slice number (Figure 3), as well as the brine used in the 
experiment. The porosity of calcite samples was calculated to 55.5 (± 
2.7) %. 

 

Figure 9) SEM-SE images of unflooded manufactured calcite. a) Fresh surface SEM-SE image.  
b) Polished sample. The most common grainsize is around 10 µm. 

4.3 Mixed powder (dolomite/calcite) 
Dolomite and calcite were mixed in different ratios to match a realistic 
ratio of 5 % Wt. dolomite, two mixes were added to increase 
understanding how the concentration of dolomite among chalk may 
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impact brine rock interaction processes. Three different ratios of 
dolomites-calcite mixes were selected: 50 to 50 %, 20 to 80 %, and 5 to 
95 %. In contrast to samples of pure materials which were flooded with 
five different compositions of brines, only two different brines were used 
including the most realistic brine (SSW) in addition to MgCl₂ U.Eq. 
which showed the highest dissolution rate of calcite and precipitation of 
magnesite. The samples were labelled as following: e.g., “Mix 1.5 50-50 
MgCl₂ U.Eq” represents a two-component sample of dolomite and 
calcite, 1 is the core number, 5 indicates the outlet slice (Figure 3), “50-
50” is the mixing ratio, and “MgCl₂ U.Eq” is the brine used during 
flooding.  

4.4  Outcrop chalk samples   
Due to the difficulty of collecting reservoir samples, analogue 
outcropping chalk is frequently used to study IOR processes and labelled 
in numerous publications ‘on-shore chalk’ (Andersen et al., 2018; Hjuler 
and Fabricius, 2009; Kallesten et al., 2021b). Chalk from an Upper 
Cretaceous succession (Coniacian) from the Obourg quarry, which 
contains chalk successions deposited in the Mons basin, located in 
Belgium (Figure 10) was used for analyses documented in Paper II, 
Paper III, Paper V and Paper VI. The chalk was sampled from the St. 
Vaast Formation (Dusar and Lagrou, 2007; Robaszynski et al., 2001; 
Schroeder, 2006). The depositional basin for the St. Vaast Formation 
rocks can be described as a gentle syncline developed on a folded and 
faulted Paleozoic basement (Pirson et al., 2008). The St. Vaast Formation 
contains > 95 % calcium carbonate, with impurities of quartz and traces 
of glauconite, chlorite and pyrite (Cornet and Briart, 2000). This chalk 
formation had a high SSA of 4.52 (± 0.14) g/m² compared to other 
reservoir and outcrop chalk often ranging between 1.65 and 3.88 g/m² 
(Wen, 2018). The average porosity was 41 (± 1) %, and the permeability 
ranged around 0.56 mD for intact cores (Table 2 Paper V). All samples 
from this formation are labeled OBSV followed by a core number and 
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the brine it was flooded with. The samples with an artificial fracture are 
additionally labeled AF indicating “artificial fracture”. The final number 
represents the slice number, where # 1 is the “inlet” and # 6 or 7 
represents the “outlet” (Figure 3). Unflooded material is marked with 
“REF” indicating unflooded or reference.  

 

Figure 10) An SEM-SE image of a coccolith from the Upper Cretaceous Coniacian, St. Vaast 
Formation, Obourg quarry. 
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5 Main results 

5.1 Chemical and geo-mechanical 
processes in pure and mixed powdered 
samples 

To increase comprehension of brine-rock interaction processes during 
seawater injection, experiments with pure and mixed mineralogical 
powder samples were flooded in triaxial cells (Chapter 3.4) under 
reservoir conditions with a temperature of 130°C, effective overburden 
stress of 13.1 MPa and 0.7 MPa pore pressure (Paper IV). Five dolomite 
powder samples, five manufactured calcite samples (99.95 % 
Suprapur®), in addition to six mixed samples of dolomite and calcite 
powders (in three different ratios) were flooded with five different 
composition of brines (Table 2). After flooding samples in triaxial cells 
under reservoir conditions, a selection of methods described in the 
toolbox (Chapter 3.5) were used for identification of chemical alteration 
processes. Three standard deviation is used when data is provided with a 
range (e.g., porosity showed an average of 55.5 (± 2.7) %). 

5.1.1 Dolomite powder samples flooded with different 
compositions of brine  

The five flooded dolomite powder samples flooded with five different 
brines showed distinct compaction during loading and creep. During 
loading of the dolomite samples, Dol 3 SSW showed axial strain of 6.7 
% which was higher compared to dolomite tests flooded with other 
brines showing axial strains ranging between 4.8 % - 5.3 % (Figure 11a). 
The porosities for dolomite samples ranged between 33.0 % and 35.6 % 
(Table 4).  
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 Table 4) Porosities pre-and post-experiments and axial strain during loading and creep for 
dolomite, calcite, and mixed powder samples. The numbers in brackets for Cal 4F LowSal 
represent a repeated test set up without issues with pumps during loading (see text for details).  

*Sample collapsed in the triaxial test 

Under constant stress conditions during creep, the compaction rates for 
the MgCl₂ flooded samples were 0.14 % per week (from after the tenth 
day when the samples showed stable compaction) for both Dol 1B MgCl₂ 
and Dol 6 MgCl₂ U.Eq (Figure 11b). This was two times higher than for 
the sample flooded with NaCl (Dol 2 NaCl) showing 0.06 % axial strain 
per week (Table 5). Extrapolation of Dol 4C LowSal estimated a 
compaction rate of 0.09 % per week (Table 4).  

Table 5) Compaction rates during creep for dolomite samples.  

Sample Dol 1B 
MgCl₂ 

Dol 2 
NaCl 

Dol 3 
SSW 

Dol 4C 
LowSal 

Dol 6 MgCl₂ 
U.Eq 

Compaction rate [%/week] 0.14 0.06 * 0.09 0.14 
*Not calculated (it was flooded too short to show a constant rate).    

  Porosity   Axial Strain     
Sample Pre-test Post-test Δ  Loading  Creep Total   Duration 
  [%]  [%]     [%] [%] [%]    [Days] 
Dol 1B MgCl₂  33.0 25.7 7.3  5.3 2.9 8.2  93  
Dol 2 NaCl 33.7 25.4 8.3  5.4 1.9 7.3  92 
Dol 3 SSW 33.8 25.5 8.3  7.0 1.6 8.6  20 
Dol 4C LowSal 33.6 25.8 7.8  4.8 1.6 6.4  28 
Dol 6 MgCl₂ U.Eq 35.6 23.1 12.5  5.3 3.0 8.3   86 
Cal 1 MgCl₂  58.2 38.2 20   12.6 4.3 16.9   90  
Cal 2D NaCl 55.1 * *  9.7 7.8 17.5  54 
Cal 3B SSW 53.4 40.9 12.5  12.8 1.1 13.9  31 

Cal 4F LowSal 56.2 38.2 18.0  17.0  
(10.3) 

3.4 
(4.2) 

20.4 
(14.5) 

 85  

Cal 6B MgCl₂ U.Eq 54.7 40.8 13.9   10.8 4.7 15.5   85 
Mix 1 50-50 MgCl₂ U.Eq 42.0 31.3 10.7   5.9 5.7 11.6   82 
Mix 2 50-50 SSW 44.4 29.0 15.4  7.5 4.2 11.7  28 
Mix 3 5-95 MgCl₂ U.Eq 55.4 38.1 17.3  8.0 6.8 14.8  85 
Mix 4 5-95 SSW 54.7 40.2 14.5  15.7 1.1 16.8  4 
Mix 5 20-80 MgCl₂ U.Eq 50.5 37.2 13.3  11.0 7.0 18.0  84 
Mix 6B 20-80 SSW 51.7 24.1 27.6   12.7 1.1 13.8   13  
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Figure 11) Dolomite powder samples flooded in triaxial cell tests under reservoir conditions of 
130°C with a flooding rate of one pore volume/day. a) Loading b) Creep 

All five dolomite samples showed insignificant chemical alterations 
characterized by the absence of mineral precipitation (Table 6). This was 
supported by SEM-EDS (Figure 5 Paper IV), XRD (Figure 4 Paper IV) 
and geochemistry (Table 4 Paper IV). IC data showed instant and 
temporary loss of Mg²⁺ ions during temperature increase for Dol 1B 
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MgCl₂, Dol 6 MgCl₂. U.Eq, and Dol 3 SSW (Figure 3a Paper IV). Dol 
3 SSW also experienced an initial loss of SO₄²⁻ identified in the first few 
effluent samples (Figure 3b Paper IV). 

Table 6) Mineral precipitation associated with the injected brine and sample material. 

Brine composition/ 
Sample mineral  MgCl₂ NaCl SSW LowSal MgCl₂ U.Eq 

Dolomite 0 0 0 0 0 

Calcite  Magnesite 0 0 0 Magnesite 

Mix 5-95  * * Aragonite * Magnesite 

Mix 20-80 * * 
Aragonite 
(traces of 
anhydrite)  

* 
Magnesite  

High-magnesium 
calcite 

Mix 50-50 * * Anhydrite * 
Magnesite  

High-magnesium 
calcite 

“ 0 “ Indicates no newly precipitated minerals identified. 
“ * “ Not tested 

5.1.2 Manufactured calcite powder flooded with 
different compositions of brine 

The compaction identified during loading for the five calcite powder 
samples, ranged between 9.7 % and 12.8 % axial strain (Figure 12a). A 
compaction of 17.0 % for Cal 4F LowSal was an outlier due to pump 
issues. Repeated tests for Cal 4F LowSal showed an axial strain of 10.3 
% (Table 7, Appendix 2 Paper IV). The initital sample porosity was 
calculated to 55.5 (± 2.7) % (Table 4). 

The axial creep rates for calcite powdered samples showed distinct creep 
strains. The calcite powder sample flooded with NaCl (Cal 2D NaCl) 
showed a significant compaction the first three days, which stabilized at 
an axial strain of 7.0 % after the first week (Figure 12b). The Cal 4F 
LowSal showed a similar behaviour with significant compaction the first 
two days which stabilized at 3.2 % after three days (Figure 12b). The 
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sample Cal 3B SSW instantly reduced the compactionrate in the creep 
phase, and ceased at an axial strain of only 1.15 % (Figure 12b). Cal 1 
MgCl₂ and Cal 6B MgCl₂ U.Eq showed constant creep rates of around 
0.350 %/week (Table 7). The final axial strains were 4.2 % and 4.7 % 
for Cal 1 MgCl₂ and Cal 6B MgCl₂ U.Eq, respectively (Table 4). 

Table 7) Compaction rates during creep for manufactured calcite samples. 

Sample Cal 1 
MgCl₂  

Cal 2D 
NaCl 

Cal 3B 
SSW 

Cal 4F 
LowSal  

Cal 6B MgCl₂ 
U.Eq 

Compaction rate 
[%/week] 0.350 * *  *  0.350  

*Not calculated due to completely flat curves/constant after a certain time 

Precipitation of magnesite was detected in Cal 1 MgCl₂ and Cal 6B 
MgCl₂ U.Eq (Table 6). A constant excess of Ca²⁺ with corresponding 
decrease of Mg²⁺ were identified in effluent samples compared to the 
composition of the injection fluid, obtained by IC (Figure 7a, Paper IV). 
The retention of Mg²⁺ in the core was reflected in the geochemistry 
result. Cal 6B MgCl₂ U.Eq showed a MgO concentration of 17.35 Wt.% 
and 0.65 Wt.% for inlet and oulet slices, respectively. For Cal 1 MgCl₂  
the MgO concentrations were 8.49 Wt.% and 0.33 Wt.% for the inlet 
slice and the outlet slice, respectively (Appendix 8.1). Magnesite was 
identified by XRD thus supported the above mentioned observations 
(Figure 8 Paper IV). SEM-EDS data also supported the presence of 
magnesium-rich minerals.  

Cal 3B SSW showed absence of dissolution, precipitation, and 
morphological changes (Table 6). The geochemistry data, for instance, 
showed only trace values of 0.09 Wt.% and 0.18 Wt.% MgO (Appendix 
8.1) for inlet and outlet slices, respectively. Insignificant chemical 
(Appendix 8.1) and textural alterations (Figure 9 Paper IV) were 
identified for Cal 3B NaCl and Cal 4F LowSal. 
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Figure 12) Calcite powder samples flooded in triaxial cells under reservoir conditions of 130°C 
with an injection rate of one pore volume/day. a) Loading. Cal 4F LowSal experienced unstable 
pump conditions (see repeated test in appendix 2, Paper IV). b) Creep 

5.1.3 Mixed dolomite and calcite powder flooded with 
MgCl₂ U.Eq and SSW 

The mixed samples with different ratios of dolomite and calcite showed 
higher strain for the three SSW than the three MgCl₂ U.Eq flooded 
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samples during loading. The axial strains during loading for SSW 
flooded samples were 7.6 %, 12.7 %, and 15.7 % for  Mix 2 50-50 SSW, 
Mix 6B 20-80 SSW and Mix 4 5-95 SSW, respectively (Table 4, Figure 
13a). The axial strains for MgCl₂ U.Eq flooded samples were 5.5 %, 11.0 
%, and 8.0 % for Mix 1 50-50 MgCl₂ U.Eq, Mix 5 20-80 MgCl₂ U.Eq, 
Mix 3 5-95 MgCl₂ U.Eq, respectively (Table 4, Figure 13a). Mix 5 20-
80 MgCl₂ U.Eq experienced pump instability which caused a jump in 
axial strain. Porosities ranged between 42.0 % and 55.4 % (Table 4). 

During constant overburden, two SSW flooded mixed samples showed 
axial compaction which ceased at around 1.1 % axial strain under less 
than a day into the creep for Mix 4 5-95 SSW and Mix 6B 20-80 SSW 
(Figure 13b). Mix 2 50-50 SSW showed a total strain of 4.2 % after four 
weeks. SSW flooded tests were shorter than tests flooded with MgCl₂ 
U.Eq. because of clogging.  

On the contrary to trends observed during loading, all three mixed 
samples flooded with MgCl₂ U.Eq experienced higher axial strains than 
SSW flooded mixed samples during creep. The most significant 
compaction was observed the first week (Figure 13b). The axial strain 
rates significantly reduced and showed 0.02 %, 0.25 %, and 0.12 % 
per/week (after the 4th week) for Mix 1 50-50 MgCl₂ U.Eq, Mix 3 5-95 
MgCl₂ U.Eq, and Mix 5 20-80 MgCl₂ U.Eq, respectively (Table 8). The 
total axial strains for the MgCl₂ flooded mixed samples during creep 
were 5.7 %, 6.8 %, and 7.0 % for Mix 1 50-50 MgCl₂ U.Eq, Mix 3 5-95 
MgCl₂ U.Eq and Mix 5 20-80 MgCl₂ U.Eq, respectively (Table 4). 

Table 8) Compaction rates during creep for mixed dolomite and calcite samples. The rates 
represent the period after the 4th week.  

Sample Mix 1 50-50 
MgCl₂ U.Eq  

Mix 2 50-50 
SSW  

Mix 3 5-95 
MgCl₂ U.Eq 

Mix 4 5-95  
SSW 

Mix 5 20-80 
MgCl₂ U.Eq 

Mix 6B 20-
80 SSW 

Compaction 
rate [%/week] 0.02  *  0.25   * 0.12  * 

*The sample stagnated the compaction rate early. 
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Figure 13) Axial strain during loading and creep for all mixed dolomite-calcite tests flooded with 
MgCl₂ U.Eq and SSW. a) Axial strain during loading of Mixed dolomite-calcite tests. b) Axial 
strain during creep for mixed dolomite-calcite tests. 

Mixed samples experienced significant chemical alterations with 
subsequent precipitation of new minerals (Table 4). The three mixed 
SSW flooded samples showed precipitation of aragonite (CaCO₃) and 
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anhydrite (CaSO₄). Aragonite was abundant in Mix 4 5-95 SSW (Figure 
14), and present in Mix 6B 20-80 SSW. Anhydrite was identified in Mix 
2 50-50 SSW (Figure 15) and traces were identified in Mix 6B 20-80 
SSW (Table 4). The following results lead to the mineral identification: 

Aragonite was clearly identified by XRD (Figure 13 Paper IV). The 
aragonite concentration in Mix 6B 20-80  SSW was 4.1 Wt.% in the inlet 
and 13.6 Wt.% in the outlet (Appendix 3 Paper IV). The elongated/ 
needle shaped mineral was identified by SEM-EDS (Figure 14). The 
maximum grain sizes identified was 20 µm in Mix 4 5-95 SSW.  

 

Figure 14) SEM-SE images of precipitated aragonite (CaCO₃) in Mix 4.1 5-95 SSW. a) A low 
magnification SEM-SE image distributes aragonite on the surface of a dolomite crystal 
highlighted by green arrows. The size ranged from 5-10 µm. b) Aragonite cluster of 
elongated/needle shaped crystals measuring < 20 µm. 

Anhydrite was identified by XRD, predominantly in sample Mix 2 50-
50 SSW. Slice three held 1.3 Wt.%, whereas only trace values were 
detected in the inlet and oulet slices (Appendix 3 Paper IV). 
Geochemistry obtained from Mix 2 50-50 SSW showed an increased 
sulfur (TOT/S) concentration, thus supporting precipitation of anhydrite. 
The highest concentration was identified in the second slice with 0.45 
Wt.% TOT/S (Appendix 8.1). Mix 6B 20-80 SSW showed trace values 
of 0.06 Wt.% TOT/S in the outlet slice (data was not acquired for all 
slices). IC data documented a loss of 0.018 M SO₄²⁻ for Mix 2 50-50 
SSW (Figure 11 Paper IV). Anhydrite crystals identified by SEM-EDS 
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measured up to five µm. Single elemental maps showed overlap of S and 
Ca (Figure 15).  

 

Figure 15) SEM and EDS for Mix 2.2 50-50 SSW. a) A combined SEM-SE image overlayed by 
single EDS maps of S (blue) Mg (red) and Ca (green). b) EDS sum spectrum acquired in a). c) 
Single map distribution of S. d) Single map distribution of Mg. e) Single map distribution of Ca. 

The three mixed samples flooded with MgCl₂ U.Eq  showed significant 
chemical interaction. This was reflected in IC data which showed 
significant Ca²⁺ excess and Mg²⁺ loss in effluent (Figure 11 Paper IV). 
Geochemistry data of tested samples revealed increased MgO 
concentration compared to unflooded mixed samples. The most 
significant increases were 8.2 Wt.% and 10.7 Wt.% averagely for Mix 1 
50-50 MgCl₂ U.Eq and Mix 5 20-80 MgCl₂ U.Eq, respectively (Table 8, 
Paper IV). For the two latter tests, an MgO increase was identified 
throughout the entire core length. On the other hand, only 4.3 Wt.% and 
0.5 Wt.% increases were detected in the inlet and outlet of Mix 3 5-95 
MgCl₂ U.Eq, respectively. High-magnesium calcite was identified by 
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XRD in outletslices of Mix 1 50-50 MgCl₂ U.Eq, Mix 5 20-80 MgCl₂ 
U.Eq, and only traces in Mix 3 5-95 MgCl₂ U.Eq in addition to magnesite 
in the inlet of all three mixed samples flooded with MgCl₂ U.Eq (Figure 
12 Paper IV). Rhombohedral magnesium-rich minerals were identified 
by SEM-EDS (Figure 16) pointing to precipitation of magnesite in the 
inlet slices of  Mix 1.1 50-50 MgCl₂ and Mix 3.1 5-95 MgCl₂ U.Eq.  

 

Figure 16) Precipitation of magnesite in inlet slices of mixed dolomite and calcite samples 
flooded with MgCl₂ U.Eq. a) A red circle highlights precipitation of magnesite in Mix 1.1 50-50 
MgCl₂ U.Eq. The crystal size was around 1 µm. b) Red circle highlights precipitation of 
magnesite in Mix 3.1 5-95 MgCl₂ U.Eq. The magnesite crystals were abundant and measured 
frequently 3-8 µm.  
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5.2 Artificially fractured outcrop chalk 
Three artificially fractured outcrop samples (OBSV) were flooded under 
reservoir conditions of 130°C. Hydrostatic loading above yield followed 
by a creep phase with an effective overburden stress of 11.3 MPa. 
Descriptions of sample preparations are found in Chapter 3.1. Two 
additional intact (unfractured) samples were flooded for reference 
purposes. The average porosity and permeability of all five samples were 
41.8 % and 0.56 mD, respectively. The diameter of artificial fractures 
measured 2.25 (± 0.05) mm before flooding. The chalk samples held 
around 5 Wt.% non-carbonate phases (Appendix 8.1), including 
glauconite, illite, and pyrite (Paper V). The samples were flooded with 
NaCl (Creep 1) for six days with a flooding rate of one pore volume per 
day (PV/day). The brine composition injected changed to SSW and 
MgCl₂ for two fractured samples as well as for two reference samples 
(Creep 2). The third artificially fractured sample was flooded with NaCl 
during the entire creep phase. Mineralogical processes and fracture 
modification are presented, but the reader is referred to Papers V and 
IV for additional information. Details for the set up can also be found in 
(Abubeker, 2013; Geitle, 2013). 
 

5.2.1 Artificial fracture and geo-mechanical responses 
All samples showed comparable axial strains during hydrostatic loading 
which ranged between 0.79 % and 1.07 % (Figure 2 Paper V). During 
Creep 1 (NaCl injection), the average axial creep strain was 1.11 (± 0.17) 
% and 1.41 (± 0.42) % for unfractured and fractured samples, 
respectively (Figure 17a). When the brine composition changed in Creep 
2, all MgCl₂ and SSW flooded samples showed enhanced compaction 
rates compared to the NaCl flooded core (Figure 17b). The unfractured 
samples showed a more instant and significant compaction after the brine 
change compared to artificially fractured samples. The maximum strain 
rate/day was 0.07 for OBSV 6 MgCl₂ and 0.30 OBSV 9 SSW, at the 6th 
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day and 2nd day after brine change, respectively (Table 9). The fractured 
samples experienced a later onset of an increasing strain rate. The highest 
compaction rate/day were 0.05 for OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ and 0.09 for 
OBSV 12 AF-SSW, on the 7th and the 5th day after brine change 
respectively (Table 9). OBSV 18 AF-NaCl showed for comparison an 
average strain rate/day of 0.02 during Creep 2 (Figure 17).  

 

 

Figure 17) Axial creep strain for five OBSV samples, three samples with an artificial fracture 
and two unfractured reference samples. a) Primary creep phase (Creep 1) during injection of 
NaCl. b) Secondary creep (Creep 2) with injection of MgCl₂, SSW or NaCl.  
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Table 9) Maximum compaction rates given in [%]/day for five OBSV samples, and at which time 
the maximum creep-rate was identified given in days after brine change (Creep 2).  

 
Un-fractured Artificially fractured  

 
OBSV 6 MgCl₂ OBSV 

9 SSW 
OBSV 4 

AF-MgCl₂ 
OBSV 12 
AF-SSW 

OBSV 18 
AF-NaCl 

Maxiumum creep rate 
[%] /day 

0.07 0.30 0.05 0.09 0.02 

Day after brine change 
6 2 7 5 * 

*The test continued with the same brine throughout the test. 

5.2.2 Mineral dissolution and precipitation in artificial 
fracture flooded with MgCl2 

During the flooding test, the artificial fractures changed, and mineral 
precipitation took place. OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 was selected for in-depth 
analysis of the fracture and the adjacent regions (Paper VI). Calcite was 
dissolved along fracture wall, and precipitation of magnesite was 
identified in the artificial fracture by SEM-EDS (Figures 18 and 19).  

 

Figure 18) An SEM-EDS map acquired perpendicular to the flood direction, showing Ca 
(predominantly present in the matrix) and Mg (predominantly present in the fracture fill) 
distribution in an artificially fractured OBSV sample injected by MgCl2 (OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2). 
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Dissolution of calcite and precipitation of magnesite during MgCl₂ 
injection were documented by several methods. The effluent data 
obtained by IC supported Mg²⁺ retention and Ca²⁺ production throughout 
the test (Figure 4a in Paper V). Precipitation of magnesite was supported 
by XRD and TEM (Figures 5, 12 Paper VI). Trigonal shaped magnesite 
crystals were identified by SEM-EDS which frequently precipitated in 
the fracture along with a sheetlike mineral identified by TEM and 
interpreted as chlorite based on EDS (Figures 9, 11 Paper VI). 
Geochemistry results acquired from the fracture fill showed 41.1 Wt.% 
MgO and only 2.0 Wt.% CaO in the inlet slice (Appendix 8.1). The 
presence of CaO was linked to fragments and circular shapes of 
coccoliths. Additional elements identified were SiO₂, Al₂O₃, Fe₂O₃, and 
K₂O with concentrations of 8.8 Wt.%, 1.6 Wt.%, 0.8 Wt.% and 2.0 
Wt.%, respectively. A chlorite-illite compound was frequently identified 
surrounding magnesite (Figure 19). The presence of magnesite and clay 
in the fracture fill, was supported by HIM-SIMS (Figure 10 Paper VI). 

 

Figure 19) An SEM-SE image (OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ #3) acquired within the fracture fill showing 
a magnesite (1) and sheetlike clay possible chlorite (-illite) (2). Chemistry data is acquired within 
the area of the red boxes. 
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5.2.3 Aperture modification 
All three artificially fractured samples experienced an aperture 
reduction. The fracture aperture diameters were reduced by 84 %, 76 %, 
and 44 % for OBSV 12 AF-SSW, OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂, and OBSV 18 
AF-NaCl flooded tests, respectively (Table 10). OBSV 12 AF-SSW 
showed complete closure of the fracture aperture for the first four slices 
(Figure 7, Paper V). The non-carbonate phase (chlorite-illite compound) 
cemented the central part of the fracture and measured approximately 1 
mm in diameter (Figure 6, Paper V). Chlorite covered the inside surface 
of OBSV 18 AF-NaCl (Figure 6, Paper V). Aperture modification was 
not only linked to precipitation or dissolution, see discussion (6.3) for 
details. 

Table 10) Average aperture reduction for three artificially fractured samples. 

Sample OBSV 12 
AF-SSW 

OBSV 4 AF-
MgCl₂  

OBSV 18 AF-
NaCl  

Average aperture 
reduction [%] 84 76 44 
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5.3 Surface characterization using HIM-
SIMS 

Precipitation of new minerals takes place on micron and sub-micron 
scale during seawater injection of chalk. A novel method was applied in 
this research project to test if the high-resolution HIM-SIMS can provide 
data which can help understand mineralogical alterations. The HIM-
SIMS was able to determine the coccolith`s surface topography 
combined with its chemistry in-situ and is recommended as a 
supplementary method for chalk characterization on nanoscale (Papers 
II, III)  

5.3.1 Chemical and textural identification of surface 
fragments in chalk 

The HIM provided a high-resolution SE image (HIM-SE image) of a 
fresh surface chalk sample (OBSV 12.4 SSW) with detailed 
topographical features of the coccolith grains (Figure 20a). Single 
elemental maps from the same region of interest (ROI) were acquired 
using SIMS (Figure 20b–h).  

 

Figure 20) HIM-SIMS images of sample OBSV 12.4 SSW. (a) HIM-SE image of a ROI obtained 
by HIM focusing on a coccolith fragment. (b-d) Chemical images obtained by SIMS of 16O, 12C₂, 
and 40Ca are presented with a scalebar at the right, representing the intensity of each element. (e-
h) Elemental distribution of ²⁴Mg, ²⁷Al, ²⁸Si, and ³⁹K. 
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Single elemental maps of ⁴⁰Ca, ¹²C₂ and ¹⁶O were merged, to represent 
calcite (CaCO3) distribution on the coccolith surface.  ²⁴Mg, ²⁷Al, ²⁸Si, 
and ³⁹K were merged to represent the presence of clay (most probably 
chlorite-illite) coating the coccoliths surface. A HIM-SE image 
overlayed the merged single elemental SIMS maps of ²⁴Mg, ²⁷Al, ²⁸Si, 
and ³⁹K, allocated a red color which highlighted locations of clay coating 
the coccolith surface (Figure 20).  
 

 

Figure 21) A combined HIM-SIMS map highlights the presence of clay on the coccolith surface 
(OBSV 12 AF-SSW #4). The distribution of ²⁴Mg, ²⁷Al, ²⁸Si, and ³⁹K were first assigned a red 
colour and then combined with the original HIM-SE image obtained by HIM.  
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5.3.2 Quantification and distribution of surface clay 

HIM-SIMS acquisitions were performed on a coccolith plate from an 
unflooded OBSV chalk sample (see Chapter 4.4 for details). The aim 
was to link its topography with the distribution of single elements and 
thus quantify the distribution of non-calcite minerals (Paper III). HIM-
SE images were acquired from different angles around the grain which 
allowed a 3D construction. Chemical data was acquired by SIMS at the 
same ROI and projected onto the 3D surface model to create a 4D surface 
reconstruction (Figure 22).  

 

Figure 22) 4D surface reconstruction of the coccolith grain presented from different perspectives 
with azimuthal angles of 0°, 45°, 60° and 90° (a-d). ⁴⁰Ca is represented by green, ²⁴Mg by red 
and the ²⁷Al - ²⁸Si by blue. 
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The total number of pixels in the selected raw SIMS images was 512x512 
which covered 72.25 µm² of the surface. The isotopes: ⁴°Ca, ²⁴Mg, ²⁷Al 
and ²⁸Si were identified. ⁴°Ca covered a total area of 89.8 %. In 46.1 % 
of the pixels ²⁴Mg, ²⁷Al, ²⁸Si, or all three elements were present. As each 
pixel can contain several ions, the data set is categorized into groups:  
 

(i) ⁴°Ca (locations occupied by calcite only),  
(ii) ²⁴Mg hotspot  
(iii) ²⁷Al and/or ²⁸Si (locations without occupation of calcite) 
(iv) ‘mix’ composed of ⁴°Ca and ²⁷Al/²⁸Si.  

 
The mix (iv) covered 39.8 % of the area, while calcite (i) covered 50.0 
% of the ROI (Table 11). ²⁴Mg hotspot (ii) was detected in 1.4 % of the 
pixels. Surface distribution calculations showed 6.3 % coverage by non-
carbonate. The bulk geochemistry for unflooded OBSV showed around 
5 Wt.% non-carbonate (Appendix 8.1). 
 
Table 11) Relative surface distribution of detected elements with respect to the surface of the 
coccolith grain imaged in Figure 22 (the exact angle is provided in Figure 2, Paper III).  

  Area % 
⁴⁰Ca only 50.00 % 
²⁴Mg (dominantly present at hotspot) 1.40 % 
²⁷Al and/or ²⁸Si (non-carbonate only/without occupation of calcite) 6.30 % 
“Mix”: ⁴⁰Ca and ²⁷Al and/or ²⁸Si (or all)           39.80 % 
Locations with no detection (⁴⁰Ca, ²⁷Al, ²⁸Si, ²⁴Mg) 2.50 % 
Total field of view 100.00 % 
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5.3.3 Characterization of manufactured calcite powder 
on nano scale 

Data presented here is linked to Paper IV and Chapter 5.1 but have not 
been published in any of the papers. The data is presented to support 
mineral precipitation identified with the high resolution HIM-SIMS. 

Surface characterization of single manufactured calcite grains was 
performed by HIM-SIMS. Four flooded samples were selected (Cal 1.1 
MgCl₂, Cal 2.1D NaCl, Cal 3.1B SSW and Cal 6.1B MgCl₂ U.Eq) in 
addition to an unflooded reference. The HIM-SE images showed 
accumulations of sub-micron sized grains on the surface of Cal 1.1 
MgCl₂ (Figure 23). These particles showed high intensities of ²⁴Mg. The 
surface of Cal 3B SSW and Cal 6B.1 MgCl₂ U.Eq showed ²⁴Mg in low 
intensities covering the surface. Patches of accumulated high ²⁴Mg 
signals were identified as nanosized magnesite nucleus. The low ²⁴Mg 
intensity coating the surfaces were remains of ²⁴Mg adsorption.  
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Figure 23) Distribution of single elements on the surface of flooded manufactured calcite 
presented in “fire-maps”. Low distribution is represented by blue, gradually increasing to high 
distribution represented by red. The unflooded reference sample is presented in the left column, 
Cal 1.1 MgCl₂ in the second, Cal 2.1D NaCl in the third column, Cal 3.1B SSW in the fourth and 
Cal 6B.1 MgCl₂ U.Eq in the fifth. The data is not normalized. Cal 4F LowSal was not analyzed.  
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6 Discussions 

Water weakening of chalk is a well-documented process during brine 
injection (Chapter 2.5). Routine experiments using triaxial cells have 
been performed at the University of Stavanger for decades where water 
weakening of chalk has been linked to properties as brine composition 
(Andersen et al., 2018; Heggheim et al., 2005; Korsnes et al., 2008; 
Korsnes et al., 2006a) and porosity. The role of non-calcite phases and 
fractures in reservoir chalk in IOR research has been underexplored. This 
research is one of the first approaches to link impurities and fractures in 
chalk with geo-mechanical response during brine injection (Figure 24). 
Despite using traditional in-house triaxial cell set-up (e.g., Andersen et 
al 2018 and references therein), the research implements novel 
approaches which implies certain experimental limitations (Chapter 6.1).  

 

Figure 24) Properties and processes pointing to geo-mechanical compaction can impact strain 
during seawater injection. The discussion focuses on the properties as impurities (e.g., dolomite), 
fractures and mineral dissolution and precipitation in chalk as well as brine composition marked 
in dark grey. Porosities will also be mentioned as these are properties which significantly impact 
geo-mechanical processes but have not been highlighted as they are already well documented 
(light grey). pH and CO₂ partial pressure in addition to temperature are properties that impact 
these processes but are not the scope in this discussion (white boxes). 
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6.1 Study limitations 
Statistical significance and repeatability in the experimental data are 
limited. Tests were repeated only a few times in the laboratory (due to 
time limitation), however these showed high repeatability. It needs to be 
considered that the experiments presented in chapter 5 were mostly pilot 
studies and first of its kind under reservoir conditions. The axial strain 
during loading for Cal 4 LowSal and Cal 4E LowSal showed very 
comparable responses with a strain of 10.3 (± 0.04) % (Appendix 2 
Paper IV).  

6.1.1 Manufactured calcite and milled natural dolomite 
versus natural chalk 

Manufactured calcite was used because natural chalk will always have 
presence of impurities to some extent. However, using pure 
manufactured calcite powder faces a few limitations when replacing 
natural chalk, which needs to be considered when comparing powder to 
natural chalk. The major properties of powder which are distinct from 
chalk, are associated with lack of consolidation and cemented grain 
contacts. Grain sizes, surface topography, and SSA of manufactured 
calcite and milled dolomite with natural origin may differ from 
coccoliths properties. Manufactured calcite is inorganic, but its valuable 
advantage is the homogeneous mineralogical composition. Adhesion 
forces are strongly dependent on surface topography. These properties 
may determine the total area available for brine-rock interactions and 
affect porosity, thus the total strain.  

Natural chalk consists of biomineralized low-magnesium calcite 
(Rinderknecht et al., 2021). Biofilms, natural presence of MgO in 
biomineralized chalk, and presence of residual oil are properties that 
cannot be replicated using powders. Biogenetic calcite has a more 
negative surface charge than synthetic calcite, which is associated with 
adsorbed anionic organic matter on the surface (Madsen, 2015). The 
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presence of organic material on particle surfaces among chalk is 
suggested to modify the onset of dissolution (Hassenkam et al., 2011). 
Despite high purities for manufactured calcite (< 99 %), it may contain 
organic compounds associated with additives in the production for 
inhibiting crystal growth, thus enhancing nucleation. The use of 
additives varies between suppliers. The incorporation of organic 
compounds inhibit dissolution of manufactured calcite making it behave 
comparable to biogenic calcite (Hassenkam et al., 2011). Still, 
Hassenkam et al. (2011) showed in their laboratory experiment that 
modern and fossil coccoliths were both more resistant to dissolution than 
inorganic calcite. However, not all calcite particles in natural chalk are 
biogenetic. The relation between originally organic and secondary 
precipitation of inorganic cements is barely studied, maybe impossible 
considering the small grain sizes.  

6.1.2 Temperature 
All experiments have been executed under the same temperature of 
130°C (realistic Ekofisk temperature), therefore mineral dissolution and 
precipitation kinetics allocated to temperature variations have not been 
highlighted. Temperature has been suggested to be a more important 
mechanism affecting calcite dissolution than the composition of the brine 
e.g., (Minde et al., 2018). An increased temperature will enhance the 
dissolution rate (Zahid et al., 2010). As the emphasis here is focused on 
the impact from the present mineralogy associated with the brine 
composition in brine-rock interaction processes, temperature effects 
have been granted a disproportionately small part in the discussion.  

6.1.3 Artificial fractures in laboratory versus reservoir 
Reservoir fractures (Chapter 2.4) may be associated with fractured 
surfaces caused by faulting where waterflow, compaction and sealing 
may develop differently than in artificially produced circular fractures of 
2.25 (± 0.05) mm in diameter. The artificial hole was produced under 
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ambient conditions for the laboratory experiments. The nature of these 
fractures will differ from natural fractures, but the experiment was 
performed as a starting point for further studies on fractured chalk. 
Modification of the hole was not possible to monitor during the test. Pre-
test diameters were compared to the post-test diameters. If the fracture 
aperture reduced during hydrostatic loading in the laboratory test or at 
which exact moment is not known. The main objective within this 
experiment, as mentioned above, was not upscaling of the results, but 
simple observations of mineralogical and geo-mechanical processes. 
Sound experimental set-ups can be developed for future research for the 
purpose of upscaling, which is obviously an important feature to resolve 
this issue. 

6.1.4 Reservoir chalk versus outcrop samples 
HIM-SIMS characterization was performed on outcrop samples of chalk, 
due to limited access of reservoir chalk. Reservoir chalk may have 
different mineral composition and distribution due to different diagenetic 
processes. Moreover, early incoming hydrocarbons in chalk at the NCS 
may have diminished diagenetic processes (Kallesten et al., 2021b). 
Therefore, IOR research on reservoir chalk is highly recommended if 
accessible.  
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6.2 Brine-rock interaction processes in 
pure and mixed mineralogical mixes - 
powder samples 

The rationale behind experimenting with pure and mixed mineral 
samples is described in Chapter 1. Pure indicates single mineral samples 
composed of either dolomite or calcite. ‘Mixed’ powder samples have 
different ratios of dolomite versus calcite which are 5:95, 20:80, and 
50:50 (Chapter 4). The following sub-chapters cover discussions of 
results and mechanisms related to strain during increasing stresses 
(Chapter 6.2.1), followed by a discussion of processes associated with 
different strain results during constant stress conditions in manufactured 
calcite (Chapter 6.2.2). Chapter 6.2.3 discusses the link between 
dissolution and precipitation of new mineral phases to the mineralogical 
composition of samples and the ion composition of the brine in mixed 
samples. A focus is laid on the most realistic sample which is aimed to 
represent Ekofisk. Then, in Chapter 6.2.4, the link between the mineral 
dissolution and precipitation processes discussed (Chapter 6.2.3) are 
associated with geo-mechanical responses. Surface energy is a property 
that impacts processes in the flooding experiments of powder especially. 
Analysis of surface properties was not the scope of thesis and has not 
been performed. A few terms used in the following discussion not 
previously introduced involving surface energy are briefly described in 
Table 12. 
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Table 12) Descriptions of terms used in discussion involving surface chemistry.  

Terms Descriptions 

Adsorption 

Adsorption is when atoms, ions, or molecules adhere to a surface. It 
adsorbs because of surface energy and creates a film on the mineral 
surface. The surface bonding depends on the crystal structure of the 
sample. The adsorption process is generally classified as physisorption 
(characteristic of weak van der Waals forces) or chemisorption 
(Dąbrowski, 2001). It may also occur due to electrostatic attraction. 

Surface charge 

Adsorption of ions creates an electrical surface charge. While all ions 
participate, their concentrations and different affinities for complexation 
(the covalent or non-covalent interactions between two or more 
compounds) determine the net surface charge, which can be positive, 
negative, or zero (Groenendijk and van Wunnik, 2021). 

Disjoining 
pressure 

Disjoining pressure comprises of three main types of repulsive and 
attractive forces including electric double layer, van der Waals and 
structural force (Adeyemi et al., 2023). Disjoining pressure is calculated 
by summing the three forces. Their magnitudes and directions depend on 
the surface properties of the rock as well as the composition of the brine.  

Repulsion forces 

Repulsion forces often refer to positive disjoining pressure (attractive 
forces are negative disjoining pressure). They are strong but short ranged 
forces between calcite surfaces attributed adsorption of water molecules 
(Røyne et al., 2015).  

Zeta potential 

Zeta potential is the electrical potential at the slipping plane diffuse (outer) 
layer (Derkani et al., 2019) This plane is the interface which separates 
mobile fluid from fluid that remains attached to the surface. The 
magnitude of the zeta potential indicates the degree of electrostatic 
repulsion between adjacent, similarly charged particles in a dispersion. 

Potential 
determining ions 

Ca²⁺, Mg²⁺ and SO₄²⁻ that adsorb strongly onto the surface and control 
mineral surface charge (Derkani et al., 2019). 

 

6.2.1 Stress-strain relationship in powder samples 
during loading from ambient to constant stress 
condition 

Compaction rates reduced with increasing stress during loading of pure 
dolomite, pure manufactured calcite, and mixed powder tests (Figures 
11a, 12a and 13a). This was interpreted to be associated with a rapid 
reorganization of unconsolidated grains and loss of porosity which 
consequently generated a stiffer sample. Compaction processes during 
the flooding experiments with powder showed therefore some 
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discrepancies from mechanisms normally observed for chalk (discussed 
in 6.1.1) (Fabricius, 2007).  

Compaction during loading of stress is dependent on initial porosity. The 
axial strain identified during loading of the manufactured dolomite tests, 
showed in general lower compaction compared to calcite powder tests 
where axial strains were in average  5.6 % and 11.5 % for pure dolomite 
and pure calcite flooded tests, respecitvely (Table 4). This was associated 
with the different initial porosity which measured averagely 33.9 % and 
55.5 % for dolomite and calcite samples, respectively (Table 4). The 
average porosities for mixed samples were 43.2 %, 51.1 %, 55.1 %, and 
the strains during loading were 6.7 %, 11.6 % and 11.9 % for the mixes 
of 5:95, 20:80 and 50:50 dolomite and calcite ratio respectively. The 
mixed samples of dolomite and calcite therefore demonstrated that the 
higher the initial porosity, the higher the compaction during loading 
proceeded. Water weakening of chalk is dependent on the porosity 
(Amour et al., 2021). The distinct initial porosities may further be related 
to different crystal size distribution. A wider range in grain size 
distribution is associated with a lower porosity (Fabricius et al., 2002). 
The grain size for powdered dolomite was averagely 16 µm, where 90 % 
of the grains were in the interval of 5-50 µm (Figure 8) and the most 
frequent grain size was around 10 µm with some abundant grainsize of 
2 (± 1.5) µm for manufactured calcite (Figure 9). This supported the 
lower porosity of dolomite of 33.9 % versus 55.5 % for calcite samples.  

Powder samples of pure and mixed mineralogy flooded under reservoir 
conditions showed a compaction rate with dependency on the brine 
composition. The high compaction observed for SSW during loading 
compared to NaCl and LowSal flooded samples for dolomite and mixed 
samples (Figures 11 and 13) can be associated with SO₄²⁻ adsorption to 
the mineral surface facilitating repulsive forces (Madland et al., 2011; 
Megawati et al., 2013). High-magnitude short range repulsive forces 
exist between calcite surfaces in presence of water (Røyne et al., 2015). 
AFM measurements of forces between mineral surfaces allow the effects 
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of surface forces to be isolated from possible competing mechanisms 
during compaction of chalk. Water weakening in chalk is a chalk-fluid 
interaction process where the strain depends on the strength of adsorption 
of the fluid molecules to the calcite surfaces (Risnes et al., 2003). These 
repulsion forces are normally correlated with water weakening of chalk  
(Megawati et al., 2013; Meireles et al., 2021; Risnes, 2001; Risnes et al., 
2005; Røyne et al., 2011). The higher compaction observed during 
loading for SSW powder samples may be associated with the disjoining 
forces and reduced friction between particles (Meireles et al., 2019) 
allowing improved reorganization. 

Adsorption of Mg²⁺ to calcite and dolomite mineral surfaces tends to 
have a comparable impact on compaction during loading of stress, like 
adsorption of SO₄²⁻ has, as just discussed. The two MgCl₂ flooded calcite 
samples (Cal 1 MgCl₂ and Cal 6B MgCl₂ U.Eq) showed higher axial 
strain than Cal 2D NaCl and the corrected axial strain (described in 
Chapter 5.1.2) for Cal 4F LowSal during loading (Table 4). Adsorption 
of Mg²⁺ to the calcite surface has potentially reorganized grains more 
efficiently, thus enhanced compaction during loading similarly as 
observed for SO₄²⁻. The calcite surface can be positively or negatively 
charged (Madsen, 2015). Higher surface charge caused by adsorption of 
positive ions such as Mg²⁺ on the calcite surface will increase the 
disjoining pressure (Katika et al., 2018). NaCl and LowSal have, on the 
other hand, none or low concentrations of potential determining ions 
(PDI) in calcite powder samples can be associated with the lower strain 
during loading of stresses. 

Adsorption of molecules present in a brine to mineral surfaces may not 
necessarily be related to chemistry and temperature alone but can also be 
dependent on surface geometry. Dol 3 SSW showed an initial loss of 
SO₄²⁻ which was higher than for Cal 3B SSW during the temperature 
increase before creep initiated (Figure 25). The loss of SO₄²⁻ from the 
injected fluid was retained in the samples. This could be linked to greater 
adsorption of SO₄²⁻ to the dolomite surface. Dolomite and calcite have 
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similar crystal coordination but have distinct surface geometries in the 
used pure powders for the presented experiment. Dolomite exhibited a 
rough topography whereas calcite displayed a more smooth and uniform 
surface texture (Figures 8a and 9a). Dominant mechanisms responsible 
for the surface charge are crystal structure (Pokrovsky et al., 2000), ion 
adsorption, and the electrical double-layer effect due to ionic strength 
(Groenendijk and van Wunnik, 2021). The lower adsorption of SO₄²⁻ to 
manufactured calcite surfaces than to dolomite mineral surfaces can be 
explained by the larger grain size and smoother grain surfaces of 
manufactured calcite powder than normally observed for chalk and 
coccolith fragments (Figure 10). Zeta potential measurements of 
dolomite surface have shown positive surface charge in presence of 
seawater. Of cations, Ca²⁺ had a significant effect on surface charge for 
dolomite, whereas Mg²⁺ was found to have a negligible effect 
(Mohammed et al., 2022).  

 

Figure 25) Deviation of the SO₄²⁻ concentration in the effluent from the original injected brines 
for samples Cal 3B SSW and Dol 3 SSW. The creep starts at time zero. The temperature increased 
the day before creep started (-1). The loss of ions during temperature increase is interpreted as 
ion adsorption as no new minerals were detected post flooding. 

The processes observed for unconsolidated powder during loading was 
dependent on porosity, water chemistry, as well as the surface geometry 
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of the grains. This may not have any direct implication for subsidence 
during seawater injection in chalk reservoirs, as the grain contacts in 
chalk are potentially cemented. However, surface chemistry will play a 
role in plastic deformation when the stress condition surpasses the yield 
point, which will be specifically relevant for chalk with high porosity 
and low yield point.  

6.2.2 Compaction of manufactured calcite powder 
samples during creep 

The composition of the brine plays a key role for the compaction 
mechanism in unconsolidated calcite powder when flooded under 
constant stress condition. Surface complexation models have shown that 
divalent ions such as Ca²⁺, Mg²⁺ and CO₃²⁻ have a significant impact on 
the surface charge. Na⁺ and Cl⁻, which are present in considerable 
concentrations in seawater, have negligible impact on surface 
complexation reactions (Groenendijk and van Wunnik, 2021). 
Interpretation of trends in compaction of powder under constant flow in 
triaxial cell experiments, may be divided in three different phases. The 
first phase is during loading stresses as discussed in 6.2.1. The creep 
(constant pressure) can be divided into two phases, where the first phase 
is interpreted to be controlled predominantly by surface chemistry (one 
to five days depending on brine composition) and the second phase is 
most likely dominated by dissolution and precipitation processes. The 
following subchapter focuses mainly on calcite samples flooded with 
MgCl₂ and NaCl to highlight the difference in these two creep phases 
when a sample is flooded with a PDI (Table 12) and an indifferent ion. 
Other pure calcite and dolomite samples not discussed in detail can be 
found in Paper IV. Processes observed in mixed powder samples are 
discussed separately in Chapters 6.2.3 and 6.2.4. 
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6.2.2.1 Compaction of calcite in the initial phase of creep 

During the first three days of the creep, the two calcite samples injected 
with MgCl₂ showed low creep strain of 0.6 % and 0.9 % for Cal 1 MgCl₂ 
and Cal 6B MgCl₂ U.Eq, respectively. Adsorption of Mg²⁺ to the calcite 
surface created repulsive forces (Chapter 6.2.1) which inhibited 
additional compaction when the grains were already well packed, and 
the stress condition was stable. Cal 2D NaCl on the other hand, reached 
a significant strain of 6.4 % after the initial three days of the creep (Figure 
12b) which ceased shortly after. The rapid compaction observed during 
the first three days may be attributed to the absence of cemented contacts 
combined with negligeable ion adsorption of Na⁺. Since Na⁺ is an 
indifferent ion, (Derkani et al., 2019; Pierre et al., 1990) it is therefore 
inactive at the calcite-fluid interface (Austad et al., 2015; Hiorth et al., 
2010; Puntervold et al., 2015).  

These observations for pure calcite samples flooded with NaCl and 
MgCl₂ showed partly comparable observations as identified for outcrop 
chalk the three first days (flooded under comparable conditions as 
powder samples). The outcrop chalk samples (different analogues to 
Ekofisk) flooded with MgCl₂ showed a rather low compaction from start 
reaching around 0.5 - 1.25 % strain during the first three days whereas 
five NaCl samples continued to compact (Andersen et al., 2018). The 
stagnating compaction for MgCl₂ and the continous compaction for NaCl 
flooded samples the first three days in powder and outcrop chalk are 
therefore comparable. The main difference between the outcrop samples 
analyzed in Andersen et al. (2018) and powder samples analyzed here, is 
the significantly higher compaction observed for the NaCl flooded 
powder samples. The different creep behaviour between powder and 
outcrop samples is interpreted to be associated with the absence of 
consolidated grain contacts in powder sample. As Na⁺ is normally 
considered an indifferent ion (Pierre et al., 1990), it is commonly 
accepted that Na⁺ is inactive at the calcite-fluid interface (Austad et al., 
2015; Hiorth et al., 2010; Puntervold et al., 2015). Meireles et al. (2019) 
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showed that calcite powder settled in seawater (21°C), had 10 % higher 
porosity than calcite powder settled in inert fluid which supports that the 
presence of PDI in the settling phase help conserve porosity. They also 
argued that divalent ions present in seawater (Ca²⁺ and Mg²⁺) lead to 
higher repulsive forces between grains whereas adsorption of SO₄²⁻ 
counteracts the initial positive surface charge, thus lowering the 
repulsive forces.  

In a comparable study using analytical grade calcite powder under 150°C 
and with stress between < 20 – 40 > MPa, two samples injected with 
different compositions of brines were compared (Zhang et al., 2011). A 
solution of CaCO3 (equilibrium) was mixed with 0.05 mol/L MgCl₂ and 
injected in one sample and a second sample was injected with a solution 
of CaCO₃ mixed with 0.5 mol/L NaCl. The authors in Zhang et al. (2011) 
suggested that the lower compaction identified for the sample with 
presence of Mg²⁺ had an inhibiting effect on intergranular pressure 
solution (IPS). Based on the interpretation in Zhang et al. (2011) it is 
possible that the released pressure on grain contacts could be associated 
with adsorption of Mg²⁺ causing repulsive force which therefore 
stagnated the IPS thus the compaction identified during the first three 
days (Figure 12b). The second sample flooded with NaCl in the study by 
Zhang et al. (2011) showed a significantly higher strain, in the order of 
1-2.5, than for the sample with MgCl₂, which was in line with data 
identified for the NaCl flooded sample (Cal 2 NaCl) in this experimental 
set up. The experiments performed by Zhang et al. (2011) were 
predominately performed without flowing through the samples. This 
could have caused equilibrium with the sample thus prevented 
dissolution and precipitation processes. Nevertheless, the experiments 
performed here were tested under constant flow of brine through the 
samples allowing a continuous new supply of Mg²⁺.  
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6.2.2.2 Compaction of manufactured calcite in creep after the 
three first days 

After the first three days, the compaction rate for Cal 2D NaCl stabilized 
and almost ceased (Figure 12b). The absence of a continuous compaction 
rate is interpreted to be associated with the absence of dissolution and 
precipitation in the unconsolidated system. Nevertheless, the two MgCl₂ 
U.Eq flooded calcite samples showed an increasing compaction rate 
(Figure 12b). The increasing compaction is associated with dissolution 
of calcite and precipitation of magnesite; further discussed in Chapter 
6.2.3. The increasing compaction rate for the MgCl₂ flooded sample was 
absent in the study performed by Zhang et al. (2011). The equilibrated 
(CaCO₃) MgCl₂ brine, along with a near static test conditions could have 
caused equilibrium which prevented dissolution and precipitation 
processes.  

The manufactured calcite sample flooded with SSW (Cal 3B SSW) 
experienced a rapid stagnation of the creep which almost ceased after 
about a day (Figure 12b). Due to surface charge and repulsive forces a 
rapid compaction commenced during loading (Chapter 6.2.1). During 
constant stress, repulsive forces may prevent IPS as discussed for Mg²⁺. 
Due to the absence of constant dissolution and precipitation, further 
compaction did not commence which therefore supports processes 
discussed associated with presence of PDI and compaction associated 
with dissolution and precipitation. 

6.2.3 Mineral dissolution and precipitation associated 
with sample and brine composition in mixed 
mineral samples 

Mineral precipitation in mixed powder samples composed of dolomite 
and calcite flooded with MgCl₂ U.Eq or SSW showed with both brines 
surprisingly complex chemical processes, compared to those when pure 
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dolomite and pure manufactured calcite samples were flooded 
separately. Flooded pure dolomite powder showed in general 
insignificant chemical alterations independent of the composition of the 
brine injected which were identified by geochemistry (Appendix 8.12) 
and supported by IC (Figure 3, Paper IV). Magnesite was the only 
mineral that precipitated among all five calcite samples flooded with five 
different compositions of brine. The following two sub-chapters discuss 
mineralogical processes during injection of MgCl₂ U.Eq followed by 
SSW in pure and mixed mineral systems.  

6.2.3.1 Mineral dissolution and precipitation during MgCl₂ U.Eq 
injection 

Pure manufactured calcite showed precipitation of magnesite at the inlet 
for samples flooded with MgCl₂ (Cal 1 MgCl₂ and Cal 6B MgCl₂ U.Eq), 
which is commonly observed for outcrop chalk injected with MgCl₂ 
(Andersen et al., 2018; Minde et al., 2018; Minde et al., 2020). MgCl₂ 
injection into mixed compounds of dolomite and calcite caused 
significant chemical interaction e.g., higher concentration of Mg²⁺ 
retention than identified for pure manufactured calcite detected in 
effluent by IC (Figure 26). The highest exchange rates were in the order 
of 2-4 times higher for the two compounds with highest ratio of dolomite 
(Mix 1 50-50 MgCl₂ U.Eq and Mix 5 20-80 MgCl₂ U.Eq).  
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Figure 26) Deviation of Mg²⁺ concentration in the effluent from the injected concentration in five 
samples flooded with 0.219 mol/L MgCl₂ U.Eq. 

Precipitation of magnesite and high-magnesium calcite (Figure 27) 
justified the significant loss of Mg²⁺. It has been suggested that 
precipitation of high-magnesium calcite will only occur if the Mg²⁺/Ca²⁺ 
ratio is low (< 0.2) (Abdollahpour et al., 2022). Based on the hypothesis 
stated in Abdollahpour et al. (2022), it may imply that precipitation of 
magnesite in the inlet slice (and dissolution of calcite) of mixed samples 
flooded with MgCl₂, reduced the Mg²⁺/Ca²⁺ ratio in the solution; and 
subsequently allowed only high-magnesium calcite to precipitate 
towards the outlet of the samples. High-magnesium calcite was not 
identified in the pure calcite and dolomite samples flooded separately, 
and only in traces for Mix 3 5-95 MgCl₂ U.Eq (Figure 27). This indicates 
that the precipitation of high-magnesium calcite is also dependent on the 
magnesium concentration bound in the present mineralogy. High-
magnesium calcite was not identified when MgCl₂ U.Eq was flooded in 
neither of the pure samples of dolomite and calcite (Dol 6 MgCl₂ U.Eq 
and Cal 6B MgCl₂ U.Eq). 
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Figure 27) Visualization of mineral distribution for five samples flooded with MgCl₂ U.Eq. The 
samples are presented with the deviation of MgO in Wt.% from pre-test concentrations 
throughout the cores based on ICP-MS. The visual distributions represented by colors are based 
on identification and interpretations of additional data as SEM-EDS and XRD (Appendix 3, 
Paper IV). Slice one is inlet and five is outlet (Chapter 3.1)  

6.2.3.2 Mineral dissolution and precipitation associated with 
SSW injection 

Pure manufactured calcite (Cal 3B SSW) showed interestingly no 
significant chemical alteration when flooded with SSW (Figure 28). 
Coccoliths in chalk being millions of years old, are normally not 
significantly dissolved or recrystallized. Based on the theory of Ostwald 
ripening (Voorhees, 1985) calcite particles are expected to merge and 
grow into larger particles over time (Japsen et al., 2011). Absence of 
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merging and growing calcite particles in the powder experiment can be 
associated with organic inhibitors (Zhang and Spiers, 2005). 

In mixed samples with dolomite and calcite, two minerals precipitated 
during SSW injection: (i) anhydrite (CaSO₄) and (ii) aragonite (CaCO₃). 
These minerals were, however, not identified in dolomite and 
manufactured calcite samples flooded separately with SSW. Anhydrite 
precipitated in small quantities in mixed samples flooded with SSW. The 
higher the dolomite concentration in the sample, the more anhydrite was 
detected (Table 6, Figure 28). It was suggested that anhydrite 
precipitated in Liège chalk flooded with SSW (Madland et al., 2011; 
Madland et al., 2008). Outcrop chalk from Liège had a non-carbonate 
concentration of around 2.5 Wt.% and possible traces of dolomite 
(Andersen et al., 2018). Precipitation of anhydrite (in general) might be 
associated with presence of dolomite or other impurities among chalk 
given the presence of SO₄²⁻ in the brine, because anhydrite did not 
precipitate when dolomite and manufactured calcite were flooded 
separately (Figure 28).  

Besides precipitation of anhydrite in mixed samples flooded with SSW, 
aragonite precipitated predominantly in the Mix 4 5-95 SSW despite a 
short test duration of only 4 days. The test stopped when it was no longer 
possible to inject brine through the sample. The crystal sizes of the new 
grown aragonite ranged typically between 5 to 20 µm. Less abundant and 
smaller aragonite crystals which measured up to a maximum of 5 µm 
were observed in Mix 6B 20-80 SSW. Aragonite was not identified in 
Mix 2 50-50 SSW. Aragonite seemed therefore more prone to precipitate 
in low ratios of pure dolomite to pure calcite and did not precipitate when 
dolomite and calcite were flooded separately. Kinetics of aragonite 
precipitation is controlled by Mg²⁺/Ca²⁺ ratio in brine, where low ratios 
will favor calcite precipitation and brine with higher ratios will 
dominantly favor aragonite (Morse et al., 1997). Above a given 
saturation (i.e. Ωc >/ 2.6) at 25°C, aragonite precipitates more rapidly 
than calcite (Zhong and Mucci, 1989). The temperature in this study was, 
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by contrast, 130°C. An increasing accumulation of aragonite (interpreted 
based on SEM-EDS and XRD data) towards the outlet in Mix 3 5-95 
MgCl₂ U.Eq (Figure 28) may indicate a change in the Mg²⁺/Ca²⁺ ratio in 
the brine while being transported through the sample.  

 

Figure 28) The sketch visualizes presence of new mineral phases in five powder samples flooded 
with SSW presented with a change in Wt.% of MgO and TOT/S identified by ICP-MS. The 
darker the coloring the higher the estimated amount of the precipitated mineral. The color 
saturation is not accurately scaled. The presented distribution presented by color grading is based 
on identification and interpretations of SEM-EDS, XRD, in addition to ICP-MS results. Slice 1 
is the inlet and 5 is outlet.  

A ratio of 5-95 Wt.% dolomite to calcite within the carbonate fraction in 
reservoir chalk at Ekofisk is realistic (Kallesten et al., 2021b). The 
powder sample with this composition (Mix 4 5-95 SSW) exhibited 
precipitation of aragonite (Figure 14, Figure 13 Paper IV). The Ca²⁺ 
concentration in SSW is not higher than 0.013 mol/L (Table 2) which 
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cannot ascribe the significant precipitation. Additionally, ion 
chromatography results showed Ca²⁺ excess in the effluent for Mix 4 5-
95 SSW (Figure 11a Paper IV) indicating dissolution of calcite. The 
kinetics of calcite dissolution are rather fast, and the equilibration time 
for calcite dissolution is in the order of seconds thus limited to the surface 
of grains and immediate to injection (Hao et al., 2020). The instant 
dissolution close to the inlet may be associated with precipitation further 
into the sample (Figure 28). 

The ‘realistic’ sample (Mix 4 5-95 SSW) showed a rapid dissolution of 
calcite in the laboratory experiment. If properties of the powder calcite-
dolomite mix are comparable to reservoir chalk, then it may indicate that 
seawater injection in chalk with a 5 % dolomite could release more oil 
from the reservoir. Hassenkam et al. (2011) suggested that organic 
material present among biogenic calcite inhibited dissolution of calcite 
in conditions where calcite would normally dissolve, as previously 
discussed. Japsen et al. (2011) argued that recrystallization of calcite in 
the North Sea chalk is inhibited most likely by an organic component. 
Despite different properties, calcite may be vulnerable for dissolution in 
the reservoir attributed to the presence of dolomite during seawater 
injection. Hiorth et al. (2010) suggested that calcite dissolution could be 
a controlling factor for increased oil recovery. The authors based their 
interpretation on experimental studies using pure Stevns Klint outcrop 
chalk and argued that the surface potential changes (spontaneous 
imbibition) could not explain the observed increases in oil recovery. 
Moreover, calcite dissolution may improve pore connectivity thus 
increasing the permeability (Gachuz-Muro et al., 2017). However, the 
precipitation of aragonite can reduce permeability, which in turn may 
reduce production rates.  
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6.2.4 Compaction associated with mineral dissolution, 
precipitation, and distribution 

Flooding experiments using mixed mineral compounds flooded with 
different brines showed more complex chemical interaction compared to 
mineral systems flooded separately (Chapter 6.2.3). These complex 
chemical processes were on a few occasions reflected in geo-mechanical 
responses. The following chapters discuss the link between geo-
mechanical response associated with precipitation of new minerals 
(Chapter 6.2.4.1) and how the presence of dolomite impact precipitation 
and strain (Chapter 6.2.4.2). 

6.2.4.1 Geo-mechanical response associated with precipitation of 
minerals when flooding with SSW 

Precipitation of anhydrite may be associated with a higher strain in 
unconsolidated samples. The highest axial strain observed under 
constant stress for the five SSW flooded powder samples was Mix 2 50-
50 SSW which compacted 4.2 % whereas the other four samples flooded 
with SSW showed final axial strains ranging between 1.1 % and 1.6 % 
(Figure 29). The final axial strains were not dependent on the initial 
porosity as Mix 2 50-50 SSW had the next lowest initial porosity of 44.4 
% (Table 4). The higher compaction observed for Mix 2 50-50 SSW may 
be associated with precipitation of anhydrite. The reason for inducing a 
higher axial strain is here not fully understood, but it indicates that 
porosity alone is not the major factor determining compaction in 
unconsolidated samples. Andersen et al. (2018) suggested that 
reprecipitation of Si-bearing minerals advances the dissolution of calcite 
in chalk. However, in this experiment silica is absent. Dissolution of 
calcite in unconsolidated samples did not cause increased compaction 
(see Mix 4 5-95 SSW, Figure 29). The absence of increased strain during 
calcite dissolution could be associated with absence of cemented grain 
contacts in the powders. However, more experimental work needs to be 
done in this field to define clear trends based on a larger data set.  
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Precipitation of aragonite in mixed powders flooded with SSW did not 
seem to impact geo-mechanical response in powder samples. Mix 4 5-95 
SSW, as previously mentioned, is the most ‘realistic’ mineralogical 
composition for some chalk reservoirs at the NCS with up to 5 % 
dolomite (Kallesten et al., 2021b), and this sample showed comparable 
compaction as observed for pure calcite powder (Cal 3B SSW). The 
dissolution of calcite and precipitation of aragonite was interpreted to 
have negligible effects on compaction in unconsolidated samples (Figure 
29). However, a potential dissolution of calcite in reservoir chalk could 
have other consequences, such as weakening or the reservoir may suffer 
from a reducing permeability attributed to the precipitation of aragonite 
which may possibly migrate and clog pores. 

 

Figure 29) Compaction during creep for five pure and mixed mineral samples flooded with SSW 
under constant reservoir conditions resembling Ekofisk. 
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6.2.4.2 Geo-mechanical response associated with mineral 
distribution and precipitation of minerals throughout the 
sample when flooded with MgCl₂ U.Eq 

It is possible that the uniform distribution of dolomite throughout the 
core controls compaction, in addition to precipitation of new minerals. 
The three mixed samples flooded with MgCl₂ U.Eq. showed axial strains 
ranging between 5.7 % - 7.0 % which exceeds the compaction identified 
for pure dolomite and pure calcite samples flooded separately, with only 
2.9 % and 4.3 % axial strains for Dol 6 MgCl₂ U.Eq for Cal 6B MgCl₂ 
U.Eq, respectively (Figure 30). The higher compaction rates for mixed 
mineral samples during the primary week may be attributed the superior 
Ca²⁺ excess and Mg²⁺ retention in the effluent which was 2-4 times higher 
than for pure calcite (Figure 26). The significant compaction included 
also Mix 3 5-95 MgCl₂ U.Eq. This sample showed comparable Ca²⁺ 
excess and Mg²⁺ retention as observed for Cal 6B MgCl₂ U.Eq (Figure 
26) and magnesite precipitation (Appendix 3, Paper IV). The significant 
compaction observed the first week is therefore predominantly 
associated with the presence of dolomite throughout the samples. After 
three weeks the compaction rate decreased and nearly ceased for Mix 1 
50-50 MgCl₂ U.Eq (Figure 30). Despite of an almost completely 
flattened creep for Mix 1 50-50 MgCl₂ U.Eq, it still showed higher 
excess Ca²⁺ and retention of Mg²⁺ excess in the effluent than observed 
for Cal 6B MgCl₂ U.Eq. The absence of compaction despite dissolution 
of calcite may be allocated to the significant precipitation of magnesium-
rich minerals throughout the sample. The precipitation eventually 
cemented grain contacts enhancing the mechanical strength. This process 
strengthened the sample core thus prevented further compaction despite 
of on-going dissolution of calcite. Moreover, Mix 1 50-50 MgCl₂ U.Eq 
preserved the highest porosity (Table 4) of the five samples flooded with 
MgCl₂ U.Eq (Figure 26).   
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Figure 30) Compaction during creep for five powder samples flooded with MgCl₂ U.Eq under 
reservoir conditions resembling Ekofisk.  
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6.3 Water weakening and aperture 
modification in fractured chalk 

Three artificially fractured outcrop samples were flooded under reservoir 
conditions with different compositions of brines which were compared 
to two intact samples without artificial fractures. The rationale behind 
this approach is described in Chapter 1. Sample preparations are 
described in Chapter 3.1 and sample material in Chapter 4.5. Detailed 
descriptions and results can be found in Paper V and Paper VI. The 
following sub-chapters cover discussions of results and mechanisms 
behind precipitation of minerals in the artificial fractures and how this 
may be associated with the brine composition (Chapter 6.3.1). Chapter 
6.3.2 covers a discussion related to mechanical responses associated with 
the artificial fracture which is dependent on the composition of the brine 
injected and the test duration. Chapter 6.3.3 covers a discussion of how 
sealing (Chapter 6.3.1) and water weakening mechanisms (Chapter 
6.3.2) impact aperture modification. Possible consequences for fractured 
chalk reservoirs injected with seawater are also discussed.  

6.3.1 Sealing of fracture apertures 
Artificially fractured samples reduced the fracture aperture during the 
flooding experiment under reservoir conditions (Table 10). A chlorite 
compound occasionally intermingled with illite was identified in all three 
fractured samples within the fracture fill (OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂, OBSV 12 
AF-SSW, OBSV 18 AF-NaCl). Brine-rock interaction processes 
contributed to formation of cement in the artificial fracture apertures. 
The three artificial fractured samples showed distinct composition and 
quantity of the cement/precipitation. Chlorite was most abundant in 
OBSV 12 AF-SSW where it cemented and sealed the fracture aperture 
(Figure 6 Paper V). It was also identified in the fracture of OBSV 18 
AF-NaCl, but the extent was limited to covering the inside fracture 
surface (Figure 6 Paper V). Chlorite was also identified intermingled 
with illite among the precipitate mixture (dominated by magnesite) in the 
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fracture fill of OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂, interpreted by data acquired by XRD, 
SEM-EDS, TEM-EDS, and HIM-SIMS (Figures 4, 6i, 10, and 9 
respectively in Paper VI). Thus, all samples exhibited precipitates of 
chlorite (-illite), independent of the brine injected. The precipitation had 
to be sourced from the non-carbonate minerals present in the matrix, 
since elements as Fe, Si and Al were not present in the injected brines 
(Table 2). Chlorite is a diagenetic mineral that may coat grains or fill and 
cement pores (Laczkó-Dobos et al., 2020). It can typically occur in 
stylolites in green color bands along with smectite and opal-A (Fabricius 
and Borre, 2007).  

In addition to chlorite (-illite) precipitation, OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ 
experienced multiple chemical processes which caused a final reduction 
of the aperture with an average reduction of 76 % for all slices (Table 
10). These processes were associated with both decreasing as well as 
increasing the final fracture aperture (Figure 31a). The contribution of 
increasing the aperture for OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ was attributed to the 
dissolution of calcite along the fracture wall (Figure 3 Paper VI). The 
major dissolution-precipitation commenced along the fracture wall 
because the brine was dominantly transported through the fracture 
(further discussed in Chapter 6.3.2). Precipitation of magnesite in 
addition to the chlorite (-illite) in the fracture contributed to sealing the 
rock. Precipitation of magnesite is commonly detected when injecting 
MgCl₂ in chalk and calcite (Minde et al., 2019).  

Calcite precipitation was not observed in any of the three artificially 
fractured OBSV samples. Calcite present within the fracture fill in 
OBSV 12 AF-SSW and OBSV 18 AF-NaCl (Figure 31) was sourced 
from the matrix and further discussed in Chapter 6.3.3. 

Cementing and sealing will contribute to reduced apertures in the 
reservoir. Fracture connectivity may be reduced by closing small 
fractures and narrow tips of fractures in addition to the cement reducing 
the overall open-fracture length (Philip et al., 2005).  
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Figure 31) The sketch simplifies aperture modification and mineralogy in a cross-section for the 
three artificially fractured cores. All samples represent the third slice, where the apertures were 
most significantly reduced. The red circle symbolizes the original aperture size. a) OBSV 4 AF-
MgCl2, b) OBSV 12 AF-SSW, c) OBSV 18 AF-NaCl. 

6.3.2 Mechanical resilience and presence of fractures 
Flooding artificially fractured samples and unfractured matrix samples 
(for reference purpose) in laboratory experiments using triaxial cells 
indicated in this study that the creep behaviour is affected by the presence 
of fractures. A significantly higher compaction for artificially fractured 
samples than unfractured matrix samples was observed using NaCl brine 
during the first week of the experiment called “Creep 1” (Figure 17a). 
There was however not a significant difference before the samples 
reached hydrostatic yield (Figure 2 Paper V).  

The effect of changing the brine composition to MgCl₂ or SSW during 
“Creep 2” (after Creep 1 when the composition of the injected brine had 
been changed), highlighted the water weakening associated with the 
brine composition in line with observations normally observed in water 
weakening experiments (Andersen et al., 2018; Kallesten et al., 2021a; 
Korsnes et al., 2006a; Madland et al., 2008; Minde et al., 2018; Nermoen 
et al., 2016). The creep behaviors changed when entering Creep 2 (Figure 
17). The water weakening effect on the matrix sample flooded with SSW 
(OBSV 9 SSW) was 0.30 %/day the 2nd day after the brine change (Table 
9). Whereas the artificially fractured sample flooded with SSW (OBSV 
12 AF-SSW) showed a maximum compaction rate of 0.09 %/day the 5th 
day after the brine change. A comparable delay with less significant 
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compaction was also observed for the MgCl₂ injection samples where 
the maximum compaction rates were 0.07 %/day and 0.05 %/day after 
the 6th and 7th day after the brine change for OBSV 6 MgCl₂ and OBSV 
4 AF-MgCl₂, respectively (Table 9). The delayed onset of increased 
compaction for artificially fractured samples observed, supported that 
the fracture acted as the main highway for the injected brine, with 
restricted flow of brine into the matrix. The effluent data supported this 
interpretation of brine flowing through for artificially fractured samples. 
Almost instantly (hours) after the brine changed from NaCl to either 
MgCl₂ or SSW, the new concentration of the injected brine was 
identified in the effluent. The un-fractured samples showed in contrast 
traces of the concentration of the new brine in the effluent after one day, 
which is in line with one pore volume a day (Figures 4, 5 Paper V). 
Nevertheless, a significant increase in compaction was observed for 
artificially fractured samples after the brine change (OBSV 12 AF-SSW 
and OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂), compared to sample OBSV 18 AF-NaCl which 
is expected to experience minimal water weakening. The artificially 
fractured samples (OBSV 12 AF-SSW and OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂) must 
have experienced water weakening despite that the fractures transported 
most of the brine. The water weakening that was present for the fractured 
samples, indicates that water molecules also reached the matrix, later 
than for unfractured samples (Figure 17). 

Despite less significant and delayed compaction for artificially fractured 
samples observed during Creep 2 (Figure 17), an extrapolation of the 
creep indicated that over time the fractured samples may experience a 
compaction beyond the unfractured samples (OBSV 6 and OBSV 12) 
(Figure 32). A complete description of methods used for extrapolation 
can be found in (Madland et al., 2006). The extrapolation is calculated 
for a long period, which may weaken the strength of the interpretation, 
but there is a clear trend. Moreover, the main point here is to discuss the 
possibility that the final axial strain for artificially fractured samples may 
surpass the axial strain observed for intact samples. If artificially 
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fractured samples over time show a higher compaction than unfractured 
samples, it would be associated with the presence of the void space in 
fractures reducing the overall mechanical resistance. This interpretation 
would then be in line with axial strain observed during Creep 1 under 
NaCl injection, where the artificially fractured samples showed 
significantly higher axial strain than unfractured samples. If samples 
with artificial fractures will surpass compaction over time, can only be 
verified in future laboratory experiments that last for a minimum of 6-12 
months with the same set-up as used here.  

 

 

Figure 32) Extrapolation of axial creep strain for four samples whereof two had an artificial 
fracture and two were intact samples flooded for reference purposes.  

A delayed water weakening process was as discussed identified for the 
fractured samples compared to unfractured samples during brine 
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characterized by small scaled discontinuities (Boersma et al., 2020). 
Additionally, it is possible that the Lower Ekofisk Formation may 
become stable at an earlier stage than a formation with larger tectonic 
fractures which may experience a later onset of water weakening and 
potentially experience a totally higher compaction. Improved 
understanding providing more accurate predictions may help increase 
wellbore stability and avoid drilling challenges in the shale overburden 
related to subsidence at for instance Valhall (Kristiansen and Flatebø, 
2010). However, this speculative up-scaling is important but needs 
substantial data and modelling techniques. This study is, nevertheless, a 
first step in this direction. 

6.3.3 Processes controlling aperture modification in 
chalk during brine injection and possible 
consequences for permeability 

Integrating data from mechanical and chemical processes within the 
laboratory experimental results implies that there are several 
mechanisms that alter the fracture aperture during brine injection. The 
following chapter discusses the link between aperture reduction and total 
strain for three compositions of brine.   

All three samples experienced a fracture aperture reduction which 
measured 84 %, 76 %, and 44 % for OBSV 12 AF-SSW, OBSV 4 AF-
MgCl₂, and OBSV 18 AF-NaCl tests, respectively (Figure 31) as 
discussed (Chapter 6.3.1). Matrix materials (coccolith platelets and 
fragments) were identified within the original aperture in two artificial 
fractures. The volume of matrix material identified within the original 
fracture was most significant for OBSV 12 AF-SSW but was also 
observed within OBSV 18 AF-NaCl. The presence of matrix material in 
the original aperture indicated that matrix was forced into vacant spaces 
(Figure 6 Paper V). The total axial strains (loading, Creep 1 plus Creep 
2) were 4.16 %, 3.41 % and 2.51 % for OBSV 12 AF-SSW, OBSV 4 
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AF-MgCl₂, and OBSV 18 AF-NaCl respectively (Figure 33). The main 
mechanism of fracture aperture reduction was interpreted to be 
associated with water weakening. Grain contacts that weakened during 
brine injection (Chapter 2.5) must have facilitated grain sliding forcing 
coccoliths and fragments into the void space inside the fracture. The 
higher the identified strain, the more prominent was the aperture 
reduction (Figure 33). The sealing, discussed in Chapter 6.3.1, caused 
additional reduction of the fracture aperture by accumulation of minerals. 
The contribution to aperture reduction caused by sealing is roughly 
estimated by black arrows, indicating that MgCl₂ contributed more to the 
sealing than SSW (and NaCl).  

For an ideal comparison, tests could have been performed with the same 
test duration. However, the experiments had different durations (42 days, 
64 days, and 23 days for OBSV 12 AF-SSW, OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂, and 
OBSV 18 AF-NaCl, respectively). Sealing processes are dependent on 
the injected volume of brine, which is therefore a time dependent 
process. Since strain versus aperture reduction here showed a strong link, 
different duration may not significantly impact the interpretation. It is 
expected that the base line for OBSV 18 AF-NaCl with a longer test 
duration would be unaltered as the main mechanism for this reference is 
only linked to strain versus aperture reduction with negligible sealing 
effect. A longer test duration could have shown a larger deviation from 
the green baseline indicated by the rate of increase shown by a blue and 
a red stippled line representing the rate of sealing associated with the rate 
of compaction for OBSV 12 AF-SSW and OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ 
respectively (Figure 33). 
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Figure 33) The figure presents the aperture reduction associated with the total axial strain 
(Loading, Creep 1, and Creep 2) for three artificially fractured outcrop samples flooded under 
reservoir conditions. OBSV 18 AF-NaCl was flooded for reference purpose. The green line 
indicates the expected aperture reduction when only the total strain caused aperture reduction 
(the reference showed coating of chlorite which had negligible effect on aperture reduction). 
OBSV 12 AF-SSW and OBSV AF- MgCl₂ experienced a higher total strain than OBSV AF-
NaCl (X-axis). At the same time these two samples experienced a more significant aperture 
reduction than OBSV AF-NaCl (Y-axis). The distance between the green base line and the red 
square and blue triangle indicates that the aperture reduction is caused by precipitation or sealing 
of the fractures. The two stippled lines represent the strain identified in Creep 2, and thereby the 
deviations (black arrows) from the green line provide an estimate of how much the sealing alone 
reduced the aperture. This is a simplified model that can be used in future projects, but more data 
is required like creating a more accurate baseline. 

Permeable fractures are important for effective oil production. However, 
constant modification of fracture apertures through compaction, 
dissolution, and precipitation of mineral processes will complicate 
reservoir simulation models. The dynamic fracture aperture modification 
during brine injection is a complicated process which gives rise to under-
or overestimating recoveries and reserves in naturally fractured 
reservoirs. An increased understanding of these processes can contribute 
to a smarter planning of fluid injection, which is a key factor for 
successful and improved oil recovery without large uncertainties, since 
small variations in aperture can have large implication to flow. Modeling 
flow behaviour in fractured porous media is a mature research field, still 
it faces substantial challenges regarding multi-phase flow and multi-
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physics couplings as mechanics and chemistry (Berre et al., 2019). 
Newer elastic fracture modeling which includes changes in fracture 
properties during production, has shown that more water will be 
produced than previously anticipated (Soleimani, 2017). Structural and 
diagenetic observations of fracture properties can be used for upscaling 
and predicting the capability of larger fractures to transport fluid 
(Laubach, 2003). As an example, imaging techniques such as X-ray 
computed tomography (CT) on fractured core samples will visualize the 
internal fracture geometry, connectivity, and intensity in three 
dimensions. This will facilitate fracture intensity and permeability 
calculations (Glad et al., 2023) for small-scaled discontinuities as in the 
Lower Ekofisk Formation (Boersma et al., 2020).  

Glad et al., (2023) identified presence of numerous microfractures using 
CT, previously not recorded in the Lower Cretaceous of the Danish 
North Sea. Observations of the artificially fractured outcrop samples 
indicated that minor fracture apertures readily reduce during water 
injection at reservoir overburden stress resembling Ekofisk. Small 
fractures that can be characterized by CT (Glad et al., 2023) may in the 
Lower Ekofisk Formation diminish or close during seawater injection 
and thus reduce permeability which has previously not been 
documented. Compaction and reduction of permeability could thus force 
more injected brine to the surrounding matrix and thereby increase the 
hydrocarbon production. Compaction and closure of microfractures in 
heterogeneous chalk during a laboratory experiment was suggested to be 
a potential mechanism for additional oil production however with limited 
efficiency (Hao and Shapiro, 2019). 
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6.4 Characterization of chalk surfaces on 
submicron scale using HIM-SIMS  

Chalk characterization using the high resolution HIM-SIMS has not 
previously been reported. The background for testing this method is 
associated with the challenges met when characterizing chalk due to the 
very small grain size as described in e.g., Chapter 3.5. Technical 
descriptions of the method are explained in Appendix 8.11, advantages 
and limitations are discussed in Chapter 3.5 (Toolbox). An unflooded 
outcrop OBSV sample (Chapter 4.4) and manufactured calcite powders 
(Chapter 4.2) were used in this very first analytical examination. This 
chapter discusses how characterization of chalk on nanoscale using the 
high-resolution HIM-SIMS instrument (Paper II) can contribute to 
better understanding of brine-rock interactions on nano scale.  

The HIM-SIMS demonstrated its ability to determine the chemistry of 
the surface of coccoliths and to create high resolution images without 
moving the sample. HIM-SE images showed that it is possible to identify 
well-defined crystal boundaries or coating on the surface of the coccolith 
fragments. The surface chemistry distribution (obtained by SIMS) was 
combined with surface topography (obtained by HIM) of nanosized 
grains (Figure 7 Paper II). Based on the composition of chemistry 
detected on the surface of the unflooded OBSV sample, illite was 
interpreted to be the coating mineral on calcite grains. The coating was 
detected in patches with frequently well-defined boundaries. This non-
carbonate phase has not previously been visualized at this resolution by 
more traditional methods. The observations may be correlated with the 
heterogeneous distribution of adhesion properties on calcite surfaces 
obtained by AFM studies (Hassenkam et al., 2009; Okhrimenko et al., 
2014; Skovbjerg et al., 2012). Hassenkam et al. (2009) found that 
wettability and elasticity were heterogeneously distributed over scales of 
10s of nanometers on the surface of chalk. They suggested that these 
patches were relics from material originally present during 
sedimentation or a result of diagenesis. In a later study, also performed 
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by AFM concluded that these laths, which were solely of 1-4 nanometer 
thick layering on calcite surfaces, were clay (Skovbjerg et al., 2012). The 
authors argued that they were clay based on parameters such as size and 
shape of the laths. In a similar study using chalk samples from the gas 
and water zones of the Danish sector in the North Sea Basin, laths on the 
surface were interpreted as illite (Skovbjerg et al., 2013). The authors 
based their interpretation on the diagenetic history of the sediment, their 
shape and size using AFM in addition to chemical force mapping. The 
HIM-SIMS facilitates chemical detection of these phases in-situ 
combined with high resolution imaging and can thus confirm that the 
composition of these phases could match with illite.  

HIM-SIMS is also valuable when characterizing mineral nucleation on 
sub-micron scale (e.g., Figure 23) associated with brine injection. 
Nanosized magnesite crystals were identified on the manufactured 
calcite surface. Precipitation of separate crystals have previously been 
proposed by Madland et al. (2011) where they ruled out that the loss of 
Mg²⁺ to the core, identified by ion chromatography, was not solely an 
exchange process of Ca²⁺ and Mg²⁺ on the calcite surface. Numerous 
research has since then documented nucleation and precipitation of 
magnesite in experiments under reservoir conditions for the NCS 
(Andersen et al., 2018; Minde et al., 2018; Minde et al., 2020). However, 
methods to identify and visualize chemical compositions of micron-sized 
surface grains, without a time-consuming sample preparation, have not 
previously been available. HIM-SIMS as an analytical technique has 
therefore the potential to play an extraordinary role in the investigation 
of the abundance of mineral phases at this scale in the future. 
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6.5 Clay distribution and brine-rock 
interaction processes in chalk  

An SSW flooded outcrop OBSV sample (OBSV 12 AF-SSW) was used 
in a follow up study using the HIM-SIMS (Chapter 5.3.2) with the aim 
of focusing on the distribution of the clay, identified on the surface of 
coccolith grains (Paper II). This chapter covers a method to visualize 
the non-carbonate distribution on the calcite surface. The distribution of 
the non-carbonate phase was calculated. Further it discusses how 
distribution of impurities in chalk reservoirs may impact processes 
during seawater injection at the reservoir for IOR purposes, by 
implementing processes discussed in the powder sample experiments 
(Chapter 6.2) and the OBSV outcrop samples (Chapter 6.3). 

An unflooded OBSV sample was analysed to detect and quantify the 
distribution of mineral phases covering particles in chalk and present it 
in a 4D surface reconstruction (Paper III). A 4D surface reconstruction 
is a 3D model with an added fourth dimension representing the surface 
chemistry (Chapter 5.3.2). 6.3 % of the coccolith grain surface was 
covered by a non-carbonate phase in addition to a 39.8 % chemically 
mixed area (predominantly silicate phases) including minute Mg-rich 
carbonate (Table 11). However, the bulk geo-chemistry showed 
abundance of 5 Wt.% of non-carbonates within the rocks (Table 1 Paper 
III). The “mix” of 39.8 % significantly exceeds estimates of non-
carbonate mineral abundance based on bulk geochemistry. The more 
widespread distribution of clay than anticipated based on bulk data is 
attributed to clay as thin films on calcite surfaces (Figures 21, 22). This 
widespread distribution of non-carbonate phases underestimates strongly 
the non-carbonate surface distribution in this chalk. 

It is therefore essential to complement bulk geochemistry with additional 
data when modeling non-carbonate distribution for reservoir chalk 
because the abundance will impact modelling brine-rock interaction 
processes. Surface mineral composition, charge, and ion exchange 
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capacity as well as brine pH and ionic composition, are some of the rock 
and fluid properties that impact initial wettability, its alteration and the 
spontaneous imbibition potential during seawater injection (Puntervold 
et al., 2021). The reservoir may be heterogeneous with fractional, spotted 
or dalmatian wettability (Anderson, 1986). The surface rock is then 
either strongly oil-wet, or strongly water-wet. Fractional wettability has 
been defined as “mixed” wettability (Salathiel, 1973). Current models 
for wettability alterations are based on simplified models which consider 
the calcite surface as either water wet, oil wet, fractional or mixed wet 
(Yang et al., 1999). These models use estimated mineralogical 
abundance mostly determined based on bulk geochemistry and 
subsequently bulk mineralogy. Here, we imaged submicron-sized non-
carbonate phases in patches on the 4D surface reconstruction (Figures 
21, 22) that are smaller than a single droplet of water (Mercado et al., 
2016). The presence of these distinct patches of non-carbonate 
distribution on the calcite surface will impact wettability alteration 
processes and the potential for spontaneous imbibition. Quantification of 
the abundance of non-carbonate phases covering calcite surfaces in 
carbonate reservoirs can improve the understanding of brine-rock 
interaction mechanisms.  

The presence of natural organic adlayers on grain surfaces has been 
argued to be responsible for the partial water wettability (when water 
sorptivity is anomalously low) of limestones (Ioannou et al., 2004). 
Therefore, even hydrophilic minerals can attract oil molecules caused by 
the organic material adsorbed to the mineral surface thus effect the 
wettability substantially, even more than the covered minerals 
(Matthiesen et al., 2014). 

Likewise, if the thin layers of clay covering the calcite surface in patches 
(Figure 21) are not covered by an organic adlayer, they will have a 
different wetting condition than calcite which can potentially affect 
mechanical properties (Sachdeva et al., 2020). The mechanical strength 
may become weaker when water wetness decreases. The chemistry of 
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the thin water film is determined by the wettability and therefore the 
content of silica and clay among calcite thus the water weakening (Strand 
et al., 2007). Madland et al. (2011) highlighted that pure chalk had a 
slower reaction rate in terms of compaction, than chalk with higher 
content of non-carbonate (particularly silicates and clays). Nevertheless, 
the presence and distribution of silica and clay minerals in chalk and its 
impact on the mechanical strength has not been completely understood. 
The significant difference in chemical processes identified when 
flooding pure calcite versus the mixed samples containing dolomite and 
calcite, proved that more complex chemical reactions commence when 
calcite is not pure (Chapter 6.2.3). The study also documented complex 
chemical processes which in some cases impact compaction in the 
unconsolidated powders depending on the nature of the new mineral 
phase (Chapter 6.2.4). The ‘realistic’ sample with 5 Wt.% dolomite in 
the sample Mix 4 5-95 SSW experienced calcite dissolution. If 
manufactured calcite has comparable properties as chalk containing 
biomineralized calcite, the dissolution of calcite and precipitation of 
aragonite could potentially weaken the rock if the overburden stress is so 
high that the reservoir has reached the yield point and is compacting in 
the plastic phase (Chapter 6.1.1). Mix 4 5-95 SSW did not show any 
additional compaction compared to Cal 3B SSW in the experiment as 
mentioned, which could be attributed to the absence of consolidation.  

Water weakening data obtained from laboratory experiments have been 
upscaled to field scale using reservoir porewater chemistry data (Minde 
and Hiorth, 2020). Water chemistry data collected at a production well 
400 meters apart from an injection well helped to determine water 
breakthrough based on the concentration of chlorine (Hiorth et al., 2011). 
Chlorine was used as a natural tracer as it does not react with sediments, 
and it has a lower concentration in seawater than the Ekofisk formation 
water (Hiorth et al., 2011). Five to six years after injection, the water 
composition had the same chlorine concentration as seawater. Loss of 
other ions was seen as associated with mineral precipitation in the 
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reservoir. The model presented by Minde and Hiorth (2020) 
demonstrated that the dissolution/precipitation mechanisms studied in 
the laboratory was likely to propagate at a much lower speed and mainly 
affect compaction near the well region and close to the temperature front. 
They suggested that the more rapid transport of sulphate changing the 
surface charge through the reservoir could significantly have contributed 
to the observed water weakening effect. They also concluded that present 
impurities in chalk could eliminate the delay in alteration-induced creep. 
The results obtained in the powder experiment here can support their 
conclusion. The mineralogical alterations, with precipitation of aragonite 
predominantly in the central parts and towards the outlet observed for 
Mix 4 5-95 SSW as well as observations of high magnesium towards the 
outlet of Mix 1 50-50 MgCl₂ U.Eq and Mix 5 20-80 MgCl₂ U.Eq. On the 
contrary, precipitation of magnesite in the pure calcite sample (Cal 6 
MgCl₂ U.Eq) showed that the precipitates were predominantly identified 
in the inlet slice. This different pattern of distribution of newly 
precipitated minerals is directly linked with the sample mineralogy. The 
consequence of injecting seawater in a pure reservoir would be 
dominated by mineral precipitation close to the injection well (or no 
mineralogical alterations at all) with a delay front as discussed in Minde 
and Hiorth, (2020). Oppositely could a reservoir with impurities (eg., 
dolomite) initiate dissolution and precipitation instantly thus follow 
more closely the injected seawater front and therefore move more rapidly 
towards the production well.  

Compaction and subsidence associated with calcite dissolution can force 
remaining oil towards the production wells and thereby enhance 
recovery. A more extensive chemical acquisition and topographical 
mapping of the grain surfaces within chalk, can provide more accurate 
input to modeling wettability, chemical alterations, thus weakening 
during seawater injection. Then IOR methodologies can be altered in a 
favorable direction. HIM-SIMS is the first approach to solve this 
challenge as described, yet it needs further development to achieve the 
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necessary feasibility in terms of velocity for analysis by, for example, 
automatization. This has been achieved within other methodologies like 
electron microscopy (Schulz et al., 2020) and Raman spectroscopy 
(Lünsdorf et al., 2019) in the past.
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7 Conclusions  

Laboratory experiments were performed in triaxial cells under reservoir 
conditions (in terms of temperature and pressures) replicating Ekofisk at 
the NCS to better understand the impact of impurities and fractures 
among chalk in brine-rock interaction processes. Those parameters are 
important when evaluating IOR strategies for the future.  

Pure dolomite and manufactured calcite powders samples were flooded 
separately in addition to several mixed compounds of the two minerals 
in different ratios. The in-depth analysis of results from flooding 
experiments using triaxial cells to acquire geo-mechanical data, effluent 
analysis, and sample material analysis, facilitated identification of brine-
rock interactions attributed to the presence of dolomite among calcites 
by comparing those processes to results from experiments with pure 
calcite. Additionally, artificially fractured outcrop chalk samples have 
been flooded with different compositions of brines in triaxial cells under 
reservoir conditions also typical for the Ekofisk reservoir. The purpose 
of the experimental research was to study the geo-mechanical response 
associated with the presence of fractures, mineralogical alterations in the 
fractured area, and modification of fracture geometry. The samples in 
both projects were thoroughly characterized by complementary methods, 
described in an analytical “toolbox”, to detect geochemical and 
mineralogical alterations. A special emphasis was laid on the application 
of HIM-SIMS for surface characterization of chalk. This novel method 
can both image and detect the surface chemistry in-situ at very high 
resolution down to nanoscale. It was here used for the first time ever on 
chalk.  

Results showed that powder samples with mixed compositions of two 
minerals (calcite and dolomite) experienced surprisingly more 
complicated chemical interactions compared to experiments where pure 
dolomite and pure manufactured calcite were flooded separately. No new 
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mineral phases were identified when pure dolomite was flooded in five 
different tests using different composition of brines, with SSW as one of 
them. Magnesite precipitated in pure manufactured calcite when samples 
were flooded with 0.219 mol/L MgCl₂. Yet, no other minerals were 
detected in pure manufactured calcite, including samples that were 
flooded with SSW. The complicated processes, when flooding mixed 
compounds (of pure dolomite and manufactured calcite), included 
dissolution of calcite and precipitation of new minerals which were 
strongly dependent on the composition of the brine as well as the ratio of 
dolomite to calcite in the mixed samples. Secondary minerals that 
precipitated only in samples with mixed mineralogy were anhydrite and 
aragonite when SSW was injected and magnesite and high magnesium 
calcite when MgCl₂ was injected. The most ‘realistic’ (referring to a ratio 
of dolomite to calcite comparable to reservoir chalk at the NCS), 
Kallesten et al. (2021) sample was a 5-95 Wt.% dolomite to calcite ratio. 
When the sample was flooded with SSW, it experienced dissolution of 
calcite and precipitation of aragonite. The test lasted only four days. It 
was proposed that if an instant surface dissolution of calcite grain 
dissolves in chalk at the NCS due to presence of dolomite or other 
impurities, the reservoir will potentially release oil previously adhered to 
the surface more efficiently. However, a production rate may suffer from 
a reducing permeability attributed to the precipitation of aragonite which 
may possibly migrate and clog pores. The dissolution-precipitation 
process in the 5-95 Wt.% SSW unconsolidated sample, did not impact 
the axial strain rate during creep. Calcite dissolution in reservoir (where 
chalk is consolidated) may however reduce mechanical strength thus 
increase the compaction. The proposed mechanisms are valid if 
manufactured calcite properties do not vary significantly from chalk 
containing biomineralized calcite, and that impurities are not covered by 
organic adlayers. 

Artificially fractured samples showed significantly higher compaction 
during the initial six days of creep when flooded with NaCl in the triaxial 
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cell tests, compared to intact samples without an artificial fracture. The 
higher compaction observed for fractured samples was attributed to the 
matrix being forced into the void spaces. This weakening was however 
not observed during loading of stresses, which indicated that the process 
commenced only after the samples reached the yield point. A change in 
the composition of the injected brine after six days caused a rapid and 
significant compaction, associated with water weakening for samples 
without the artificial fractures, when brines as SSW and MgCl₂ were 
injected. The later and less significant onset for artificially fractured 
samples were associated with brine mainly passing through the fractures. 
Extrapolation of the creep indicated that artificially fractured samples 
may over a longer timespan (at least six months) be mechanically weaker 
than intact samples. This was in line with data obtained during an initial 
phase of the experiment under injection of NaCl, which as mentioned 
concluded that the presence of artificial fractures caused enhanced 
compaction. The seawater injected at Ekofisk most likely flows 
predominantly through the fractures with the highest permeability, yet 
ions will be transported into the adjacent matrix despite low matrix 
permeability often under 1 mD. This causes weakening of the chalk, yet 
the compaction rate will, potentially, be lower in a highly dense fractured 
location than a location with low fracture densities. Eventually, the 
compaction may stagnate in locations with low fracture densities but 
continue and compact beyond in high fracture density locations. 

All three artificially fractured outcrop samples reduced the apertures 
during the flooding experiment. The main mechanism of fracture 
aperture reduction was therefore interpreted to be dominantly associated 
with compaction forcing matrix material into the fracture. The higher 
axial strain observed, the more significant reduction of the aperture was 
identified. Precipitation and cementation in the fracture aperture caused 
additional reductions of the fracture apertures. The clay (chlorite) 
identified covering the inside surface of the fracture must have been 
sourced from the matrix, as these elements (Si, Al, and Fe etc.) did not 
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exist in the injected brine. In the reservoir, the non-carbonate minerals 
present in the chalk may determine brine-rock interaction processes 
affecting water weakening, source precipitation and cementing which 
likely reduce smaller apertures. Aperture reduction and closure of 
smaller fractures in the reservoir, e.g., Lower Ekofisk Formation, may 
force seawater into the chalk matrix and thus expel more hydrocarbons 
out of the reservoir. 

Application of the high resolution HIM-SIMS showed great potential to 
detect chemical impurities on nano-meter scale with in-situ imaging. 
HIM-SIMS demonstrated for the first-time abundant clay minerals in 
patches covering calcite surfaces. Bulk geochemistry for an unflooded 
outcrop chalk sample (OBSV) measured only around 5 Wt.% non-
carbonate concentration, whereas the surface was covered by 6.3 % clay 
in addition to a fraction of 39.8 % of the total area where the surface was 
mixed with calcite and clay. As impurities were broadly distributed on 
coccolith surfaces in the outcrop OBSV chalk samples, they cover a large 
surface area available for brine and rock to interact. The impurities 
present as thin films in patches on the coccolith surface implies a larger 
inhomogeneity in terms of surface charges. They will therefore play a 
significant role in brine-rock interaction processes during seawater 
injection if they are not covered by an adlayer of organic material. The 
manufactured calcite may have different properties, like solubility, than 
natural biomineralized calcite in chalk. However, assuming they have 
comparable properties, dolomite or impurities of other non-carbonate 
minerals present among chalk will facilitate dissolution of calcite and 
precipitation of new minerals thus enhance the oil release and possibly 
reduce permeability. Calcite dissolution may also cause additional 
compaction.  

Characterization of reservoir chalk samples down to nanoscale can 
facilitate a more profound understanding of brine-rock interactions and 
increase accuracy of input data for modelling fractional wettability and 
alterations, mineral dissolution, and precipitation thus compaction, 
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subsidence, sealing capability and fluid flow in chalk reservoirs. HIM-
SIMS is an ultimate complementary method which can identify surface 
chemistry and quantify the distribution of impurities coating calcite 
fragments in patches. 

The laboratory experiments demonstrated that presence of dolomite 
distributed within the mineralogically mixed two-component samples, 
caused precipitation of new minerals distributed throughout the cores. 
Precipitation of aragonite in the “realistic” mixed compound (Mix 4 5-
95 SSW) did not precipitate in pure calcite (Cal 3 SSW). Precipitation of 
minerals in the reservoir with present impurities may travel with a faster 
front towards the production well during seawater injection, compared 
to reservoir with pure chalk. The faster front of precipitation will be 
attributed to the presence of impurities. The presence of impurities such 
as dolomite or potentially other non-carbonates may consequently cause 
a more significant and rapid compaction than reservoirs with high calcite 
purities. 

7.1 Application and future work 
Parts of the thesis included completely new approaches to understand the 
impact of non-calcite minerals present among chalk by using single 
mineral systems (calcite and dolomite tested separately) and mixing 
them in definite ratios. Mixing calcite with a specific mineral such as 
dolomite in controlled ratios was a useful method to detect and study 
chemical processes which are attributed to the presence of the specific 
mineral in the mixed compound. A follow-up study performing flooding 
tests under reservoir conditions using samples with mixed calcite and 
silica e.g., quartz flooded under reservoir conditions, may provide useful 
data related to chemical alterations. This can also be extended with clays 
such as chlorite which can be present in chalk. Then, tests using three 
components (clays, dolomite, and calcite) could be developed. These 
tests with mixed compounds are simplified, therefore they help to 
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understand chemical processes. If and how those results can be upscaled 
to reservoir level is another very interesting and important question.  

These tests facilitate comprehension of geo-mechanical responses 
related to those impurities only in unconsolidated powder samples. To 
approach testing powder samples having properties being closer to a 
consolidated rock sample, all samples can be flooded with one selected 
brine during a primary week before changing the brine composition. In 
this way the samples will experience a comparable compaction during 
the settling phase (loading phase) and the three to five days into the creep 
until reaching a stabile compaction. This change of procedure will 
provide a more realistic interpretation of brine-rock interactions in 
triaxial cells when using powder samples. Constant acquisition of the 
ratio of compressional-wave velocity (Vp) to shear-wave velocity (Vs) 
could be added to support changes in rock conditions as porosity and 
consolidation. 

Parts of this research project was a continuation of an earlier project 
which included detailed characterization of artificially fractured outcrop 
chalk. Several properties that control modification of minor fracture 
apertures have been pointed out. This data may be applicable for better 
understanding aperture modification and geo-mechanical response 
within reservoirs when implementing new methodologies for improved 
production. More precise input from laboratory experiments to model 
these processes can help predict more accurately near wellbore 
compaction associated with wormhole acidizing.  

The analytical toolbox described (Chapter 3.5) was an update of previous 
work and may be applied by anyone who requests characterization of 
rock materials especially on fine grained material (included shale and 
diatomite). The thesis highlighted specifically the advantage of mapping 
the chemistry on surfaces of calcite in chalk by utilizing HIM-SIMS as a 
complementary method when characterizing chalk. Availability is still 
limited; the cost is high and mapping larger areas will be time-
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consuming. However, like the developments of electron microscopic 
techniques, a similar advance can be expected for HIM-SIMS in the 
future.  

The identification of the surface chemistry of coccolith grains using 
HIM-SIMS for reservoir chalk could be performed with a purpose to 
alter the composition of the injecting brine to create the ‘ideal’ 
composition. An ideal composition of an injecting brine for a specific 
reservoir rock could increase recovery by an optimization of wettability 
alteration or aperture reduction in network of small fractures to force 
injected seawater into the matrix and more effectively expel remaining 
hydrocarbons. This could potentially increase sweep efficiency and the 
recovery factor. These processes may also depend on biofilms adhered 
to calcite surfaces, which needs to be accounted for in future research. 

This new research proposed could be implemented in the future to 
improve understanding brine-rock interactions, help developing the 
optimal brine and thereby improve the recovery factor in mature chalk 
reservoirs.  
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8 Appendices 

The following methods for experimental set-up and sample analysis 
described have been utilized in the thesis, however, it does not include 
the exact same methods previously described in the “toolbox”. 

8.1 Ion Chromatography (IC) 
Effluent samples were prepared by diluting the samples by 100, 500, or 
1000 times depending on original concentration by using a Gilson Gx-
271 Liquid Handler and filtered with a (0.20 µm) sieve. Chemical 
analyses were performed by using either Dionex ICS 3000 or Dionex 
ICS 5000+ Ion Chromatography System. Ion Chromatography (IC) 
separates and quantifies anions and cations in an ionic solution. The 
quantity of an anion/cation was measured by the change in conductivity 
when the sample passed through the detector. The data from the detector 
was presented in a chromatogram which is a plot showing ion abundance 
versus time. Each specific ion was identified based on the position of the 
peak, and the size reflects the concentration of the ion detected. The ion 
concentrations of the produced fluid analysed were verified by external 
standards. 

8.2 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 
Two different instruments were used for mineral identification. A D-
8000 Bruker analysed 5-90 grader 2-theta with 1-degree per minute and 
with EVA V4.0 software for mineral identification. It provides a 
database of X-ray diffraction patterns. Phase analysis was also performed 
using powder X-ray diffractograms recorded on Bruker D8 Endeavor X-
Ray diffraction with a Lynxeye XE-T detector. The diffractograms were 
recorded between 5° and 70° 2-theta at a step size of 0.015° 2-theta at a 
time step of 0.5 per second. ICDD PDF-4+ - is an available database 
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(Powder Diffraction Files) and MDI Jade Pro – software was used for 
interpretation. 

8.3 Whole rock geochemistry (Inductive 
Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry, 
ICP-MS) 

Sample material was milled in an agate beaker to a fine mesh. The 
geochemical data was obtained by Inductive Coupled Plasma-Mass 
Spectrometry (ICP-MS) analysis. The milled sample was mixed with 
LiBO2/Li2B4O7 flux in crucibles and fused in a furnace. The cooled bead 
was dissolved in the American Chemical Society (ACS) grade nitric acid 
and analyzed by ICP-MS. Loss on ignition (LOI) was determined by 
igniting a sample split then measuring the weight loss after being ignited 
at 1000°C for 1 hour, then cooled and weighed again. Total Carbon and 
Sulphur concentrations were determined by the LECO® method. Here, 
induction flux was added to the prepared sample then ignited in an 
induction furnace. A carrier gas swap up released carbon which was 
measured by adsorption in an infrared spectrometric cell. An additional 
14 elements were measured after dilution in Aqua Regia. The prepared 
sample was digested with a modified Aqua Regia solution of equal parts 
concentrated HCl, HNO3, and DI-H2O for 1 hour in a heating block. The 
sample volume was increased with dilute HCl-solutions and splits of 0.5 
g were analyzed. Accuracy and precision are between 2-3 % per element.  

8.4 Carbon and Oxygen Stable Isotopes  
Stable isotope analysis was performed by Isotopic Ratio Mass 
Spectrometry (IRMS) at the stable Isotope Laboratory at the University 
of Tromsø. A Thermo-Fisher MAT253 IRMS with a Gasbench II for the 
determination of δ¹³C and δ¹⁸O in carbonates. Isotopic values were 
quoted relative to the Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite (VPDB). The analysis 
was performed on crushed sample material of minimum 1.0 mg. δ¹³C and 
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δ¹⁸O isotopic analysis of chalk samples reflect paleoclimate and post-
depositional alterations. The relative abundance of the stable isotopes of 
an element in a mineral depends on fractionation by mass, temperature 
and/or biological processes during mineralization. The temperature at the 
time of precipitation can be determined during diagenesis and in flooding 
experiments. Based on the δ¹⁸O an estimated temperature (T) at 
precipitation can be estimated according to Equation 3 where δԝ = (-1) 
and δс is δ¹⁸O (Anderson et al., 1983; Gómez et al., 2008). 

T = 16.0 – 4.14 (δс - δԝ) + 0.13 (δс - δԝ) ²    (3) 

Carbon isotopes may reveal information about primary depositional 
conditions and are usually not subject to strong diagenetic alteration. 
Oxygen isotopes, in contrast, are more sensitive to environmental and 
post-depositional processes and need to be treated very carefully for 
interpretation. 

8.5 Binocular Light Microscopy  
A Zeiss Stemi DV4 has a maximum of 20 times magnification. It helped 
evaluating texture and color variation for artificially fractured outcrop 
samples. 

8.6 Specific Surface Area (SSA)  
Approximately two grams of sample material were ground in an agate 
mortar. The samples were heated in a tube at a temperature of 80°C and 
kept under vacuum for 4.5 hours. A Micromeritics TriStar II was utilized 
for the purpose of measuring Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface 
area based on the BET theory (Brunauer et al., 1938). Nitrogen gas was 
introduced to the sample continuously under a vacuum of around 20 - 30 
mTorr. The sample tube was submerged in liquid nitrogen (LN2) for 
cooling during measurement. At increased partial pressures, nitrogen gas 
filled a greater area of the micro-pores, which adsorbed as a monolayer 
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on the surface of the grains. The change in pressure is a measure of the 
amount of gas that was adsorbed on the surface. When including the 
exact sample weight, the SSA was calculated by TriStar II 3020 
Software, and the resulting surface extension is given in m2/g.  

8.7 Secondary Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
coupled with Energy Dispersive X-ray 
Spectroscopy (EDS) 

A selection of samples was molded epoxy under a vacuum. The samples 
were first polished by hand (320, 500, 1000 grit paper) using ethanol, 
followed by machine polishing by Struers Tegramin-30 us. The final 
polishing medium and suspension was MD-Nap 1 µm from Struers. 
These mounted samples were also used for Focused Ion Beam – 
Secondary Electron Microscopy (FIB- SEM), Transmission Electron 
Microscopy (TEM) coupled with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy 
(EDS), Helium Ion Microscopy (HIM) combined with Secondary Ion 
Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) investigations. 

Samples were mounted on aluminum holders followed by coating with 
palladium (Pd) or gold (Au). A Zeiss Supra 35-VP SEM was used for 
high magnification of morphological differences and to obtain elemental 
composition by using an EDS detector. Images were acquired using the 
secondary electron (SE) detector and backscatter electron detector (BSE) 
at a fixed working distance of 10 mm, accelerating voltage of 15.00 kV 
and using an aperture size of 30 µm. Energy Dispersive X-ray 
Spectroscopy (EDS) was performed either as point analysis line scan, 
area of 2x2 µm² or complete map analysis. The interaction volume in the 
sample is ~ 1 µm³  (Priebe et al., 2019). 

8.8 Mineral Liberation Analysis (MLA) 
A FEI Quanta 600 F Mineral Liberation Analyzer (MLA) is a Scanning 
Electron Microscope (SEM) equipped with Energy Dispersive X-ray 
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(EDX) spectrometers, and computer software that automates microscope 
operation. MLA measurements are based on Backscattered Electron 
(BSE) image analysis and may determine grain boundaries on polished 
and coated specimens. It locates and classifies the characteristic X-ray 
spectra of mineral species by comparing these to a library of reference 
spectra (Sylvester, 2012). The spectrum is further classified as a specific 
mineral or group of minerals, assigned a color, and saved in a database. 
Standard greyscale is calibrated to copper and is unique for each mineral. 
Bright greyscale reflects heavier minerals (atomic number) while the 
darker end of the greyscale represents lighter minerals. The average 
greyscale of the mineral in the BSE image is linked to a database of EDS-
spectrum for comparison and hence produces a color map based on the 
variation in greyscale of the BSE-image. The automated operation of the 
MLA analysis allows a high number of mineral grains to be examined 
and provides a statistically representative analysis of a sample. It is 
capable of distinguishing fine-grained and complex intergrown minerals 
down to micrometer scale (Sylvester, 2012). However, similar mineral 
compositions may be challenging to distinguish (e.g., hematite and 
magnetite) and the MLA is unable to distinguish polymorphs like calcite, 
aragonite and vaterite. An SEM-generated electron beam scans the 
sample in a raster pattern, often called a frame, with a resolution 
depending on the magnification; increased magnification decreases the 
size of the frame (Krinsley and Doornkamp, 1973). During acquisition, 
15 kV acceleration voltage and a beam current of 10 nA were used. The 
smallest particle size that can be identified and mapped visually by MLA 
software is 0.2 μm (Sylvester, 2012). Distinguishing smaller minerals 
may cause spectral interferences. A software, GXMAP, was used for the 
purpose of discriminating the grain boundaries determined by the 
greyscale of the BSE image.  
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8.9 Transmission Electron Microscopy 
(TEM) coupled with Energy Dispersive 
X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) 

Analysis of FIB-SEM samples with TEM was performed using a JEM-
2100 connected with an EDAX Apollo XLT2 EDS. The electrons have 
an energy typically between 100 to 200 keV. The electron microscope 
produced an image formed by the interactions of electrons with the 
sample when the ion beam passed through the specimen. The transmitted 
beam was projected onto a fluorescent screen where the internal 
microstructures were observed, and a single column of atoms could be 
recognized. The electrons behave as Broglie waves which define the 
limit to the resolution of the same order of magnitude at 0.2 to 0.4 nm 
(Hull and Bacon, 2011) and gain magnifications up to 1 million times 
(Callister, 2007). Contrasts were imaged at low magnification due to the 
variation in the materials composition, followed by differential 
absorption of electrons. TEM studies on FIB-SEM samples allowed for 
high-magnification images and identification of the chemical 
composition and crystal orientation.  

8.10 Focused Ion Beam - Secondary 
Electron Microscopy (FIB-SEM) 

Samples were prepared for TEM analysis using a Focused Ion Beam- 
Secondary Electron Microscopy (FIB-SEM) (a Helios G4 UX FEI) 
instrument. The FIB-SEM combination allowed simultaneous 
monitoring of the preparation process of ultrathin focused ion beam 
(FIB) - samples (100 nm). The sample was coated with 30 nm gold (Au) 
to create electrical conductivity. The beam of ionized gallium (Ga+) was 
accelerated (30 keV) and focused onto the specimen surface. This 
initiated atom sputtering and removal of layer by layer which produced 
a pool around the area of interest. A sharp wolfram needle was attached 
to a carbon cord on top of the sample (Figure 29). Naphthalene, C10H8, 
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diffused into the chamber, enhanced the needle welding to the sample. 
The sample (2 µm) was pulled out at a speed of 1 µm/sec and attached 
to an omniprobe (sample holder) of copper (Cu). A final thickness of 100 
nm was achieved by a time-consuming sputtering process at a constant 
working distance of 4 mm.  

 

Figure 34) An image series that visualizes the steps in FIB preparation. a) The white arrow 
indicates the chalk sample. A pool (1) was formed around the sample by sputtering around it 
using a beam of gallium ions attached to a tungsten needle (2); b) the tungsten needle moved the 
sample to an omniprobe (3); applied carbon (4) connected the sample to the omniprobe and a 
carboncord (5) to attach the sample to the needle; c) the white arrow points to the final result 
after thinning the sample by sputtering. The sample reached a thickness of 100 nm, has a 
dimension of 10 x 12 µm, and is glued to carbon (7) which connects the sample to the omniprobe 
(6). 

 

8.11  Helium Ion Microscopy (HIM) combined 
with Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry 
(SIMS) 

A Zeiss ORION NanoFab Helium Ion Microscope (HIM) (Hlawacek and 
Gölzhäuser, 2016) was used for Secondary Electron (SE) image 
acquisitions. HIM uses a very finely focused He+ or Ne+ ion beam, 
produced by a gas field ion source (GFIS), to raster-scan the sample 
under investigation and to create SEs collected by an Everhart–Thornley 
(ET) detector. He+ ions are typically used as source to produce HIM-SE 
images to limit sputtering of the surface during the imaging process due 
to the low sputtering yield of He+ versus Ne+  (Pillatsch et al., 2013). 
This provides spatial resolutions down to 0.5 nm (Dowsett and Wirtz, 
2017; Kim et al., 2019) related to the high brightness of the GFIS and the 
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very small interaction volume between the impinging He+ ions and the 
sample in the near surface region, from which SEs were emitted 
(Hlawacek and Gölzhäuser, 2016; Wirtz et al., 2019). Chemical images 
were acquired by using a Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometer (SIMS) 
system installed on the HIM, which provided analytical information of 
specimen (called “HIM-SIMS”) (Audinot et al., 2021; Dowsett and 
Wirtz, 2017; Wirtz et al., 2019). For SIMS, Ne+ primary ions were used 
to enhance sputtering of the surface (up to a few nanometers of depth) 
and therefore to increase the secondary ion (SI) yield to achieve adequate 
signal statistics. The spatial resolution of the SIMS mode is better than 
20 nm (Audinot et al., 2021; Wirtz et al., 2019). 

 

Figure 35) Schematic cross-sectional view of the HIM-SIMS instrument. The central part 
consists of the Helium Ion Microscope (HIM) used primarily for topographic SE imaging, while 
the left part shows the coupled Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometer (SIMS) add-on system 
dedicated for elemental analysis. 
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8.12 Geochemistry tables 
Loss on ignition (LOI)    
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Element (Wt%/PPM) SiO₂ Al₂O₃ Fe₂O₃ MgO CaO Na₂O K₂O TiO₂ P₂O5 MnO Cr₂O₃ Ba Ni Sc LOI Sum 

Sample % % % % % % % % % % % PPM PPM PPM % % 

Cal Ref 1 0.0 <0.01 <0.04 <0.01 55.9 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.0 <0.01 <0.002 <1 <20 <1 44.1 100.0 

Cal Ref 2 0.0 <0.01 <0.04 <0.01 56.0 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 <1 <20 <1 44.1 100.0 

Cal Ref 3 0.0 <0.01 <0.04 <0.01 55.9 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.0 <1 <20 <1 44.1 100.0 

Cal 1.1 MgCl₂ 0.0 <0.01 <0.04 8.5 43.8 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.0 1.0 <20 <1 47.7 100.0 

Cal 1.5 MgCl₂ 0.1 <0.01 0.1 0.3 55.2 <0.01 <0.02 <0.03 <0.04 <0.05 0.0 <1 <20 <1 44.4 100.0 

Cal 2.1D NaCl 0.0 <0.01 <0.04 <0.01 53.8 0.0 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 <1 <20 <1 46.1 100.0 

Cal 2.5D NaCl 0.1 <0.01 <0.04 <0.01 53.7 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 <1 <20 <1 46.3 100.0 

Cal 3.1 SSW 0.0 <0.01 0.1 0.1 54.4 0.0 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 1.0 <20 <1 45.4 100.0 

Cal 3.5 SSW 0.0 <0.01 <0.04 0.2 55.5 0.0 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 1.0 <20 <1 44.3 100.0 

Cal 4.1F LowSal 0.2 0.0 <0.04 0.0 54.9 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 3.0 <20 <1 44.8 100.0 

Cal 4.5F LowSal 0.1 0.0 <0.04 0.0 56.1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 5.0 <20 <1 43.8 100.0 

Cal 6.1B MgCl₂ U.Eq 0.1 <0.01 <0.04 17.4 36.0 0.0 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 <1 30.0 <1 46.6 100.0 

Cal 6.5B MgCl₂ U.Eq  0.0 <0.01 <0.04 0.7 55.1 0.0 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.0 <1 248.0 <1 44.2 100.0 

Dol Ref 1 0.3 0.1 0.1 21.6 30.9 0.0 0.1 <0.01 0.0 <0.01 <0.002 13.0 <20 <1 47.0 100.0 

Dol Ref 2 0.3 0.0 0.1 21.5 31.0 <0.01 0.0 <0.01 0.0 <0.01 0.0 11.0 <20 <1 47.1 100.0 

Dol Ref 3 0.3 0.0 <0.04 21.6 30.6 <0.01 0.0 <0.01 0.0 <0.01 0.0 12.0 <20 <1 47.3 100.0 

Dol Ref 4 0.2 0.0 0.0 21.5 31.0 <0.01 0.0 <0.01 0.0 <0.01 0.0 12.0 <20 <1 47.1 100.0 

Dol 1.1B MgCl₂ 0.3 0.0 0.1 21.9 30.0 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.0 <0.01 <0.002 8.5 <20 <1 47.8 100.0 

Dol 1.5B MgCl₂  0.2 0.0 0.1 21.8 30.2 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 7.5 <20 <1 47.7 100.0 

Dol 2.1 NaCl 0.2 0.0 0.1 21.8 30.4 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 7.0 <20 <1 47.5 100.0 

Dol 2.5 NaCl 0.3 0.0 0.1 21.7 30.6 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.0 <0.01 <0.002 9.5 <20 <1 47.3 100.0 

Dol 3.1 SSW 0.2 0.0 0.1 21.8 30.6 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 12.5 <20 <1 47.3 100.0 

Dol 3.5 SSW  0.3 0.0 0.1 21.9 30.4 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 12.5 <20 <1 47.3 100.0 

Dol 4.1C LowSal 0.3 0.0 0.1 21.4 30.8 <0.01 0.0 <0.01 0.0 <0.01 0.0 11.5 <20 <1 47.4 100.0 

Dol 4.5C LowSal 0.3 0.0 0.1 21.5 30.8 0.0 0.0 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.0 12.0 <20 <1 47.2 100.0 

Dol 6.1 MgCl₂ U.Eq  0.2 0.0 0.1 21.8 30.6 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.0 <0.01 0.0 8.0 <20 <1 47.3 100.0 

Dol 6.5 MgCl₂ U.Eq  0.2 0.0 0.1 21.8 30.8 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.0 6.0 <20 <1 47.1 100.0 

Mix1.In.REF 0.2 0.0 <0.04 11.6 42.2 <0.01 0.0 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 7.0 <20 <1 45.8 99.8 

Mix1.Out.REF 0.2 0.0 0.1 11.3 42.5 <0.01 0.0 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 6.0 <20 <1 45.8 99.8 

Mix2.In.REF 0.2 0.0 <0.04 12.3 41.4 <0.01 0.0 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 7.0 <20 <1 45.8 99.8 

Mix2.Out.REF 0.1 0.0 0.1 10.9 43.1 <0.01 0.0 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 6.0 <20 <1 45.6 99.8 

Mix3.In.REF 0.1 <0.01 <0.04 1.1 54.7 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 <1 <20 <1 44.2 100.0 

Mix3.Out.REF 0.06 <0.01 <0.04 1.10 54.59 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 3 <20 <1 44.3 99.95 

Mix4.In.REF 0.04 <0.01 <0.04 1.18 54.16 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 1 <20 <1 44.6 99.96 

Mix4.Out.REF 0.03 <0.01 <0.04 1.20 54.21 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 <1 <20 <1 44.5 99.97 

Mix5.In.REF 0.06 <0.01 <0.04 4.11 50.75 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 3 <20 <1 45.0 99.92 

Mix5.Out.REF 0.13 <0.01 0.05 4.75 50.20 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 4 <20 <1 44.8 99.92 

Mix6.In.REF 0.08 <0.01 <0.04 4.89 50.20 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 3 <20 <1 44.7 99.92 

Mix6.Out.REF 0.08 <0.01 0.07 4.70 50.18 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 3 <20 <1 44.9 99.91 

Mix 1.1 50-50 MgCl₂ 0.18 0.03 0.08 22.68 27.45 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 7 <20 <1 49.2 99.63 

Mix 1.2 50-50 MgCl₂ 0.14 0.02 0.05 17.28 34.71 <0.01 0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 6 <20 <1 47.5 99.71 

Mix 1.3 50-50 MgCl₂ 0.47 0.14 0.09 19.71 31.65 <0.01 0.03 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 9 <20 <1 47.6 99.68 

Mix 1.4 50-50 MgCl₂ 0.27 0.08 0.07 19.99 31.60 <0.01 0.02 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 6 <20 <1 47.6 99.67 

Mix 1.5 50-50 MgCl₂ 0.21 0.06 0.06 18.85 33.42 <0.01 0.02 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 7 <20 <1 47.1 99.69 

Mix 2.1 50-50 SSW 0.22 0.05 0.07 12.86 39.11 <0.01 0.02 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 6 <20 <1 47.4 99.78 

Mix 2.2 50-50 SSW 0.23 0.05 0.05 13.04 40.15 <0.01 0.02 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 9 <20 <1 46.2 99.78 

Mix 2.3 50-50 SSW 0.20 0.04 0.07 12.14 41.72 <0.01 0.02 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 10 <20 <1 45.6 99.79 

Mix 2.4 50-50 SSW 0.18 0.04 0.07 11.91 42.07 <0.01 0.02 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 6 <20 <1 45.5 99.80 

Mix 2.5 50-50 SSW 0.21 0.03 0.06 11.69 42.34 <0.01 0.02 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 8 <20 <1 45.4 99.80 
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Element (Wt%/PPM) Be Co Cs Ga Hf Nb Rb Sn Sr Ta Th U V W Zr Y La 

Sample PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM 

Cal Ref 1 <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 46.5 <0.1 <0.2 <0.1 <8 2.5 1.2 <0.1 0.2 

Cal Ref 2 <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 58.9 <0.1 <0.2 <0.1 <8 <0.5 0.2 <0.1 0.2 

Cal Ref 3 <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 49 <0.1 <0.2 <0.1 <8 <0.5 1.1 <0.1 0.1 

Cal 1.1 MgCl₂ <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 32.15 <0.1 <0.2 <0.1 <8 <0.5 1.2 <0.1 0.15 

Cal 1.5 MgCl₂ <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 40.95 <0.1 <0.2 <0.1 <8 <0.5 0.55 <0.1 0.3 
Cal 2.1D NaCl <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 48.5 <0.1 <0.2 <0.1 <8 <0.5 2.7 <0.1 <0.1 

Cal 2.5D NaCl 1.0 0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 47.2 <0.1 <0.2 <0.1 <8 <0.5 1.5 <0.1 0.2 

Cal 3.1 SSW <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 41 <0.1 <0.2 <0.1 <8 <0.5 0.8 <0.1 <0.1 

Cal 3.5 SSW <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 40.8 <0.1 <0.2 <0.1 <8 <0.5 1.8 <0.1 0.2 

Cal 4.1F LowSal <1 0.4 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 62.4 <0.1 <0.2 <0.1 12 <0.5 1.8 0.2 0.2 

Cal 4.5F LowSal <1 0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 56.1 <0.1 <0.2 <0.1 <8 <0.5 0.6 0.3 <0.1 

Cal 6.1B MgCl₂ U.Eq <1 0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 26.3 <0.1 <0.2 <0.1 <8 <0.5 0.7 <0.1 0.6 

Cal 6.5B MgCl₂ U.Eq  <1 2.5 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 42.9 <0.1 <0.2 <0.1 <8 <0.5 1.7 <0.1 0.1 

Dol Ref 1 <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.3 1 <1 57.8 <0.1 0.3 1.6 <8 0.8 1.8 1.8 1.1 

Dol Ref 2 <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.4 0.8 <1 50.3 <0.1 0.3 1.3 <8 <0.5 2.8 2 1.2 

Dol Ref 3 <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 0.8 <1 50.8 <0.1 0.4 1.6 <8 <0.5 1.8 1.9 1.2 

Dol Ref 4 <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.1 0.7 <1 49.8 <0.1 0.9 1.1 <8 <0.5 2 1.7 1 
Dol 1.1B MgCl₂ <1 0.3 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.15 0.1 <1 55.35 <0.1 0.3 1.15 <8 <0.5 1.6 2 1.45 

Dol 1.5B MgCl₂  <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.2 0.7 <1 56.75 <0.1 0.3 1.45 <8 0.6 2.05 2.15 1.7 

Dol 2.1 NaCl <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.2 <0.1 <1 54.15 <0.1 0.25 1.55 <8 <0.5 1.65 2.1 1.4 

Dol 2.5 NaCl <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.2 0.1 <1 55.8 <0.1 0.3 1.4 <8 <0.5 1.7 1.9 1.3 

Dol 3.1 SSW <1 0.6 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.2 0.85 <1 57.4 <0.1 0.3 1.3 <8 <0.5 1.85 2.1 1.3 

Dol 3.5 SSW  <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.2 0.95 <1 56.4 <0.1 0.25 1.25 <8 <0.5 1.9 2.05 1.25 

Dol 4.1C LowSal <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.2 0.85 <1 52.95 <0.1 0.3 1.4 <8 <0.5 2.35 1.95 1.3 

Dol 4.5C LowSal <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.25 0.85 <1 51.35 <0.1 0.3 1.25 9 <0.5 3.65 2.1 1.1 

Dol 6.1 MgCl₂ U.Eq  <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.2 <0.1 <1 53 <0.1 0.2 1.3 <8 <0.5 1.7 1.9 1.2 

Dol 6.5 MgCl₂ U.Eq  <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.2 <0.1 <1 49.8 <0.1 0.3 1.5 <8 <0.5 2.7 1.8 1.2 

Mix1.In.REF <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.2 0.5 <1 50.1 <0.1 <0.2 0.6 <8 <0.5 2.0 0.9 0.8 

Mix1.Out.REF <1 0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.3 0.5 <1 52.7 <0.1 <0.2 0.7 <8 <0.5 3.7 1.1 0.7 
Mix2.In.REF <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.3 0.7 <1 52.1 <0.1 <0.2 1.2 <8 <0.5 4.4 1.0 0.5 

Mix2.Out.REF <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.2 0.5 <1 50.8 <0.1 <0.2 0.6 <8 <0.5 3.0 1.0 0.5 

Mix3.In.REF <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.4 <0.1 <1 52.9 0.1 <0.2 <0.1 <8 2.4 0.7 0.2 0.3 

Mix3.Out.REF <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.2 <0.1 <1 48.5 0.2 <0.2 0.1 <8 2.1 1.2 0.2 0.2 

Mix4.In.REF <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 <1 54.7 <0.1 <0.2 <0.1 <8 <0.5 1.5 0.1 <0.1 

Mix4.Out.REF <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 53.7 <0.1 <0.2 <0.1 <8 <0.5 1.1 <0.1 <0.1 

Mix5.In.REF <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 <1 55.1 <0.1 <0.2 0.2 <8 <0.5 2.4 0.4 0.2 

Mix5.Out.REF <1 0.3 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.1 0.2 <1 55.9 <0.1 <0.2 0.3 <8 <0.5 2.6 0.4 0.2 

Mix6.In.REF <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 <1 52.8 <0.1 <0.2 0.2 <8 13.3 2.2 0.4 0.2 

Mix6.Out.REF <1 0.3 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 <1 55.4 <0.1 <0.2 0.3 <8 <0.5 1.2 0.4 <0.1 

Mix 1.1 50-50 MgCl₂ <1 0.3 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.1 0.2 <1 33.2 <0.1 0.2 0.8 <8 <0.5 2.9 1.0 0.4 

Mix 1.2 50-50 MgCl₂ <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 0.4 <1 38.6 <0.1 <0.2 0.6 <8 <0.5 1.5 0.9 0.4 
Mix 1.3 50-50 MgCl₂ <1 <0.2 0.1 <0.5 0.1 0.1 1.5 <1 31.2 <0.1 0.3 0.7 <8 <0.5 4.5 1.0 0.6 

Mix 1.4 50-50 MgCl₂ <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 0.7 <1 28.9 <0.1 <0.2 0.7 <8 <0.5 3.5 1.0 0.5 

Mix 1.5 50-50 MgCl₂ <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 0.6 <1 34.7 <0.1 <0.2 0.7 <8 <0.5 3.3 1.0 0.5 

Mix 2.1 50-50 SSW <1 0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 0.6 <1 47.8 <0.1 <0.2 0.6 <8 <0.5 1.6 1.0 0.5 

Mix 2.2 50-50 SSW <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 0.7 <1 51.1 <0.1 <0.2 1.0 <8 <0.5 1.8 0.9 0.5 

Mix 2.3 50-50 SSW <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 0.6 <1 50.4 <0.1 0.2 0.8 <8 <0.5 2.8 1.0 0.4 

Mix 2.4 50-50 SSW <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 0.1 <0.1 0.5 <1 49.6 <0.1 <0.2 0.6 <8 1.2 5.2 1.0 0.3 

Mix 2.5 50-50 SSW <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 0.1 0.3 0.6 <1 52.8 <0.1 <0.2 0.8 <8 <0.5 4.0 0.9 0.5 
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Element (Wt%/PPM) Ce Pr Nd Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu 

Sample PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM 

Cal Ref 1 <0.1 <0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Cal Ref 2 0.2 0.05 <0.3 <0.05 0.02 <0.05 0.02 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 0.02 <0.05 0.01 
Cal Ref 3 <0.1 <0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Cal 1.1 MgCl₂ <0.1 <0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Cal 1.5 MgCl₂ <0.1 <0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Cal 2.1D NaCl <0.1 <0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Cal 2.5D NaCl 0.3 0.09 0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Cal 3.1 SSW <0.1 <0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Cal 3.5 SSW 0.2 <0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Cal 4.1F LowSal 0.5 0.03 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 0.06 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Cal 4.5F LowSal 0.2 <0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Cal 6.1B MgCl₂ U.Eq 0.2 <0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Cal 6.5BMgCl₂ U.Eq  <0.1 <0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Dol Ref 1 1.9 0.26 1.2 0.13 0.05 0.28 0.03 0.17 0.04 0.11 0.01 0.07 0.02 
Dol Ref 2 1.8 0.24 0.9 0.19 0.05 0.21 0.03 0.17 0.03 0.12 0.01 0.09 0.01 

Dol Ref 3 1.8 0.22 0.9 0.17 0.04 0.2 0.02 0.16 0.04 0.11 0.02 0.08 0.01 

Dol Ref 4 1.6 0.22 1 0.13 0.04 0.19 0.03 0.18 0.03 0.12 0.02 0.09 0.01 

Dol 1.1B MgCl₂ 1.95 0.28 1.1 0.19 0.065 0.26 0.045 0.195 0.05 0.095 0.025 0.095 0.02 

Dol 1.5B MgCl₂  1.95 0.265 1.05 0.195 0.05 0.225 0.04 0.24 0.05 0.125 0.02 0.09 0.015 

Dol 2.1 NaCl 2 0.25 1.1 0.155 0.055 0.25 0.04 0.205 0.05 0.135 0.02 0.095 0.015 

Dol 2.5 NaCl 1.85 0.24 0.9 0.175 0.05 0.24 0.03 0.24 0.05 0.105 0.02 0.065 0.015 

Dol 3.1 SSW 1.9 0.22 0.85 0.19 0.055 0.25 0.035 0.195 0.04 0.125 0.015 0.08 0.02 

Dol 3.5 SSW  2 0.245 1.1 0.205 0.05 0.25 0.03 0.175 0.035 0.125 0.01 0.09 0.01 

Dol 4.1C LowSal 1.95 0.255 1.1 0.195 0.065 0.23 0.04 0.205 0.04 0.125 0.03 0.1 0.02 

Dol 4.5C LowSal 1.85 0.245 1 0.185 0.05 0.205 0.04 0.215 0.045 0.125 0.02 0.08 0.015 

Dol 6.1 MgCl₂ U.Eq  1.9 0.24 1 0.17 0.04 0.19 0.03 0.17 0.04 0.12 0.02 0.11 0.01 
Dol 6.5 MgCl₂ U.Eq  1.8 0.24 1 0.13 0.04 0.21 0.03 0.18 0.03 0.1 0.02 0.11 <0.01 

Mix1.In.REF 1.1 0.13 0.7 0.10 0.03 0.12 0.01 0.11 <0.02 0.05 <0.01 <0.05 0.01 

Mix1.Out.REF 1.2 0.16 0.6 0.10 0.03 0.10 0.01 0.11 0.03 0.06 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix2.In.REF 1.1 0.16 0.7 0.06 0.02 0.11 0.02 0.12 <0.02 0.05 0.01 0.06 <0.01 

Mix2.Out.REF 1.1 0.13 0.5 0.07 0.03 0.10 0.01 0.11 <0.02 0.05 <0.01 0.05 <0.01 

Mix3.In.REF 0.4 0.12 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix3.Out.REF 0.5 0.12 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix4.In.REF 0.2 <0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix4.Out.REF <0.1 <0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix5.In.REF 0.4 0.03 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix5.Out.REF 0.2 <0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix6.In.REF 0.5 0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 
Mix6.Out.REF 0.4 <0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix 1.1 50-50 MgCl₂ 1.0 0.09 0.6 0.08 <0.02 0.12 <0.01 0.09 0.02 0.04 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix 1.2 50-50 MgCl₂ 1.0 0.07 0.4 0.06 <0.02 0.09 <0.01 0.08 <0.02 0.05 <0.01 0.05 <0.01 

Mix 1.3 50-50 MgCl₂ 1.3 0.11 0.7 0.08 0.03 0.12 0.01 0.15 <0.02 0.07 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix 1.4 50-50 MgCl₂ 1.0 0.07 0.6 0.05 <0.02 0.07 <0.01 0.12 <0.02 0.04 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix 1.5 50-50 MgCl₂ 1.0 0.05 0.6 0.08 <0.02 0.11 <0.01 0.09 <0.02 0.06 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix 2.1 50-50 SSW 0.9 0.08 0.6 0.06 <0.02 0.10 <0.01 0.10 <0.02 0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix 2.2 50-50 SSW 1.0 0.07 0.5 0.05 <0.02 0.10 <0.01 0.09 <0.02 0.06 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix 2.3 50-50 SSW 0.9 0.06 0.4 0.07 <0.02 0.08 <0.01 0.12 <0.02 0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix 2.4 50-50 SSW 1.1 0.05 0.3 0.06 <0.02 0.11 <0.01 0.10 <0.02 0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix 2.5 50-50 SSW <0.1 <0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 0.10 <0.01 0.10 <0.02 0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 
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Element (Wt%/PPM) TOT/C TOT/S Mo Cu Pb Zn Ni As Cd Sb Bi Ag Au Hg Tl Se 

Sample % % PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPB PPM PPM PPM 

Cal Ref 1 11.85 <0.02 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 <0.1 0.9 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Cal Ref 2 12.27 <0.02 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 <0.1 0.8 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Cal Ref 3 11.86 <0.02 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 <0.1 0.6 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Cal 1.1 MgCl₂ 15.27 <0.02 <0.1 0.3 <0.1 1.5 0.95 0.7 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 2.6 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Cal 1.5 MgCl₂ 12.365 <0.02 <0.1 0.1 <0.1 <1 <0.1 0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 
Cal 2.1D NaCl 14.64 <0.02 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 0.2 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.9 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Cal 2.5D NaCl 14.85 <0.02 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 0.8 0.7 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Cal 3.1 SSW 13.79 <0.02 <0.1 0.2 <0.1 <1 0.2 0.8 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Cal 3.5 SSW 12.04 <0.02 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Cal 4.1F LowSal 13.22 <0.02 <0.1 0.4 0.8 <1 3.2 1.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Cal 4.5F LowSal 12.05 <0.02 <0.1 0.9 1.6 2 1.1 0.8 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Cal 6.1B MgCl₂ U.Eq 14.92 <0.02 <0.1 0.5 <0.1 4 20.5 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Cal 6.5BMgCl₂ U.Eq  12.56 <0.02 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Dol Ref 1 12.82 <0.02 <0.1 <0.1 1.3 <1 1.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Dol Ref 2 12.91 <0.02 0.1 <0.1 1.4 1 <0.1 0.7 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Dol Ref 3 12.93 <0.02 0.1 <0.1 1.5 1 <0.1 1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Dol Ref 4 12.8 <0.02 0.2 <0.1 1.7 2 <0.1 1.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 
Dol 1.1B MgCl₂ 13.735 <0.02 0.3 0.5 1.45 <1 6.1 0.8 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 2.85 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Dol 1.5B MgCl₂  13.66 <0.02 0.1 0.2 1.4 <1 2.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.35 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Dol 2.1 NaCl 13.47 <0.02 <0.1 1 1.35 <1 0.35 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.7 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Dol 2.5 NaCl 13.35 <0.02 0.1 0.35 1.3 <1 0.5 0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.1 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Dol 3.1 SSW 13.73 <0.02 0.25 0.45 1.3 <1 17.6 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.8 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Dol 3.5 SSW  13.545 <0.02 0.2 0.1 1.3 <1 0.6 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Dol 4.1C LowSal 12.905 <0.02 <0.1 0.95 1.4 2 0.1 0.65 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.9 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Dol 4.5C LowSal 12.885 <0.02 0.1 <0.1 1.4 2.5 <0.1 1.4 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Dol 6.1 MgCl₂ U.Eq  13.05 <0.02 0.1 2.4 1.4 2 8.4 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.9 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Dol 6.5 MgCl₂ U.Eq  12.86 <0.02 0.1 1.4 1.5 1 0.9 0.7 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix1.In.REF 12.14 <0.02 <0.1 <0.1 0.8 <1 0.7 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix1.Out.REF 10.37 <0.02 <0.1 <0.1 0.7 <1 <0.1 0.7 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 
Mix2.In.REF 12.31 <0.02 <0.1 0.1 0.8 <1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix2.Out.REF 9.47 <0.02 <0.1 <0.1 0.8 <1 0.2 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix3.In.REF 10.03 <0.02 <0.1 0.1 <0.1 <1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix3.Out.REF 9.35 <0.02 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 0.4 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix4.In.REF 11.33 <0.02 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix4.Out.REF 11.69 <0.02 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 <0.1 0.8 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix5.In.REF 11.81 <0.02 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 <1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix5.Out.REF 12.34 <0.02 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 <1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix6.In.REF 12.00 <0.02 <0.1 0.1 0.3 <1 0.4 1.0 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.7 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix6.Out.REF 12.31 <0.02 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 <1 <0.1 1.2 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.8 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix 1.1 50-50 MgCl₂ 14.50 <0.02 <0.1 1.7 0.9 1 15.1 1.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.0 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix 1.2 50-50 MgCl₂ 13.73 <0.02 <0.1 0.2 0.8 <1 0.8 1.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 
Mix 1.3 50-50 MgCl₂ 13.10 <0.02 <0.1 1.1 1.4 2 1.6 0.7 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix 1.4 50-50 MgCl₂ 13.38 <0.02 <0.1 0.6 2.2 2 1.5 1.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix 1.5 50-50 MgCl₂ 12.94 <0.02 0.2 0.8 3.9 3 1.7 1.3 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix 2.1 50-50 SSW 14.27 <0.02 <0.1 1.7 5.2 5 4.3 1.3 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.6 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix 2.2 50-50 SSW 13.01 0.45 0.1 0.8 3.5 3 0.8 0.6 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.8 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix 2.3 50-50 SSW 11.96 0.35 <0.1 1.5 4.1 3 1.8 0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix 2.4 50-50 SSW 12.68 0.15 <0.1 1.0 4.0 3 2.2 0.8 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix 2.5 50-50 SSW 12.85 0.03 0.1 1.3 4.7 4 2.7 0.7 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 
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Element (Wt%/PPM) SiO₂ Al₂O₃ Fe₂O₃ MgO CaO Na₂O K₂O TiO₂ P₂O5 MnO Cr₂O₃ Ba Ni Sc LOI Sum 

Sample % % % % % % % % % % % PPM PPM PPM % % 

Mix 3.1 5-95 MgCl₂ 0.10 <0.01 <0.04 5.43 48.48 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 2 <20 <1 45.9 99.91 

Mix 3.5 5-95 MgCl₂ 0.07 0.02 0.05 1.68 53.65 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 <1 <20 <1 44.5 99.97 

Mix 4.1 5-95 SSW 0.09 0.01 <0.04 1.30 53.99 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 3 <20 <1 44.6 99.94 

Mix 4.5 5-95 SSW 0.09 0.01 <0.04 1.34 54.12 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 2 <20 <1 44.4 99.97 

Mix 5.1 20-80 MgCl₂ 0.11 0.02 0.08 19.59 30.42 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 3 48 <1 49.5 99.68 
Mix 5.2 20-80 MgCl₂ 0.09 <0.01 <0.04 14.35 38.54 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.01 <0.01 <0.002 3 <20 <1 47.0 100.01 

Mix 5.3 20-80 MgCl₂ 0.12 0.02 <0.04 18.98 33.44 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.02 <0.01 <0.002 4 <20 <1 47.1 99.66 

Mix 5.4 20-80 MgCl₂ 0.10 0.02 <0.04 14.73 38.49 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.01 <0.01 <0.002 4 <20 <1 46.4 99.73 

Mix 5.5 20-80 MgCl₂ 0.10 0.02 <0.04 8.72 45.44 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 3 <20 <1 45.6 99.82 

Mix 6.1B 20-80 SSW 0.11 <0.01 <0.04 5.02 47.97 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.002 3 23 <1 46.8 99.88 

Mix 6.5B 20-80 SSW 0.10 <0.01 <0.04 4.44 47.31 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.01 <0.01 <0.002 2 <20 <1 48.1 99.89 

OBSV 4 REF IN 3.32 0.97 0.34 0.29 52.06 0.04 0.22 0.04 0.06 0.02 <0.002 23 <20 1 42.5 99.85 

OBSV 4 AF - MgCl₂ #1 3.38 0.99 0.31 0.66 51.81 0.03 0.18 0.04 0.05 0.02 <0.002 22 <20 1 42.4 99.84 

OBSV 4 AF - MgCl₂ #3 3.39 1.00 0.36 0.97 51.37 0.03 0.16 0.05 0.07 0.02 <0.002 22 <20 1 42.4 99.85 

OBSV 4 AF - MgCl₂ #4 3.32 0.98 0.34 0.99 51.73 0.03 0.15 0.04 0.09 0.02 <0.002 19 <20 1 42.1 99.84 

OBSV 4 AF - MgCl₂ #6 3.37 0.98 0.34 0.98 51.67 0.03 0.16 0.04 0.06 0.02 <0.002 22 <20 1 42.2 99.84 

OBSV 4 AF - MgCl₂ #7 3.32 0.98 0.35 0.95 51.68 0.03 0.15 0.04 0.06 0.02 <0.002 19 <20 1 42.2 99.84 
OBSV 4 REF OUT 3.50 1.03 0.37 0.28 52.01 0.04 0.23 0.05 0.05 0.02 <0.002 25 <20 1 42.3 99.85 

OBSV 6 REF IN 3.38 1.00 0.34 0.28 52.29 0.04 0.22 0.05 0.06 0.02 <0.002 26 <20 <1 42.2 99.84 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #2 3.19 1.00 0.34 1.50 51.24 0.03 0.15 0.05 0.07 0.02 <0.002 22 <20 1 42.2 99.83 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #3 3.37 1.02 0.36 1.43 51.21 0.03 0.15 0.05 0.08 0.02 <0.002 19 <20 <1 42.1 99.83 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #4 3.27 1.00 0.34 1.28 51.38 0.04 0.16 0.05 0.09 0.02 <0.002 21 <20 1 42.2 99.83 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #5 3.31 1.02 0.41 1.08 51.68 0.03 0.17 0.05 0.08 0.02 <0.002 23 <20 1 42.0 99.83 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #6 3.52 1.05 0.38 0.96 51.50 0.04 0.17 0.05 0.10 0.02 <0.002 23 <20 1 42.0 99.84 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #7 3.54 1.03 0.40 1.01 51.86 0.04 0.18 0.05 0.08 0.02 <0.002 24 <20 1 41.6 99.83 

OBSV 6 REF OUT 3.40 1.03 0.33 0.30 51.89 0.04 0.23 0.05 0.09 0.02 <0.002 24 <20 1 42.5 99.84 

OBSV 9 REF IN 3.44 1.01 0.39 0.29 51.97 0.04 0.22 0.05 0.10 0.02 <0.002 25 <20 1 42.3 99.85 

OBSV 9 SSW #1 3.37 1.04 0.36 0.55 51.88 0.04 0.21 0.05 0.10 0.02 <0.002 23 <20 1 42.2 99.81 

OBSV 9 SSW #2 3.43 1.03 0.40 0.51 51.64 0.04 0.22 0.05 0.09 0.02 <0.002 25 <20 1 42.4 99.84 
OBSV 9 SSW #3 3.52 1.04 0.38 0.48 51.50 0.04 0.23 0.05 0.08 0.02 <0.002 23 <20 1 42.5 99.84 

OBSV9 SSW #4 3.45 1.04 0.39 0.45 51.65 0.05 0.22 0.05 0.08 0.02 <0.002 23 <20 1 42.5 99.84 

OBSV 9 SSW #5 3.49 1.02 0.42 0.43 51.80 0.05 0.23 0.05 0.07 0.02 <0.002 23 <20 1 42.3 99.85 

OBSV 9 SSW #6 3.55 1.04 0.42 0.40 51.60 0.05 0.24 0.05 0.06 0.02 <0.002 23 <20 1 42.4 99.85 

OBSV 9 REF OUT 3.59 1.05 0.47 0.28 52.00 0.04 0.23 0.05 0.07 0.02 <0.002 27 <20 1 42.0 99.84 

OBSV 12 REF IN  3.58 1.05 0.40 0.28 51.89 0.04 0.24 0.05 0.06 0.02 <0.002 26 <20 1 42.2 99.84 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #1 3.61 1.07 0.47 0.44 51.93 0.04 0.24 0.05 0.08 0.02 <0.002 23 <20 2 41.9 99.85 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #2 3.52 1.05 0.38 0.48 52.05 0.04 0.22 0.05 0.07 0.02 <0.002 21 <20 1 42.0 99.85 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #3 3.56 1.07 0.40 0.53 51.93 0.03 0.23 0.05 0.08 0.02 <0.002 27 <20 1 41.9 99.82 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #4 3.64 1.08 0.43 0.52 51.88 0.04 0.22 0.05 0.06 0.02 <0.002 24 <20 1 41.9 99.84 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #5 3.60 1.06 0.39 0.49 51.67 0.04 0.23 0.05 0.07 0.02 <0.002 24 <20 1 42.2 99.84 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #6 3.62 1.08 0.43 0.40 51.94 0.04 0.24 0.05 0.08 0.02 <0.002 23 <20 1 42.0 99.85 
OBSV 18 REF IN 3.39 1.00 0.54 0.27 51.90 0.04 0.22 0.05 0.10 0.02 <0.002 65 <20 1 42.3 99.83 

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #1 3.49 1.02 0.39 0.28 52.21 0.06 0.22 0.05 0.09 0.02 <0.002 23 <20 1 42.0 99.85 

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #2 3.30 0.98 0.38 0.27 52.52 0.06 0.21 0.04 0.10 0.02 <0.002 23 <20 1 42.0 99.85 

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #3 3.21 0.98 0.36 0.27 52.46 0.06 0.21 0.04 0.09 0.02 <0.002 24 <20 <1 42.1 99.86 

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #4 3.30 1.00 0.38 0.27 52.46 0.07 0.21 0.04 0.07 0.02 <0.002 27 <20 1 42.0 99.85 

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #5 3.28 0.99 0.39 0.27 52.38 0.07 0.21 0.04 0.07 0.02 <0.002 22 <20 1 42.1 99.85 
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Element (Wt%/PPM) Be Co Cs Ga Hf Nb Rb Sn Sr Ta Th U V W Zr Y La 

Sample PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM 

Mix 3.1 5-95 MgCl₂ <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 0.3 <0.1 <0.1 <1 45.4 <0.1 <0.2 <0.1 <8 <0.5 2.4 0.1 <0.1 

Mix 3.5 5-95 MgCl₂ <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 51.3 <0.1 <0.2 <0.1 <8 <0.5 1.7 <0.1 <0.1 

Mix 4.1 5-95 SSW <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.2 <0.1 <1 48.8 <0.1 <0.2 <0.1 <8 <0.5 1.4 0.3 0.3 

Mix 4.5 5-95 SSW <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 0.1 <1 53.5 <0.1 <0.2 <0.1 <8 1.2 3.0 0.1 <0.1 

Mix 5.1 20-80 MgCl₂ <1 0.7 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 26.0 <0.1 <0.2 0.2 <8 <0.5 1.6 0.3 <0.1 

Mix 5.2 20-80 MgCl₂ 1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 0.3 <0.1 <1 28.2 0.1 <0.2 0.4 <8 <0.5 2.4 0.2 0.3 

Mix 5.3 20-80 MgCl₂ <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 15.5 <0.1 <0.2 0.3 9 25.6 1.6 0.5 0.2 

Mix 5.4 20-80 MgCl₂ <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 22.2 <0.1 <0.2 0.3 <8 24.7 1.0 0.6 0.2 

Mix 5.5 20-80 MgCl₂ <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <1 33.2 <0.1 <0.2 0.4 11 3.7 0.9 0.4 0.1 

Mix 6.1B 20-80 SSW 2 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 <1 50.7 <0.1 <0.2 0.3 <8 5.0 7.4 0.4 0.2 

Mix 6.5B 20-80 SSW <1 <0.2 <0.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 <1 48.7 <0.1 <0.2 0.1 <8 1.1 2.2 0.5 <0.1 
OBSV 4 REF IN 3 0.5 0.6 <0.5 0.3 0.9 8.4 <1 1189.8 <0.1 0.7 0.4 16 <0.5 10.5 7.8 10.8 

OBSV 4 AF - MgCl₂ #1 <1 0.5 0.5 <0.5 0.2 0.8 8.2 <1 1152.4 <0.1 0.8 0.5 14 <0.5 9.3 6.8 9.7 

OBSV 4 AF - MgCl₂ #3 <1 0.5 0.6 <0.5 0.3 0.8 7.7 <1 1115.2 <0.1 0.6 0.5 15 <0.5 9.2 7.8 9.3 

OBSV 4 AF - MgCl₂ #4 <1 0.4 0.5 <0.5 0.3 0.8 7.9 <1 1157.9 0.1 0.6 0.5 15 <0.5 10.2 7.5 10.5 

OBSV 4 AF - MgCl₂ #6 <1 1.4 0.4 <0.5 0.3 0.9 7.7 <1 1127.3 <0.1 0.6 0.5 17 <0.5 10.2 7.0 9.5 

OBSV 4 AF - MgCl₂ #7 <1 0.4 0.4 <0.5 0.3 0.8 7.6 <1 1128.5 0.2 0.5 0.5 18 <0.5 10.1 6.6 10.0 

OBSV 4 REF OUT <1 0.3 0.6 <0.5 0.2 0.9 8.9 <1 1181.1 <0.1 0.7 0.4 17 <0.5 9.3 6.5 9.4 

OBSV 6 REF IN <1 0.5 0.6 <0.5 0.2 0.7 8.5 <1 1199.0 <0.1 0.7 0.5 13 <0.5 10.0 7.5 9.6 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #2 1 1.5 0.5 <0.5 0.3 0.9 7.4 <1 1165.3 <0.1 0.7 0.5 13 0.6 11.3 7.8 10.3 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #3 <1 0.5 0.6 <0.5 0.3 0.9 7.8 <1 1154.9 <0.1 0.8 1.3 15 <0.5 9.8 7.6 10.3 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #4 <1 1.6 0.7 <0.5 0.2 0.8 7.6 <1 1165.9 0.1 0.6 0.5 13 <0.5 10.4 7.5 9.9 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #5 <1 0.5 0.6 <0.5 0.3 0.8 8.0 <1 1138.4 <0.1 0.7 0.5 16 <0.5 10.3 7.9 10.1 
OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #6 1 0.5 0.5 <0.5 0.2 0.9 8.6 <1 1186.7 <0.1 0.7 0.5 14 <0.5 10.4 7.7 10.9 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #7 3 <0.2 0.6 <0.5 0.2 1.1 8.4 <1 1171.8 <0.1 0.6 0.6 16 <0.5 10.8 7.9 10.5 

OBSV 6 REF OUT <1 0.5 0.6 <0.5 0.3 1.0 8.4 <1 1156.4 0.1 1.0 0.5 16 <0.5 9.9 7.7 11.2 

OBSV 9 REF IN 1 1.1 0.5 <0.5 0.3 0.8 8.5 <1 1128.1 <0.1 0.9 0.9 17 <0.5 10.2 8.1 12.1 

OBSV 9 SSW #1 <1 0.3 0.5 1.5 0.2 0.9 7.6 <1 1202.8 <0.1 0.7 0.6 26 <0.5 11.2 8.1 10.6 

OBSV 9 SSW #2 <1 1.1 0.5 <0.5 0.3 0.9 8.4 <1 1184.8 <0.1 0.6 0.6 14 <0.5 10.0 8.3 10.4 

OBSV 9 SSW #3 <1 1.4 0.6 <0.5 0.6 1.0 8.6 <1 1189.7 0.1 0.7 0.6 14 <0.5 22.8 8.0 10.7 

OBSV9 SSW #4 <1 0.6 0.6 <0.5 0.3 1.0 8.5 <1 1159.9 <0.1 0.7 0.7 14 <0.5 10.8 7.2 10.1 

OBSV 9 SSW #5 2 0.4 0.6 <0.5 0.2 0.9 8.6 <1 1139.9 <0.1 0.7 0.7 14 0.5 10.1 6.9 10.0 

OBSV 9 SSW #6 1 0.5 0.6 <0.5 0.3 0.9 9.0 <1 1176.6 0.1 0.8 0.5 16 <0.5 11.3 7.3 10.2 

OBSV 9 REF OUT 1 0.5 0.8 <0.5 0.2 0.8 9.2 <1 1224.8 <0.1 0.7 0.6 17 <0.5 10.8 7.4 10.6 

OBSV 12 REF IN  <1 1.4 0.7 <0.5 0.3 0.8 8.9 <1 1158.0 <0.1 0.9 0.6 20 <0.5 10.4 7.2 9.6 
OBSV 12 AF-SSW #1 <1 0.6 0.6 <0.5 0.3 0.8 8.9 <1 1146.9 0.1 0.7 0.5 24 1.4 11.4 8.1 10.4 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #2 1 0.4 0.7 <0.5 0.4 0.8 8.6 <1 1150.9 <0.1 0.7 0.6 17 <0.5 9.9 8.0 11.3 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #3 1 0.2 0.5 1.7 0.3 1.0 9.1 <1 1202.7 <0.1 0.8 0.8 33 <0.5 11.2 7.6 11.0 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #4 <1 0.3 0.7 <0.5 0.3 0.9 9.2 <1 1182.2 <0.1 0.8 0.6 28 1.5 10.9 7.5 11.0 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #5 1 0.6 0.6 <0.5 0.2 1.0 8.8 <1 1156.6 0.1 0.8 0.6 23 <0.5 10.2 7.8 11.3 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #6 3 0.5 0.7 <0.5 0.3 0.9 8.9 4 1147.1 <0.1 0.6 0.6 18 <0.5 10.9 7.9 11.0 

OBSV 18 REF IN <1 1.2 0.7 <0.5 0.5 1.1 9.2 <1 1172.7 0.2 0.8 0.6 21 0.5 18.7 8.1 11.9 

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #1 <1 0.5 0.5 <0.5 0.3 0.9 8.3 <1 1147.3 <0.1 0.8 0.5 21 <0.5 9.8 7.6 10.7 

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #2 <1 <0.2 0.6 0.5 0.2 1.0 8.2 <1 1121.7 <0.1 0.8 0.7 19 <0.5 10.3 7.6 12.1 

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #3 <1 <0.2 0.5 0.7 0.3 1.1 8.4 <1 1148.9 <0.1 0.9 0.5 15 <0.5 11.0 7.8 10.2 

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #4 <1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.9 8.7 <1 1156.4 <0.1 0.7 0.5 13 <0.5 11.2 7.0 10.0 

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #5 <1 0.4 0.5 <0.5 0.3 1.0 8.7 <1 1158.4 <0.1 0.6 0.5 17 <0.5 10.8 7.2 10.1 
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Element (Wt%/PPM) Ce Pr Nd Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu 

Sample PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM 

Mix 3.1 5-95 MgCl₂ <0.1 <0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix 3.5 5-95 MgCl₂ 0.1 <0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 
Mix 4.1 5-95 SSW 0.3 0.10 0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix 4.5 5-95 SSW 0.1 <0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix 5.1 20-80 MgCl₂ 0.3 <0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix 5.2 20-80 MgCl₂ <0.1 <0.02 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 0.07 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix 5.3 20-80 MgCl₂ 0.6 0.07 0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 0.05 <0.02 0.04 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix 5.4 20-80 MgCl₂ 0.5 0.08 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 0.08 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix 5.5 20-80 MgCl₂ 0.5 0.06 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 0.09 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 0.05 <0.01 0.05 <0.01 

Mix 6.1B 20-80 SSW 0.4 0.05 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 <0.05 <0.01 <0.05 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

Mix 6.5B 20-80 SSW 0.5 0.06 <0.3 <0.05 <0.02 0.05 <0.01 0.06 <0.02 <0.03 <0.01 <0.05 <0.01 

OBSV 4 REF IN 8.0 1.47 5.5 0.94 0.22 1.10 0.15 0.98 0.18 0.60 0.08 0.45 0.07 

OBSV 4 AF - MgCl₂ #1 7.9 1.43 5.5 0.93 0.19 1.02 0.14 0.83 0.20 0.52 0.07 0.49 0.06 

OBSV 4 AF - MgCl₂ #3 7.7 1.44 5.7 1.02 0.21 1.03 0.15 0.88 0.21 0.57 0.08 0.43 0.07 
OBSV 4 AF - MgCl₂ #4 8.1 1.57 5.7 1.09 0.21 1.14 0.17 0.97 0.20 0.63 0.07 0.50 0.07 

OBSV 4 AF - MgCl₂ #6 7.7 1.37 5.1 0.91 0.24 1.05 0.14 0.80 0.20 0.61 0.06 0.35 0.06 

OBSV 4 AF - MgCl₂ #7 7.2 1.38 5.4 0.80 0.20 1.01 0.13 0.88 0.18 0.49 0.06 0.48 0.06 

OBSV 4 REF OUT 7.4 1.32 5.1 0.78 0.18 1.01 0.14 0.88 0.18 0.52 0.06 0.41 0.05 

OBSV 6 REF IN 7.9 1.47 5.7 0.94 0.21 1.02 0.14 0.87 0.18 0.57 0.06 0.49 0.06 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #2 7.7 1.49 6.0 1.00 0.23 1.06 0.16 0.85 0.19 0.51 0.07 0.47 0.06 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #3 8.0 1.62 6.1 1.00 0.23 1.19 0.16 1.01 0.20 0.60 0.07 0.51 0.07 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #4 8.1 1.58 5.7 1.06 0.22 1.18 0.15 0.93 0.20 0.56 0.07 0.50 0.06 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #5 8.1 1.62 5.8 1.14 0.24 1.15 0.15 1.01 0.21 0.58 0.07 0.44 0.07 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #6 8.9 1.66 6.3 1.05 0.28 1.14 0.18 1.01 0.21 0.61 0.08 0.53 0.08 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #7 8.1 1.57 5.8 0.96 0.24 1.13 0.16 0.90 0.20 0.57 0.08 0.51 0.06 

OBSV 6 REF OUT 8.0 1.60 5.3 1.00 0.25 1.07 0.15 1.00 0.20 0.59 0.07 0.48 0.07 
OBSV 9 REF IN 8.1 1.63 7.0 1.09 0.24 1.21 0.16 1.02 0.23 0.62 0.07 0.50 0.08 

OBSV 9 SSW #1 8.6 1.71 6.6 1.20 0.26 1.17 0.18 0.95 0.25 0.57 0.09 0.52 0.08 

OBSV 9 SSW #2 8.6 1.65 6.3 1.05 0.24 1.15 0.16 1.04 0.22 0.61 0.07 0.50 0.07 

OBSV 9 SSW #3 8.8 1.66 6.2 1.05 0.23 1.10 0.16 0.98 0.19 0.59 0.08 0.49 0.07 

OBSV9 SSW #4 8.3 1.52 5.8 1.11 0.25 1.10 0.15 1.02 0.20 0.56 0.07 0.45 0.07 

OBSV 9 SSW #5 7.8 1.52 6.0 1.03 0.21 1.10 0.14 0.92 0.21 0.59 0.07 0.52 0.06 

OBSV 9 SSW #6 7.8 1.51 6.1 0.93 0.23 1.03 0.15 0.86 0.19 0.54 0.07 0.48 0.07 

OBSV 9 REF OUT 8.2 1.55 5.9 1.03 0.21 1.07 0.14 0.81 0.20 0.51 0.07 0.48 0.07 

OBSV 12 REF IN  7.8 1.46 5.7 0.89 0.22 1.06 0.14 0.92 0.20 0.51 0.07 0.50 0.07 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #1 8.3 1.51 5.7 1.01 0.21 1.01 0.15 0.92 0.19 0.48 0.07 0.48 0.08 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #2 8.7 1.56 5.9 0.97 0.23 1.11 0.15 1.04 0.21 0.64 0.07 0.59 0.06 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #3 8.2 1.64 6.3 1.03 0.22 1.17 0.18 0.99 0.20 0.59 0.09 0.51 0.07 
OBSV 12 AF-SSW #4 8.2 1.48 5.1 0.85 0.21 1.10 0.15 0.81 0.19 0.57 0.10 0.47 0.07 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #5 8.6 1.61 6.1 0.98 0.22 1.19 0.15 1.12 0.22 0.62 0.06 0.46 0.08 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #6 8.6 1.57 6.3 1.11 0.23 1.10 0.16 1.05 0.20 0.56 0.08 0.50 0.07 

OBSV 18 REF IN 9.6 1.80 6.7 1.19 0.25 1.34 0.17 0.97 0.18 0.63 0.07 0.55 0.08 

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #1 7.9 1.52 5.9 0.99 0.23 1.04 0.15 1.00 0.18 0.61 0.07 0.43 0.06 

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #2 8.8 1.66 6.3 1.11 0.26 1.23 0.17 1.08 0.21 0.56 0.08 0.45 0.09 

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #3 7.9 1.64 6.4 1.06 0.26 1.08 0.17 0.93 0.19 0.55 0.09 0.50 0.08 

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #4 7.7 1.51 5.8 0.99 0.21 1.07 0.15 0.87 0.19 0.53 0.08 0.46 0.07 

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #5 7.8 1.54 6.1 0.96 0.22 0.99 0.14 0.84 0.19 0.60 0.07 0.51 0.07 
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Element (Wt%/PPM) TOT/C TOT/S Mo Cu Pb Zn Ni As Cd Sb Bi Ag Au Hg Tl Se 

Sample % % PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPM PPB PPM PPM PPM 

Mix 3.1 5-95 MgCl₂ 11.80 <0.02 <0.1 1.6 1.7 2 16.3 0.6 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix 3.5 5-95 MgCl₂ 12.32 <0.02 <0.1 1.1 2.3 2 0.8 1.4 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix 4.1 5-95 SSW 12.75 <0.02 <0.1 2.0 4.8 5 2.3 1.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix 4.5 5-95 SSW 12.38 <0.02 <0.1 1.3 3.0 2 4.3 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.9 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix 5.1 20-80 MgCl₂ 15.83 <0.02 <0.1 3.8 1.4 2 43.6 1.3 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 
Mix 5.2 20-80 MgCl₂ 13.52 <0.02 <0.1 1.0 1.5 2 0.8 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.7 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix 5.3 20-80 MgCl₂ 12.85 <0.02 <0.1 0.4 1.5 2 0.8 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix 5.4 20-80 MgCl₂ 12.25 <0.02 <0.1 0.5 1.1 1 0.3 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix 5.5 20-80 MgCl₂ 12.43 <0.02 <0.1 0.9 2.3 2 1.1 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix 6.1B 20-80 SSW 14.99 <0.02 <0.1 1.0 1.1 <1 1.6 <0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.9 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

Mix 6.5B 20-80 SSW 16.44 0.06 <0.1 0.8 1.8 2 0.5 0.5 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 1.3 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

OBSV 4 REF IN 11.93 <0.02 <0.1 1.9 3.1 15 3.6 0.7 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 1.6 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

OBSV 4 AF - MgCl₂ #1 11.89 <0.02 <0.1 1.8 2.2 13 3.9 0.8 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

OBSV 4 AF - MgCl₂ #3 11.83 <0.02 <0.1 1.7 2.5 16 2.6 0.7 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 0.7 

OBSV 4 AF - MgCl₂ #4 11.78 <0.02 0.2 2.1 2.5 15 4.2 <0.5 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 1.1 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

OBSV 4 AF - MgCl₂ #6 11.81 <0.02 0.1 1.9 2.2 13 2.6 0.9 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 1.1 <0.01 <0.1 0.7 

OBSV 4 AF - MgCl₂ #7 11.78 <0.02 <0.1 1.7 2.4 15 2.2 0.8 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 1.1 <0.01 <0.1 0.6 
OBSV 4 REF OUT 11.86 <0.02 0.2 2.3 2.6 17 3.0 <0.5 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 1.1 <0.01 <0.1 0.7 

OBSV 6 REF IN 11.76 <0.02 0.1 1.4 3.3 19 2.6 0.5 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 0.7 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #2 11.85 0.05 0.2 1.5 7.8 40 2.6 0.8 0.3 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 2.6 <0.01 <0.1 0.6 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #3 11.68 0.05 0.1 1.6 5.7 32 3.6 0.5 0.3 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #4 11.81 0.06 <0.1 1.5 4.3 24 2.8 <0.5 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 2.1 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #5 11.98 0.08 0.1 1.8 3.9 22 4.2 1.4 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 1.4 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #6 11.76 0.08 <0.1 1.7 3.0 18 3.0 <0.5 0.4 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 0.7 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

OBSV 6 MgCl₂ #7 11.80 0.10 <0.1 1.9 3.5 20 3.9 0.7 0.3 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 0.7 

OBSV 6 REF OUT 11.89 <0.02 <0.1 1.7 7.8 40 2.5 0.9 0.3 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 1.0 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

OBSV 9 REF IN 11.92 <0.02 0.1 2.3 3.0 22 4.0 1.1 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 1.4 <0.01 <0.1 0.5 

OBSV 9 SSW #1 12.09 <0.02 <0.1 2.3 2.9 19 12.7 1.7 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 0.9 <0.01 0.1 <0.5 

OBSV 9 SSW #2 12.08 <0.02 0.1 1.8 3.1 19 3.5 1.6 0.3 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 0.8 <0.01 <0.1 0.7 
OBSV 9 SSW #3 12.09 <0.02 <0.1 1.7 2.4 15 1.9 0.9 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 1.8 <0.01 <0.1 1.0 

OBSV9 SSW #4 11.94 <0.02 0.1 2.1 3.0 19 3.5 0.9 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

OBSV 9 SSW #5 12.13 <0.02 0.2 2.0 2.6 18 2.2 1.5 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 0.9 

OBSV 9 SSW #6 12.13 <0.02 0.2 2.2 2.4 14 3.7 0.7 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 1.0 <0.01 <0.1 1.1 

OBSV 9 REF OUT 11.92 <0.02 0.2 2.2 3.3 23 4.0 2.1 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 0.8 <0.01 <0.1 1.2 

OBSV 12 REF IN  11.82 <0.02 0.2 2.1 2.5 16 3.4 1.1 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #1 11.80 0.13 0.2 2.2 2.8 18 6.8 0.8 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 0.9 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #2 11.84 0.09 0.2 1.7 2.3 13 3.9 0.8 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 <0.5 0.01 <0.1 0.8 

OBSV12 AF-SSW #3 11.86 0.10 0.3 2.1 2.3 17 3.7 1.4 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 2.1 <0.01 <0.1 0.6 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #4 11.83 0.12 0.2 2.3 3.2 20 4.9 1.4 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 0.7 <0.01 <0.1 0.6 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #5 11.75 0.10 0.2 2.0 2.7 17 4.7 1.0 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #6 11.75 0.10 0.2 2.3 2.7 14 4.7 1.0 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 1.4 0.01 <0.1 <0.5 
OBSV 18 REF IN 11.91 0.02 0.1 2.0 2.0 11 <0.1 <0.5 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #1 11.79 <0.02 0.1 1.6 2.1 13 2.4 <0.5 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 1.3 <0.01 <0.1 0.6 

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #2 11.83 <0.02 0.2 1.5 2.4 14 2.5 1.3 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #3 11.92 <0.02 0.1 1.2 1.6 11 3.1 0.7 0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.3 7.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #4 11.93 <0.02 0.1 1.9 2.2 13 2.6 2.1 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 27.7 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #5 12.03 <0.02 0.1 1.6 4.9 12 2.4 <0.5 0.2 0.2 <0.1 <0.1 <0.5 <0.01 <0.1 <0.5 
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8.13 Porosity calculations  
Core length and diameter of OBSV samples were measured to calculate 
bulk volume (Vb). The pore volume (Vp) was calculated from the 
difference between the dry (Mdry) and saturated mass (Msat) divided by 
saturation fluid density (ρfluid) given in Equation 4. 

𝜙𝜙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐.𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐−𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝
𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏

= 𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠−𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏
                               (Equation 4) 

Post-test porosity was calculated based on new Vb on post core length 
and diameter. The saturated volume (Vs) was determined based on cores 
post-test dry mass (Ms) and post-test density (ρs) which is provided in 
Equation 5. 

𝜙𝜙𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐.𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡−𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝
𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏

= 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏−𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠
𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏

= 1 − 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠
𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏

= 1 − 𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠
𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏

        (Equation 5) 

Porosity powder core was acquired by measuring the length and diameter 
of powder core to determine Vb. The solid mass (Ms) and powder density 
were used to calculate Vs given in Equation 6.  

𝜙𝜙𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐.𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐−𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝
𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏

= 𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏−𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠
𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏

= 1 − 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠
𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏

= 1 − 𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠
𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏

   (Equation 6) 

 

Post-test porosity of powder samples was measured by acquiring post-
test saturated (Msat) and dry (Mdry) mass of powder core divided by fluid 
density (ρfluid) to determine Vp. Vb was calculated by measuring post-test 
length and diameter given in Equation 7. 

𝜙𝜙𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐.𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡−𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝
𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏

= 𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠−𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏
      (Equation 7) 
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Abstract: Analyses of fine-grained rocks like shales, cherts, and specifically chalk are challenging with
regards to spatial resolution. We propose a “toolbox” to understand mineralogical alteration in chalk,
especially those induced by non-equilibrium fluids or polymers and silicates during production
of hydrocarbons. These data are fundamental in experiments related to improved/enhanced oil
recovery (IOR/EOR) research with the aim to increase hydrocarbon production in a sustainable
and environmentally friendly process. The ‘toolbox’ methods analyse rock–fluid or polymer–rock
interaction and can be applied to any fine-grained rock type. In our ‘toolbox’, we include methods
for routine analysis and evaluate the economic side of the usage together with the complexity of
application and the velocity of data acquisition. These methods are routine methods for identification
and imaging of components at the same time by chemical or crystallographic means and here applied
to petroleum geology. The ‘toolbox’ principle provides a first workflow to develop a road map
with clear focus on objectives for maximizing EOR. Most importantly, the methods provide a robust
dataset that can identify mineralogical properties and alterations in very fine-grained rocks over
several scales (nanometer-decimeter).

Keywords: petroleum geosciences; reservoir characterization; enhanced oil recovery; chalk and
fine-grained rocks; rock-fluid chemical interactions; electron microscopy; ion microscopy; Raman
spectroscopy

1. Introduction

Chalk is a very fine-grained carbonate and a common Mesozoic reservoir rock in
hydrocarbon (HC) fields worldwide but a rock difficult to study because of its small
grainsize, wherefore there is a need to demonstrate steps of a feasible analytical study in
one paper (Figure 1). The Ekofisk chalk field on the Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS)
is one of the largest oil producers in the North Sea. The study of chalk with the effect of
circulating or injected fluids on the primary mineralogy has been of particular interest, as
those may affect the oil recovery and compaction of the reservoir. Injection of seawater
started during the 1980s with the aim of avoiding pressure depletion and further significant
seabed subsidence [1–4]. Therefore, the effects of rock–fluid interactions in chalk have been
a widely studied field of research, applicable on a global stage. Processes related to fluid
injection, e.g., dissolution, precipitation, sorption, and changes in surface properties at
micro- to sub-nanometer scales in chalk affect rock mechanical parameters, which in turn
control improved/enhanced oil recovery (IOR/EOR, e.g., [5,6]).
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Figure 1. The ‘toolbox’ concept with a detailed workflow scheme. TEM-EDS = transmission elec-
tron microscopy coupled with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy; HIM-SIMS = helium ion mi-
croscopy coupled with secondary ion mass spectrometry; nanoSIMS = nano secondary ion mass
spectrometry; TERS-AFM = tip enhanced Raman spectroscopy coupled with atomic force microscopy;
SEM-BSE-EDS = scanning electron microscopy-back-scattered electron microscopy coupled with en-
ergy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy; MLA = mineral liberation analyser; FIB-SEM = focused ion beam
scanning electron microscopy.

Chalk is rather simple in terms of its mineralogy, with the major constituent being
calcite and minor occurrences (0–10 wt% [weight percent]) of other minerals (e.g., dolomite,
quartz, opal, apatite, feldspar, pyrite, oxides, varying clay minerals), depending on loca-
tion, age, and degree of diagenesis (for the North Sea, see compilations in [7,8]). Chalk
is composed mainly of skeletal debris of calcareous micro-fossils (e.g., coccolithophores,
calcispheres, foraminifera) along with fragments of macro-fossils (<20 µm), whereas indi-
vidual coccolith rings can be as small as 0.3 µm (e.g., [9], Figure 2), which exclude optical
microscope studies as a useful application, and the lack of suitable routine tools has been
a showstopper for many decades in applied petroleum geosciences on chalk. During
IOR/EOR related experiments, mineralogical alterations take place mainly at a very small
scale (<2 µm). The need for understanding and evaluation of the significance of those pro-
cesses has been recently shown and is a major focus in IOR/EOR research (e.g., [5,10–12])
and is based on the identification and understanding of the mineralogical processes.
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The major challenge is that analytical methods that can image the alteration, e.g., scanning
electron microscopes (SEM), have too large spot-sizes to accurately identify and quantify
the chemical composition by, e.g., spectroscopy. Vice versa, routine methods able to identify
the mineral species via crystallography (by Raman or X-ray diffraction) are not able to
image the analysed area with sufficient resolution. To challenge this catch-22 situation and
to deliver applicable methodological recipes to identify the alterations for industry, we
propose a “toolbox” that holds sufficient resolution and accuracy for analyses of even brittle
very fine-grained sedimentary rocks. We report on the advantages and disadvantages to
provide a work-flow model for future research in this field, as sample preparation—especially
in the case of chalk—is often a bottleneck, in addition to economic aspects and the velocity
of data acquisition. The content of the toolbox (Figure 1) provides the possibility to combine
results for a tailored dataset for the needs of the HC industry and its specific issues within
IOR/EOR research and application. The selected analytical techniques are a well-combined
pool of ‘classic’ traditional analytical methods as forming the base of further studies and
state-of-the-art applications, often for the first time applied to chalk. Similarly, any fine-
grained rock type (e.g., shales or chert) can be studied using the here presented workflow.
Moreover, the toolbox will be a major guideline to research on various lithotypes of any
grain-sizes and may function for research as a guideline based on a thorough combination
of several analytical approaches. The background of this contribution is to present for
the first time a comprehensive catalogue of methods in one workflow with focus on the
technology and applicability behind each non-routine method.

2. Results—The Toolbox Content

The toolbox (Figure 1) is composed of analytical tools that are on one hand well-known
in terms of their application to rocks and partly on chalk (including optical microscopy,
whole-rock geochemistry, X-ray diffraction, traditional (C and O) stable isotope systems,
ion chromatography, pycnometry, and effluent water analysis), and on the other hand new
methodological approaches in the study of chalk besides the use of SEM:

• Field emission gun scanning electron microscopy (FEG-SEM) with energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS),

• SEM-based mineral liberation analyzer (MLA),
• Focused ion beam (FIB)-SEM,
• Transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
• Electron microprobe analysis (EMPA),
• Nano secondary ion mass spectrometry (nanoSIMS),
• Specific surface area (SSA),
• Raman spectroscopy,
• Tip enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) with atomic force microscopy (AFM).

The ‘toolbox’ concept with a detailed workflow scheme uses a combination of ‘classic’
traditional analytical methods as the base of data acquisition and state-of-the-art methods
to focus on certain issues of interest within EOR research (Figure 1). The paramount basic
background information datasets are shown on the left side as step 1 in the workflow
(Figure 1). The central column in Figure 1 includes necessary analysis but already depen-
dent on the objective of the research in the hydrocarbon industry. None of the methods
fulfill the criteria of providing excellence in imaging and identification. The column to the
right names methods that shall be applied for specific objectives (e.g., mineral identification
or imaging textural characteristics), with all providing the necessary sub-micron resolution.
Those applications are fundamental for up-scale modelling or analysis of wettability there-
fore they shall be used within EOR research. Some of the analytical methods are not ideal
for soft materials like chalk, such as nanoSIMS (nano secondary ion mass spectrometry)
or TERS-AFM (tip enhanced Raman spectroscopy coupled with atomic force microscopy),
which cause strong sample preparation challenges [13–15]. Methods that can be applied
routinely because they have been tested and sample preparation has been developed for
the noted issue of resolution and high-resolution imaging at the same time are TEM-EDS
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(transmission electron microscopy coupled with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) and
MLA (mineral liberation analyser) if the phases are not smaller than 1 micron. In the near
future, further developed applications like HIM-SIMS (helium ion microscopy coupled
with secondary ion mass spectrometry; [16,17] and RAMAN-SEM (Raman spectroscopy
coupled with scanning electron microscopy) will be able to match the same objective [18,19].

With all the noted applications, information can be extracted by progressively increas-
ing resolution of analyses and comparing results from chemical and elemental studies with
imaging, mineralogical, and crystallographic data for hydrocarbon research. Using this
process, it is possible to identify, map, and quantify the mineralogical alterations from milli-
to nanometer scales within a large amount of research applications and especially within
those discussed in this special volume.

3. Electron and Ion Microscopy
3.1. Sample Preparation

Electron microscopy demands high quality samples. For chalk, small freshly broken
rock-fragments (<1 cm) are often used for analyses in SEM. Polished thin sections and
epoxy impregnated mounts have also been used successfully. Sample preparation to yield
maximum information for TEM or TERS can be challenging in softer rocks like chalk and
shales because mechanical and electrolyte polishing are either difficult or impossible and
may alter rock properties. The method found to be most fitting in this study was sample-
preparation by FIB-SEM. However, this method is part of the ‘classic’ analytical techniques,
even as data acquisition on chalk is rather rare compared to studies on other rock types, as
it requires experience for phase identification because chemical identification using EDS
(energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) is nearly impossible, as the spotsize is larger than
the phases that are in the focus of interest.

3.1.1. Field Emission Gun Scanning Electron Microscope (FEG-SEM)

In a FEG-SEM, electrons are accelerated to create a focused electron beam to scan
the sample in an evacuated chamber. When the beam hits the surface of the sample,
various energy signals are reflected or produced from the surface that are collected by
different detectors like secondary electrons (SE), back-scattered electrons (BSE), and X-rays
(energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, EDS) as well as, in cases, visible and fluorescent
light. The beam ‘spot-size’ usually lies in the range of 0.5–2 µm as the smallest possible
and, at the same time, is the most useful dimension restricting chemical identification
to this scale when using EDS. The emission of SE will mainly vary as a function of the
topography, enabling imaging of the surface (Figures 2 and 3). A BSE detector collects
backscattered, primary electrons dependent on the average atomic number of each phase,
where a higher number will yield a brighter shade of grey in the image (Figure 3b). EDS
detects characteristic X-rays that are produced during the electron bombardment where
the difference in atomic structure of each element causes the release of X-rays differing in
energy (or wavelength). Based on the energy spectra of the detected X-rays, quantification
of each element is possible, but the accuracy varies based on several factors (e.g., [20]),
wherefore the method is often described as semi-quantitative.

3.1.2. Mineral Liberation Analyzer (MLA)

Mineral Liberation Analyzer (MLA) combines imaging by SEM-BSE and X-ray mineral
identification to create a spatial spectral color-coded map of the mineralogy or chemical
composition of samples. The minerals in the samples are identified and characterised
through comparison of their EDS spectra to a list of reference spectra by a “best match”
algorithm [21]. Our peer-group developed a particular reference database to enable research
on chalk. The resolution of the MLA scanning depends on the size of the area scanned
and the time used, but it will always be constrained by the spot-size of the electron beam
(c. 1 µm) and the corresponding excitation volume. As grains in the (flooded) chalk often
have a grainsize below the beam diameter, signals from adjacent grains may in cases affect
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each other (Figure 4). The method is mainly used for heavy minerals within the field of
economic geology but with more machines available, it spreads into other geoscientific
fields and as well into the hydrocarbon industry for the sake of correlation using specific
horizons or to identify trends within quantified components within a stratigraphy [22,23].
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3.1.3. Focused Ion Beam Scanning Electron Microscopy (FIB-SEM)

Sample preparation of brittle materials like chalk for TEM is a challenging task because
of the demands for extreme thin samples and possible undesired smearing effects by
polishing procedures. FIB milling while the sample is mounted in a SEM is a solution.
Samples are milled by an ion beam cutting lamellas of approximately 20 µm × 10 µm using
a gallium ion-source gun. They are then welded to a 3 mm large copper grid (Figure 5).
The FIB lamellas are subsequently thinned to ~100–150 nm by the same ion source. Figure 5
shows the high fragility of the chalk as a consequence of its high porosity with typical
low degree of cementation. This technique ideally requires a dual-beam application (ion
and electron beams) within the same machine, but this is still rare because of the cost of
such an application. Nevertheless, this technique is the base for further detailed studies,
especially in material sciences, to identify inhomogenities of materials but also for testing
purities of minerals [24]. Nevertheless, the ability to then resolve the challenge of high
resolution versus chemical identification enables the method as well for hydrocarbon and
EOR research.
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3.1.4. Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)

In a TEM, the electron beam is transmitted through the sample, allowing for a much
higher resolution than a SEM. This requires acceleration voltage up to 200 kV and extremely
thin samples. For our studies, chalk samples are routinely prepared by FIB-SEM but are in-
clined to be affected by the electron beam, i.e., by burning holes in the samples due to beam
damage (Figure 5; [25]), wherefore the microscope set-up and bombardment times need
to be calculated carefully. The high acceleration voltage produces an electron beam with
shorter wavelengths, allowing for resolutions < 1 nm. A TEM fitted with an EDS detector
provides imaging and elemental analyses at high resolution and also offers analyses by
electron diffraction, enabling identification of mineral phases based on lattice parameters.
In scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) mode, elemental identification by
EDS can produce multi-coloured maps displaying the elemental composition of grains,
where each colour represents an element and not a mineral or phase (Figure 6). The method
requires a cost intensive machine and is time consuming but can be used for any small-scale
material, even with an EDS [26,27]. Further applications lie in the identification of the
atomic composition, which is, for surface charge analysis and subsequently wettability
studies, of utmost importance in the hydrocarbon industry and EOR research.
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3.1.5. Electron Microprobe Analysis (EMPA)

The principle of EMPA is comparable to the SEM-EDS but here wavelength dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (WDS) instead of EDS is placed in a SEM. By detecting wavelengths
instead of the energy of the X-rays, quantitative measurements can be achieved. The
reason is simply that WDS analyses identify individual wavelength of X-rays from specific
elements and are independent of the effect of partly overlapping energy spectra. The
spot-size is limited to c. 1 µm, comparable to the SEM. Therefore, this method is used to
determine the number of chemical phases and requires much more meticulous sample
preparation compared to SEM-EDS samples. Moreover, the method should be combined
with a high-resolution application like a SEM to image the analysed areas, but nevertheless
a limit around 1 micron is given. However, the application is used since several decades
and much knowledge has been produced to study chemical compositions on a small scale.
If the objective is a quantification of a chemical component beyond a doubt and one is
not being able to study the material with a TEM-EDS, then EMPA is a very feasible and
attractive tool.

3.1.6. Nano Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (NanoSIMS)

Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) uses a primary ion beam that, when sputter-
ing the sample surface, releases secondary ions from the surface to provide information
about chemical compositions and structures [28]. The surface is scanned with a focused ion
beam (lateral resolution < 100 nm) and has been successfully applied to chalk in IOR/EOR
research [12]. The particles produced from the impact of the primary beam are neutral,
positively, or negatively charged, depending on the kind of primary ions and the mate-
rial [29]. The ion-yield varies with respect to the beam type (e.g., Cs, O), ionization energy
of the elements, and sample matrix [30]. Using a Time-Of-Flight detector, the number of
ejected ions may be measured for several ions simultaneously. Identification of elements
in one area is as precise as a resolution of 40 nm. NanoSIMS scanning provides a rela-
tive intensity-map for selected ions, oxides, or masses. The intensity values of different
images are not directly comparable as the method is not quantitative, but the method is
a perfect tool for verification of the existence or absence of a specific element in a phase
(Figure 7). NanoSIMS can also create depth profiles and 3D images by sputtering areas
(e.g., 10 µm × 10 µm) repeatedly, determining the chemical composition of layers with a
thickness of few nm to a depth of approximately 1 µm. This can be visualised as a video
or rotatable still image, allowing calculation of porosities (Figure 8). To navigate within
the nanoSIMS, an optical camera is used, which is extremely challenging because of the
lack of topography and contrast in mineralogical homogeneous fine-grained rocks like
chalk. The nanoSIMS requires high vacuum conditions during measurements, which can
be time-consuming to reach when studying high-porosity materials. The application is still
relatively rare, and only few machines are available compared to other microscopic applica-
tions. Studies are often hampered when nanoSIMS are not combined with high-resolution
microscopes because then the studied area is not well imaged.
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Figure 8. (a) A chemical depth profile of 1 micron while sputtering for 4500 s (c. 1.5 h), creating
5000 layers of 0.2 nm showing changes in the chemical composition and the combination of clay
minerals and magnesite in a chalk test sample. (b) 3D still image from a video created during the
sputtering of an area of 8 × 10 micron with a thickness of c. 2 microns. In red, primary calcite and in
green, the produced secondary magnesite during flooding experiments for EOR—sample material
from a long-term flooding test over 20 months with magnesium chloride in on-shore chalk under
reservoir conditions (see [10,12,32]).

3.2. Specific Surface Area (SSA)

The SSA of a sample is a characteristic of solids that relates to the total particle surface
per unit of mass, solid, or volume. The results are calculated via the amount of gas adsorbed
as a monolayer on the sample surface. Based on the sample weight, the SSA of the sample
can be calculated by the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller theory [33]. The SSA of a sample will
vary as a function of several factors (e.g., grain size, shape, porosity, permeability), and is
therefore a tool to interpret phase changes (e.g., dissolution, precipitation, surface modi-
fication) within a sample and a paramount parameter when studying porosity variation.
However, there are a variety of methods and sample preparation techniques available,
which hamper comparison of rock types or other materials. In-house studies are available,
but larger studies that have published a variety of rock samples and their SSA are nearly
absent [34,35]. In this field a wide area of improvement for applied science does exist.

3.3. Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is an analytical technique that uses a monochromatic laser beam
with a diameter of c. 1 µm penetrating a sample observed using an optical microscope.
Most photons scatter with no energy change, but some do and exchange a small amount of
energy with the sample, which causes molecules to vibrate within the sample, producing
the so-called Raman scattering [36]. The consequence is a shift in frequency of the scattered
light, known as material specific ‘Raman shift’ (linked to lattice parameters, atomic weight,
and strength of the atomic bonds of the sample), which enables identification of phases.
The advantages of this method are its velocity and low cost compared to nearly all other
analytical approaches [37] and the use of crystallography instead of chemical composition
for identification. Materials with particles >5 µm are ideal for Raman spectroscopy. Ra-
man application has also been combined within SEM, which then provides the necessary
imaging [38], though not enhancing the spot-size.

Tip enhanced Raman spectroscopy coupled with atomic force microscopy has been
tested as a method to perform Raman analyses at higher resolution with spot-sizes of 20 nm,
producing topography maps of the analysed areas in chalk and allowing identification
of phases [39]. However, this method sets extreme demands on sample preparation to
produce a smooth surface, nearly impossible for chalk, and the method cannot therefore be
recommended at this stage.
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Raman spectroscopy is simple and economic, and it is extraordinary how rarely the
method has been applied, especially in fields where the velocity of analysis is of importance
like in the hydrocarbon industry. Sample preparation is extremely quick, and the method is
non-destructive. A major obstacle is the absence of a complete and thorough database for
the analytical results. Recent improvements with the development of automated Raman
studies [40] and applications combined with electron microscopes to resolve the issue of
the imaging of micron or sub-micron sized study areas will hopefully enhance the situation
for all interests.

4. Discussion

Analyses of chalk can be challenging to perform when the objective is to identify
its mineralogy and at the same time reveal high-resolution first-class images of the sam-
ples. Diagenetic processes or, as described in this study, mineralogical changes within
experiments in the field of IOR/EOR produce phases on the scale of few microns or even
smaller in chalk. Few techniques offer the opportunity for high-resolution images while
identifying the mineralogical phases. However, often, analytical methods provide only
an excellent image or crystallographic analyses without knowing the exact sampled area.
Therefore, we argue that a sound combination of proposed methods provides the best
approach. The introduced toolbox yields results at a wide range of scales and combines
analyses of textures, chemistry, structures, and crystallography easily applicable like a
recipe for very fine-grained reservoir rocks. Coarser rocks (grainsizes > 5 µm) are mostly
well-understood by using conventional FEG-SEM-BSE-EDS, stable isotopes, and whole-
rock geochemistry along with XRD analyses. Complementary methods, such as density
and SSA measurements, are very useful tools to support data from the former noted analy-
ses and are strong gameplayers for the interpretation of processes causing mineralogical
modification on the grain-size level. Often, secondary mineral growth can be visualised by
SEM analyses, but it is difficult to gain quantification and even identification if grainsizes
are straddling 1µm. The δO18 isotope values may assist in determining temperatures under
which secondary minerals grew, in natural contexts or during laboratory experiments [5].
Raman spectroscopy may support XRD data if the grain-sizes are favourable (>1 µm). For
mapping of the mineralogy on micro to core-scale, MLA or equivalent methods may yield
good results [10] with the same catch in regard to grainsizes as Raman.

Sub-micron sized minerals in chalk can ideally be identified beyond a doubt with
nanoSIMS analytics [12], but imaging remains an issue. In our study, only TEM-EDS
and TERS-AFM approaches would allow for both high-resolution imaging and chemi-
cal/crystallographic identification on sub-micron scales. Sample-preparation is an issue
for TERS-AFM, where good results are dependent on flat surfaces avoiding large differ-
ences in topography, which hamper the quality of the study. TEM-EDS analyses are by
themselves not extraordinarily time-consuming or expensive, but sample-preparation of
brittle high-porous chalk is. Nevertheless, the noted complications are relevant to very
fine-grained rocks like shales and chalk, but not an issue for most other rock types, which
are harder and coarser grained. Further development on very fine-grained materials needs
to include high resolution imaging coupled with chemical/crystallographic tools and less
challenging sample preparation for soft very fine-grained rocks. One candidate may be
helium microscopy coupled with SIMS technology, but the analysis on chalk has not left
the experimental phase [41].

5. Conclusions

We have composed and successfully tested an analytical toolbox useful for a wide
field of research on very fine-grained reservoir rocks like chalk for IOR/EOR purposes.
The focus has been to find suitable tools to identify in very fine-grained reservoir chalk
mineralogical alterations due to rock–fluid interactions at the grain-scale that affect rock
mechanics and to implement those technologies for IOR/EOR (e.g., [5,10]). However, the
same techniques and the workflow can be used for any fine-grained material, and even
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polymer research or other applications that require material studies on a small scale with
imaging at the same time at highest resolution. The roadmap using the toolbox (Figure 1)
shall also be effective, economic, and fast in order to be attractive for all users. The routine
part of the toolbox comprises:

• FEG-SEM-EDS,
• XRD,
• Whole-rock and stable isotope geochemistry,
• Traditional stable isotope geochemistry.
• MLA,
• SSA,
• Pycnometry: depending on the specific focus of the IOR/EOR research and refined

by focussed work on representative areas to understand key processes causing miner-
alogical changes,

• TEM analyses on FIB-SEM samples,
• TERS analyses coupled with AFM imaging,
• NanoSIMS analyses.

All noted methods are positively tested, and detailed methodology recipes exist for
chalk [5,6,10,32], ready for application within analytical routines for applied research within
the hydrocarbon industry and here focussed on EOR research. The toolbox is designed
to enable selecting the quickest and most economic tools to yield necessary datasets for
decision making and modelling in this field of HC research and industrial applications
(e.g., [5,42]). This concept stresses the need of valuable mineralogical input for simulators
to be able to upscale from pore- to core- and field-scale. Beyond a doubt, the noted methods
are even more effective and less challenging when applied to harder and coarser grained
samples (>5 µm) than shales and chalk. The highest impact for IOR/EOR research, as
well as other research objectives, lies—in our opinion—within the combination of carefully
selected methodologies from the toolbox in one workflow.
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Abstract: Chalk is a very fine-grained carbonate and can accommodate high porosity which is a key
characteristic for high-quality hydrocarbon reservoirs. A standard procedure within Improved Oil
Recovery (IOR) is seawater-injection which repressurizes the reservoir pore pressure. Long-term
seawater-injection will influence mineralogical processes as dissolution and precipitation of sec-
ondary minerals. These secondary minerals (<1 micrometer) precipitate during flooding experiments
mimicking reservoir conditions. Due to their small sizes, analysis from traditional scanning electron
microscopy combined with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy is not conclusive because of insuf-
ficient spatial resolution and detection limit. Therefore, chalk was analyzed with high-resolution
imaging by helium ion microscopy (HIM) combined with secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS)
for the first time. Our aim was to identify mineral phases at sub-micrometer scale and identify
locations of brine–rock interactions. In addition, we wanted to test if current understanding of these
alteration processes can be improved with the combination of complementary imaging techniques
and give new insights to IOR. The HIM-SIMS imaging revealed well-defined crystal boundaries
and provided images of excellent lateral resolution, allowing for identification of specific mineral
phases. Using this new methodology, we developed chemical identification of clay minerals and
could define their exact location on micron-sized coccolith grains. This shows that it is essential
to study mineralogical processes at nanometer scale in general, specifically in the research field of
applied petroleum geology within IOR.

Keywords: helium ion microscopy; secondary ion mass spectrometry; chalk; clay mineral; chemistry;
nano-scale imaging; mineralogical alteration

1. Introduction

Chalk is a marine sedimentary rock that comprises mainly calcium carbonate (CaCO3)
which is primarily composed of micron-sized coccolithophore fragments (coccoliths) and
nano-sized fossil debris. The size of individual coccolith rings ranges between 0.3 and
5 µm [1]. Precipitation and deposition of chalk typically occur in deep marine settings,
where clastic input is secondary if not absent. Accessory minerals may be silicate-rich
microfossils or clay minerals related to aerial transport from volcanic eruptions. Due to the
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characteristic texture of the chalk (Figure 1), the rock is also highly porous, nevertheless,
its softness may cause compaction during diagenesis. This pronounced porosity is vital
for the oil industry as it provides great potential as reservoirs for hydrocarbons. Water
injection into carbonate reservoirs, such as the giant Ekofisk on the Norwegian Continental
Shelf (NCF), is performed as a method known as Improved Oil Recovery (IOR) to gain
more hydrocarbon from existing reservoirs instead of developing new fields [2–7]. This
technique is essential in the transition process to a greener energy production in the future.
The injected brine will alter the wettability of the grain surface from oil-wet to water-wet
such that additional oil will be released [5]. However, this process will additionally alter the
properties of the reservoir, initiate dissolution and precipitation of minerals, consequently
influencing porosity and permeability [8–12]. Non-carbonate phases are suspected to
influence the entire rock–fluid interaction and the identification is obviously the first
step [11,13–16].
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Figure 1. Typical texture of an Upper Cretaceous onshore chalk sample derived from the St. Vaast
Formation from Obourg quarry close to Mons (Belgium; sample OBSV 12.3) imaged by SEM showing
abundant coccolith rings and high porosity.

Magnesium is one of the most reactive ions in seawater. Seawater injection causes
brine–rock interactions which normally involve calcium dissolution and magnesium pre-
cipitation. To identify secondary mineralogical and textural alteration of chalk, various
methods of analytical tools have been applied [17]. The small size of these chalk constituents
challenges the resolution of most of these techniques. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
combined with elemental analysis using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) is
widely used on a regular basis for the purpose of performing reservoir characterization of
chalk. This method can, however, not achieve sufficient spatial resolution and analytical
sensitivity to resolve and identify mineral phases on sub-micron level as the acquired signal
originates from an interaction volume of ~1 µm3 in the sample [18,19]. Specific approaches
within reservoir characterization on submicron scale needs state-of-the-art resolution in the
field of imaging and mineral or component identification using crystallographic techniques
or chemical data. The lack of these two data sets acquired at the same time, hampers the
interpretation of mineralogical processes related to fluid injection as new grown minerals
related t flooding experiments are in the nm size range [10,20,21]. The use of Transmission
Electron Microscopy (TEM) has also been employed, however, sample preparation for this
method is often challenging.

The main objective here is to provide high-resolution morphology images plus the
mineral identification based on chemical surface analyses. Within three decades of IOR
research we developed several methodological approaches to tackle this objective [17,22]
(Minde et al., 2019a, b). Most of the analytical solutions turned out to be highly time
consuming with significant challenges on sampling [20]. Crystallographic studies with
tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) combined with atomic force microscopy (AFM)
are extremely tedious and sample preparation is very challenging [22].
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The novel combination of helium ion microcopy (HIM) with secondary ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS) [23,24] allows to solve these issues for a variety of mineralogical and
thus geological problems, especially in the field of rock–fluid interactions in IOR research.
In the context of chalk analysis, we demonstrate in this manuscript for the first time the
advantages of this method compared to those mentioned above and commence new and
more advanced studies within this field.

2. Sample Material and Experimental Setup

The sample (OBSV 12) is Upper Cretaceous chalk from the St. Vaast Formation (Obourg
quarry, Mons Belgium) [25–27]. The St. Vaast Formation has a high carbonate concentration
with traces of glauconite, chlorite, and pyrite [28]. The chalk samples discussed here were
cored with a cylindrical shape of 38.1 mm in diameter and a length of about 70 mm out of
an un-weathered chalk block. A 2 mm drill bit was used to produce an artificial fracture
without contaminating the sample. The size of the fracture aperture measured 2.25 mm
(±0.05 mm) and ran parallel to the flooding direction in the central core (Figure 2a). The
aim was to mimic fractured chalk in reservoirs such as Ekofisk on the NCS. In unflooded
material the average amount of calcite was around 95% (Table 1). These cores were used
for flooding experiments when different fluids were tested under reservoir conditions to
provoke mineralogical changes which affect rock mechanics [29,30]. The main average
abundances of the non-carbonate material (in weight percent) were SiO2 (3.42 wt.%),
followed by Al2O3 (1.01 wt.%), Fe2O3 (0.39 wt.%), and K2O (0.23 wt.%) (Table 1). The
experiment was conducted in a triaxial cell at high temperature (130 ◦C) with confining
and pore pressure of 12 and 0.7 MPa, respectively. The test sample was initially flooded
with NaCl during loading and the primary week during creep (deformation at constant
stress) and was subsequently flooded for 53 days with synthetic seawater (SSW). The
composition of this fluid is described in detail in [13] and comprises mainly sodium,
chlorine, magnesium, calcium, potassium, and sulphur. For more information about the
set-up of the triaxial cells, the reader is referred to [9]. The chalk sample was cleaned with
distilled water after the experimental test, dried, and sliced into six units from OBSV 12.1
(inlet) to OBSV 12.6 (outlet).
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Figure 2. (a) The chalk sample (OBSV 12.4) before testing with the location of the drilled fracture
(diameter: 2.25 ± 0.05 mm). The red arrow indicates the flooding direction. (b) The core was sliced
after flooding, where number one is the “inlet”, where the fluids were injected, and the “outlet” is
number six. The red square in slice four shows the exact sample location for this study. (c) Optical
microscopy image of the fracture fill from the sampling area after flooding of the sample. HIM-SIMS
analysis was performed from sample material (green square) extracted from the matrix very close to
the fracture fill.
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Table 1. Bulk chemical composition of unflooded reference samples including the end piece of the
flooded sample which has not been flooded (REF.6) and the flooded chalk samples of OBSV 12.
Analysis with HIM-SIMS was performed on OBSV 12.4. wt.% indicates weight percent. The complete
data set is available in Supplementary Table S1.

Content/
Sample

SiO2
wt.%

Al2O3
wt.%

Fe2O3
wt.%

MgO
wt.%

CaO
wt.%

Na2O
wt.%

K2O
wt.%

REF.1 3.32 0.97 0.34 0.29 52.06 0.04 0.22
REF.2 3.39 1.00 0.54 0.27 51.90 0.04 0.22
REF.3 3.44 1.01 0.39 0.29 51.97 0.04 0.22
REF.4 3.38 1.00 0.34 0.28 52.29 0.04 0.22
REF.5 3.40 1.03 0.33 0.30 51.89 0.04 0.23
REF.6 3.58 1.05 0.40 0.28 51.89 0.04 0.24

OBSV 12#1 3.61 1.07 0.47 0.44 51.93 0.04 0.24
OBSV 12#2 3.52 1.05 0.38 0.48 52.05 0.04 0.22
OBSV 12#3 3.56 1.07 0.40 0.53 51.93 0.03 0.23
OBSV 12#4 3.64 1.08 0.43 0.52 51.88 0.04 0.22
OBSV 12#5 3.60 1.06 0.39 0.49 51.67 0.04 0.23
OBSV 12#6 3.62 1.08 0.43 0.40 51.94 0.04 0.24

3. Methods
3.1. Whole-Rock Geochemistry Characterization

In total, 5 g of sample material was milled in an agate mill to a fine mesh. The
geochemical data were obtained by inductively coupled plasma–mass spectrometry (ICP-
MS) analysis at ACME laboratory (Vancouver, BC, Canada). The milled sample was mixed
with LiBO2/Li2B4O7 flux in crucibles and fused in a furnace. The cooled bead was dissolved
in the American Chemical Society (ACS) grade nitric acid and analyzed by ICP-MS. Loss
on ignition (LOI) was determined by igniting a sample split then measuring the weight
loss. A 1 g sample was weighed into a tarred crucible and ignited to 1000 ◦C for 1 h,
then cooled and weighed again. Total carbon and sulphur were determined using the
LECO method. Here, induction flux was added to the prepared sample then ignited in an
induction furnace. A carrier gas swept up released carbon to be measured by adsorption
in an infrared spectrometric cell. Results are quantitative and give the concentrations of
carbon and sulphur in all components. An additional 14 elements were measured after
dilution in Aqua Regia. The prepared sample was digested with a modified Aqua Regia
solution of equal parts concentrated HCl, HNO3, and DI-H2O for 1 h in a heating block or
hot water bath. The sample volume was increased with dilute HCl solution and splits of
0.5 g were analyzed. The accuracy and precision are between 2 and 3%.

3.2. Helium Ion Microscopy–Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (HIM-SIMS)

Secondary electron (SE) image acquisitions were performed in a Zeiss ORION NanoFab
Helium Ion Microscope (HIM) [31] (Figure 3). HIM uses a very finely focused He+ or Ne+

ion beam, produced by a gas field ion source (GFIS), to raster-scan the sample under inves-
tigation and to create SEs collected by an Everhart–Thornley (ET) detector. He+ ions are
typically used to produce SE images to limit sputtering of the surface during the imaging
process due to the low sputtering yield of He+ versus Ne+ [32]. This gives spatial resolu-
tions down to 0.5 nm [33,34] thanks to the high-brightness of the GFIS and the very small
interaction volume between the impinging He+ ions and the sample in the near surface
region, from which SEs are emitted [31]. For more technical details about HIM the reader
can refer to [24,31]. Chemical images were acquired by using a Secondary Ion Mass Spec-
trometer (SIMS) system installed on the HIM, which was developed by the Luxembourg
Institute of Science and Technology (LIST) to provide analytical information of specimen on
the HIM (called “HIM-SIMS”) [23,24,33]. For SIMS, Ne+ primary ions are used to enhance
sputtering of the surface (up to a few nanometers of depth) and therefore to increase the
secondary ion (SI) yield to achieve adequate signal statistics. The spatial resolution of the
SIMS mode is better than 20 nm, which makes it a record in SIMS imaging [23,24].
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Figure 3. Schematic view of the HIM-SIMS instrument. The central part consists of the helium ion
microscope (HIM) used primarily for topographic SE imaging, while the left part is showing the
coupled secondary ion mass spectrometer (SIMS) add-on system dedicated for elemental analysis.

In situ analysis using both techniques, HIM for topographic SE imaging and SIMS for
visualization of elemental distribution, firstly allows an efficient data acquisition workflow
minimizing contamination of the sample and secondly facilitates image correlation of the
same ROI in the data treatment process. Correlation of 2-dimensional topographic SE
images and even 3D SE reconstructions using a photogrammetry method [35,36] and chem-
ical images from SIMS, visualize complementary information in a single representation,
thus enabling a deeper comprehension of a ROI with respect to its structural and chemical
properties.

In this work, HIM-SE images were acquired with a He+ primary current of 2 pA
at 25 keV acceleration energy for a scanning of 2048 × 2048 pixels and a counting time
of 10 µs/pixel averaged over 8 lines. For SIMS analysis, the surface of the same ROIs
was scanned with a 10 pA (25 keV) Ne+ beam with 512 × 512 pixels at a counting time
of 2 ms/pixel. The instrument was tuned to map the distribution of the positive ion of
magnesium (24Mg+), aluminum (27Al+), silicon (28Si+), potassium (39K+), and calcium
(40Ca+) (24Mg, 28Si, 39K in a first run and 27Al and 40Ca in a second run). The negative ions
recorded were carbon (12C2

−) and oxygen (16O−).

4. Results
4.1. Geochemical Bulk Data

Bulk analysis results were acquired from un-flooded end pieces (where the endpiece
of OBSV 12 is REF.6) and six flooded units of OBSV 12 (Table 1). The sample experienced an
increase in magnesium concentration from 0.28 wt.% in the unflooded sample to 0.52 wt.%
for OBSV 12.4 flooded with SSW. However, no significant loss of other elements was
observed.

4.2. Helium Ion Microscopy Combined with Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (HIM-SIMS)

The HIM provided a high-resolution secondary electron (SE) image of a fresh surface
chalk sample with detailed topographical features of the coccolith grains (Figure 4a).
Elemental maps of the same ROI were acquired using SIMS (Figure 4b–h). 40Ca was found
correspondingly to the occurrence of the coccolith (Figure 4a), along with 12C2 and 16O
which shows the calcite (CaCO3) distribution. However, there are a few locations on the
coccolith surface where these ions are not detected: 24Mg, 27Al, 28Si, and 39K are distributed
in areas of less than 1 µm2, coinciding with the absence of 16O, 40Ca, and partly 12C2 signals
(Figure 4e–h).
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Figure 5. SE images with identified calcite distribution versus clay coating linked to topography of 
the coccolith grain and fragments. (a) The SE image is overlayed by the coinciding distribution of 
²⁴Mg, ²⁷Al, ²⁸Si, and ³⁹K in red, representing clay. Three white boxes are marked and presented with 
increased magnification to highlight surface topography versus chemistry (b–g). (b) Smooth, yet 
stepwise surface (c) with distribution of 16O, 12C₂, and 40Ca in green combined with the correspond-
ing SE image. (d) Irregular surface. (e) The irregular surface in (d) is identified as calcite. (f) SE image 

Figure 4. HIM-SIMS images of sample OBSV 12.4. (a) SE image of a ROI obtained by HIM focusing on
a coccolith fragment. (b–d) Chemical images obtained by SIMS of 16O, 12C2, and 40Ca are presented
with a scalebar at the right, representing the intensity of each element. (e–h) Elemental distribution
of 24Mg, 27Al, 28Si, and 39K.

Separate clay grains were not identified in the selected SE image. An SE image
overlayed with the SIMS maps of 24Mg, 27Al, 28Si, and 39K, in red, clearly defines locations
and topography of clay coating the coccolith surface (Figure 5a). Increased magnification
of the SE image allowed us to observe various surface roughness (Figure 5b,d,f) and the
corresponding distribution of calcite in Figure 5c,e,g.
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Figure 5. SE images with identified calcite distribution versus clay coating linked to topography of
the coccolith grain and fragments. (a) The SE image is overlayed by the coinciding distribution of
24Mg, 27Al, 28Si, and 39K in red, representing clay. Three white boxes are marked and presented with
increased magnification to highlight surface topography versus chemistry (b–g). (b) Smooth, yet
stepwise surface (c) with distribution of 16O, 12C2, and 40Ca in green combined with the correspond-
ing SE image. (d) Irregular surface. (e) The irregular surface in (d) is identified as calcite. (f) SE image
with smooth surface which covers and evens out the steplike structure. (g) The overlay of (f) with the
SIMS image presents a calcite dominated background.
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Two clay minerals with different shapes on the same ROI were magnified to highlight
possible compositional differences. A clay mineral was coating the surface and the second
had a sheetlike appearance (Figures 6a–d and 6e–h). The second clay was thicker and
lacked calcite distribution in the center. The 24Mg concentration versus 27Al, 28Si and 39K
reflected a higher 24Mg concentration on the sheetlike clay (Figure 6e–h).
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additionally provide chemical information and confirm the presence of non-carbonate 
phases, such as clay minerals (Figure 5a). However, when acquiring data for mass m/z 56, 
in the attempt to map 56Fe, it is ambiguous, as the SIMS system (providing a mass resolu-
tion power m/Δm ≈ 400) [33], could not differentiate the compound ⁴⁰Ca ¹⁶O from ⁵⁶Fe due 
to mass interference (mass resolution of at least 2500 necessary). Glauconite 
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Figure 6. Series of SE and overlay of SE with SIMS results showing mineral phases of coccolith
fragments and coating mineral phases, highlighting 24Mg distribution. (a) SE image of a coccolith
fragment highlighting a location with a slightly different roughness marked by a white arrow.
(b) Calcite distribution (16O, 12C2, and 40Ca) overlaying the corresponding SE image. (c) SIMS
detection of 27Al, 28Si, and 39K overlapped with the corresponding SE image. These elements form a
sub-micron phase of clay. (d) 24Mg distribution. (e) SE image discloses a sheetlike feature covering a
fragment marked by an arrow. (f) SIMS identification of calcite (16O, 12C2, and 40Ca) distribution,
overlapping the corresponding SE image. Central absence of calcite. (g) The sheetlike mineral has
presence of 27Al, 28Si, and 39K representing clay. (h) 24Mg is abundant on the sheetlike feature.

5. Discussion

High resolution imaging of chalk by HIM reveals detailed textural information of
nanosized grains or coating adhered to the surface of the coccolith fragment. Altered
surfaces may be a result of diagenetic processes in the reservoir or experimental flooding
processes. Surface locations dominated by calcite are possible sites of calcite dissolution
or potential calcite reprecipitation which is a common process during diagenesis [15]. In
the analyzed ROIs, clay mineral phases are detected mainly as sub-micron sized particles
filling cracks, adhering to the coccolith surface, or as sheetlike features.

Imaging and chemical identification by HIM-SIMS allows to identify nanosized min-
eral phases chemically and provides high-quality, both topographical and chemical, images.
Identification of primary or secondary minerals on this scale is important for interpre-
tation regarding wettability. Most of these phases are not possible to distinguish using
SEM-EDS, hence, erroneous conclusions may be drawn. HIM results will clearly identify
locations where mineral phases cover the coccolith, and the combination with SIMS will
additionally provide chemical information and confirm the presence of non-carbonate
phases, such as clay minerals (Figure 5a). However, when acquiring data for mass m/z 56,
in the attempt to map 56Fe, it is ambiguous, as the SIMS system (providing a mass res-
olution power m/∆m ≈ 400) [33], could not differentiate the compound 40Ca 16O from
56Fe due to mass interference (mass resolution of at least 2500 necessary). Glauconite
(K,Na)(Fe3+,Al,Mg)2(Si,Al)4O10(OH)2 is present in St. Vaast Formation [28] and is likely to
be identified in this sample, besides the presence of 0.4 wt.% Fe (Table 1) can enhance the
probability of glauconite presence. Based on shape and data acquired by SIMS, the mineral
phase identified is more likely illite (K,H3O)(Al,Mg,Fe)2(Si,Al)4O10[(OH)2·(H2O)].
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MgO was the only element that was enriched in the sample during the flooding
experiment, showing values of 0.4–0.6 wt.% after flooding compared to <0.3 wt.% in
unflooded samples. The increase in Mg2+ has been demonstrated in numerous flooding
experiments, leading to growth of magnesite [9,10]. In the ROI studied with HIM-SIMS
(Figure 4e) magnesite (MgCO3) could not be identified. The increased amount of Mg2+

(Table 1), derived from the injected fluid, is possibly retained in the sample by increasing
the magnesium concentration in present clay minerals. However, this requires further
studies on clays before and after flooding experiments. Two clay minerals identified with
different shapes (Figure 6) may have different concentrations of magnesium. By comparing
the distribution of 24Mg versus 27Al, 28Si, and 39K for 6d-c and 6h-g it is likely that the clay
mineral in 6h has a higher 24Mg concentration. SIMS may nevertheless not reflect accurate
quantification and additional data, either with the use of standards or by a different method,
is needed.

6. Conclusions

An Upper Cretaceous outcrop chalk sample, where calcite is the most abundant phase
(up to 95 %) with an artificial fracture of a diameter of 2.25 (±0.05) mm, was flooded by SSW
under reservoir conditions (T = 130 ◦C; p = 12 MPa) at the Norwegian Continental Shelf
over approximately two months. This is a routine experiment regarding IOR research [2,9].
Mg2+ is one of the most reactive ions in SSW and the sample increased the bulk MgO
concentration from 0.28 to 0.52 wt.% (Table 1) as expected, e.g., [9,37]. The combination
of high-resolution SE imaging by HIM combined with elemental maps obtained by SIMS,
showed that calcite was in numerous areas covered by other phases, challenging to resolve
with traditional analytical methods such as SEM-EDS. In various research studies within
this field, this observation had not previously been described or monitored ([9,10]) where-
fore the presented study is novel and highlights the need of such analytical approach. In
our case study, we could show that the HIM can identify phases covering the coccolith
surface thoroughly and that high-resolution SIMS imaging allowed us to characterize those
phases chemically which is the major advance using the combined HIM-SIMS. Moreover,
most of the phases can be identified with chemical tools and, in cases, a secondary nature
can even be interpreted. This has tremendous impact on further aspects of wettability
processes and imbibition, as we can now show that calcite surfaces are heterogeneously
covered by other mineral phases. These are novel data for modeling of wettability or other
rock–fluid interaction processes. HIM-SIMS is a highly recommended method in reservoir
characterization of fine-grained rocks when key processes take place on sub-micron and
even nano-scale level. Moreover, sample preparation is very rapid, similar to traditional
SEM-EDS studies. Hence, this technique, HIM-SIMS, opens new horizons for a variety of
research fields within IOR and petroleum geosciences.
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ABSTRACT: Seawater injection into chalk reservoirs is a method for improved oil
recovery (IOR) at the Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS). During the injection of
fluids for IOR, complex physicochemical interactions between the injected fluid and
the reactive rock surface will take place, such as compaction and alterations of rock
properties (e.g., porosity, permeability, wettability). The distribution of noncarbonate
mineral phases in the reservoir and on the surface of the chalk will dictate wettability
properties. Yet, the identification and quantification of nanometer-sized mineral
phases on calcite surfaces have been challenging due to insufficient spatial resolution
and sensitivity of the analytical methods used. On-shore chalk was used in this study.
Helium ion microscopy (HIM) combined with in situ secondary ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS) was used to produce secondary electron images for mapping
surface morphology and topography correlated with chemical maps from SIMS. First,
a 3D surface model was created from a series of secondary electron images acquired
from different perspectives around the coccolith. A chemical image obtained by SIMS was developed on the same region of interest
and projected onto the 3D surface model to create a 4D surface reconstruction (3D+1 concept). This includes surface chemistry
information on sub-micron-sized noncarbonate phases on calcite grains. The surface distribution of noncarbonate phases added up
to a minimum of 6.3%, where no 40Ca had been detected. Moreover, 39.8% of the entire area is characterized by 40Ca and 27Al plus
28Si. Compared with 5 wt % noncarbonate phases identified by whole-rock geochemistry, we identify at least 200−300% higher
noncarbonate phase abundance than expected based on bulk geochemistry. This has a significant implication for the modeling of
mineral surface charges, the major criteria for wettability calculations. Therefore, HIM-SIMS studies allow nanoscale mapping and
mineral phase identification, which will enhance the knowledge of fluid−rock interactions for purposes related to IOR, carbon
capture, and storage as well as for hydrogen storage.

■ INTRODUCTION
Ekofisk is a giant chalk reservoir on the Norwegian Continental
Shelf (NCS). Seawater injection was first performed in 1987 at
Ekofisk to sustain pore pressure and prevent seabed subsidence
following declined hydrocarbon production, initially produced
by pressure depletion.1 Seawater injection allowed not only to
sustain but also to increase the oil production beyond initial
predictions. The instant increase in oil production was related
to spontaneous imbibition, which was confirmed by laboratory
experiments.1 The initial mixed-wet chalk surface became more
water-wet due to the sulfate ions present in the injection brine,
which adsorbed to the chalk surface and catalyzed the
wettability alteration process, hence releasing additional oil.2

The seawater injection did, however, not prevent further
seabed subsidence, but stimulated compaction due to the
water-weakening of chalk.3 Seawater injection is implemented
as a standard method for improved oil recovery (IOR) from
chalk reservoirs.4

Chalk is a deep marine sedimentary rock consisting mainly
of highly porous calcareous micro- and nanofossils, but mostly

coccolithophores, which degrade to individual skeletal plates of
micron-sized coccoliths with increasing burial. Due to its
deposition at large distances from the shore, the presence of
detrital grains (noncarbonate) is normally minor. Grain surface
properties (e.g., chemistry) impact oil recovery by changing
the surface wettability to being more water-wet (hydrophilic
surface) by injecting seawater into the reservoir. Current
models for wettability alterations are based on simplified
models that consider the calcite surface as either water-wet, oil-
wet, fractional, or mixed-wet controlled by the chemistry.5

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements have shown
that within Danish North Sea oil fields, chalk presented
heterogeneous properties, revealing a physical and chemical
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complexed chalk surface.6 The mineralogical distribution of the
rock surface, determines surface charges and adsorption of
polar organic crude oil components.7 Water-wet rock surfaces
allow spontaneous imbibition of water into the rock matrix and
expelling the oil therein, thus increasing the total oil recovery.
Seawater injection into chalk reservoirs causes alteration of the
wettability condition of the reservoir rock.4 Due to its unique
chemical composition, with ions such as SO4

2−, Mg2+, and Ca2+
in addition to Na+, Cl−, and K+, the chemical equilibrium in
the reservoir between crude oil, brine, and rock is disturbed,
and wettability is altered to more water-wet conditions.8

Additional oil is produced due to the generation of positive
capillary forces, hence improving sweep efficiency.
Helium ion microscopy (HIM) coupled with secondary ion

mass spectrometry (SIMS)9−11 was used to image in situ
nanosized mineral phases located on the calcite surfaces at
ultrahigh spatial resolution (secondary electron mode: 0.5 nm,
SIMS: <20 nm).10−12 This combination of methods appeared
to be superior in comparison to several others that have been
applied to analyze nanoscaled newly grown mineral phases in
chalk.12,13 Surface chemistry of sub-micron-sized minerals was
identified on flooded analogue chalk. A recently developed
analytical method is used to create 4D surface reconstructions
using the HIM-SIMS, by creating a 3D surface model from
multiview SE images with photogrammetry software and
overlaying them with a SIMS image acquired from the same
region of interest (ROI).14,15 In this study, we aim to evaluate
the surface chemistry in unflooded chalk by creating a 4D
surface reconstruction of coccoliths. The distribution of the
noncarbonate mineral concentration at the surface will be
compared to the noncarbonate mineral abundance obtained by
bulk geochemical data. The expression “noncarbonate” will
hereon denote only mineral phases not organic compounds,
etc. The applied method combination of HIM and SIMS,
along with the visualization of the 4D reconstruction, will
improve the understanding of noncarbonate mineral distribu-
tion within the chalk. Petrographic and mineralogical
identification of the sample on a microscale is performed to
complement the interpretation on a nanoscale and the bulk
geochemistry of the sample. Mineralogical analyses are
paramount as the composition within a reservoir rock
influences the type of oil components adsorbed on the surfaces
and therefore also wettability alteration processes. Mapping the
distribution and extension of noncarbonate phases is essential
for evaluating wettability alterations and spontaneous
imbibition when a fluid injection is implemented in impure
chalk reservoirs. This should be followed by using the findings
presented here and especially applying the proposed method-
ology. Additionally, the 4D surface mapping of the surface
chemistry will increase the understanding of brine−rock
interactions that affect geomechanical processes in the
reservoir.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY
Sample Material. Due to the difficulty of collecting reservoir

samples, analogue on-shore quarried chalks have previously been used
to study the IOR process.16,17 In this study, chalk from the Mons
basin in Belgium was used, which is located in the northern extension
of the Paris Basin. The chalk was deposited during the Upper
Cretaceous (Coniacian) and belongs to the St. Vaast Formation.18−20

The deep basin consists of the accumulation of fine-grained carbonate
dominated by coccolithophores and fragments of coccoliths, as well as
foraminifers. Several shifts in sedimentation and deformation events
have formed the chalk succession into major sedimentary and

structural units. A thin bed of glauconitic sediments marks the lower,
transgressive sequence of the chalk deposits from the Coniacian
onward in the Mons region. Early Cretaceous facies are locally
covered by calcirudites, sandstones, and conglomerates rich in
glauconite and ferriferous illite. The basal unit, St. Vaast Formation
is followed by the Trivier̀es, Obourg, Nouvelles, and Spiennes
Formations,19 where the latter four were deposited during Early-Late
Campanian to Late Campanian. The basin may be considered a
“syncline” developed on a folded and faulted Devonian-Carboniferous
basement21 characterized by extension during the entire Upper
Cretaceous.18

The St. Vaast Formation contains more than 95% calcium
carbonate, with impurities of quartz and traces of glauconite, chlorite,
and pyrite.22 This chalk formation possesses high specific surface areas
of 4.52 (±0.14) g/m2.23 The chalk sample discussed here along with
several cores for supplementary references were extracted from a chalk
block for the identification of chemical homogeneity. Earlier research
showed that the sampled chalk drilled from cubic-meter-large freshly
broken blocks from the quarries do not show any hints of alteration
controlled by careful electron microscopy, whole-rock geochemistry,
and stable isotope measurements.16 The sample has not been cleaned
and has not been in contact with hydrocarbons.

Whole-Rock Geochemistry. The sample material was milled in
an agate beaker to very fine mesh. The geochemical data was obtained
by inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) analysis.
The milled sample was mixed with the LiBO2/Li2B4O7 flux in
crucibles and fused in a furnace. The cooled bead was dissolved in the
American Chemical Society (ACS) grade nitric acid and analyzed by
ICP-MS. Loss on ignition (LOI) was determined by igniting a sample
split before measuring the weight loss after being ignited at 1000 °C
for 1 h. The sample was cooled and weighed again. The total carbon
and sulfur concentrations were determined by the LECO method.
Here, an induction flux was added to the prepared sample and then it
was ignited in an induction furnace. A carrier gas swept up the
released carbon to be measured by adsorption in an infrared
spectrometric cell. Fourteen additional elements were measured
after dilution in Aqua Regia. The prepared sample was treated with a
modified Aqua Regia solution with equal parts of concentrated HCl,
HNO3, and DI-H2O for 1 h in a heating block. The sample volume
was increased with dilute HCl solutions and splits of 0.5 g were
analyzed. The accuracy and precision are between 2 and 3% per
element, respectively.

Scanning Electron Microscopy and Energy-Dispersive X-ray
Spectroscopy (SEM-EDS). Fresh surfaced samples were mounted
on aluminum holders, followed by coating with gold (Au). A Zeiss
Supra 35-VP SEM was used for high-magnification topographical
imaging and elemental composition was obtained by an EDS detector.
Images were acquired by using the secondary electron (SE) detector
at a fixed working distance of 10 mm, accelerating voltage of 15 kV,
and an aperture size of 30 μm. The energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) data was used for the interpretation of minerals.
Backscatter electron microscopy (BSE) images were acquired to
identify the texture, separate elements with atomic numbers higher
than that of calcite, and resolve the intraporous conditions. BSE
imaging was performed on carbon-coated polished mounts swept in
epoxy.

Helium Ion Microscopy−Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry
(HIM-SIMS) and 4D Surface Reconstruction. SE images were
acquired in a Zeiss ORION NanoFab helium ion microscope
(HIM).24,10 Forty-eight SE images were acquired with 2048 pixels
× 2048 pixels, 25 keV He+, 1 pA, dwell time of 10 μs/pixel, 4 lines
average, and polar angle of 45° with sample stage rotation steps every
10 and 50° and polar angle with rotation steps of 30° for each image.
The in situ chemical analysis of the specimen was acquired by using a
secondary ion mass spectrometer (SIMS) system developed for HIM
(HIM-SIMS).9−11 Ne+ ions are used for SIMS to enhance the
sputtering of the surface and therefore to increase the secondary ion
(SI) yield and hence signal statistics. The following parameters were
used during the SIMS acquisition: 8.5 × 8.5 μm2 field of view, 512
pixels × 512 pixels, 25 keV Ne+, 2.5 pA, and a dwell time of 2.5 ms/
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pixel. A 3D surface model was created from the series of multiview SE
images acquired around the same ROI from different perspectives. A
chemical image obtained by SIMS was acquired at the selected
location and projected onto the 3D surface model, creating a 4D
surface reconstruction.14,15 A MATLAB code was used to calculate
the relative surface of each ion, where the ion was detected with
respect to the entire surface of the coccolith from the SIMS image.
40Ca (representing calcite) was counted separately, whereas the
number of pixels with 27Al and 28Si was counted collectively,
representing clay (noncarbonate). The surface distribution of 24Mg
presented a very localized distribution (in the form of a hotspot
composed of Mg-rich carbonate) and was processed separately.

■ RESULTS
Whole-Rock Geochemistry. Major elements for OBSV 4

and seven additional samples collected from the same outcrop
block of chalk are presented in Table 1. The concentrations of
noncarbonate minerals were 5 wt % in OBSV 4. The

determined values are typical for relatively clean chalk
(Andersen et al.16).

Electron Microscopy. The SE images of the chalk sample
of the St. Vaast Formation reveal the presence of well-
preserved coccoliths (Figure 1a), where complete rings are
normally around 1−5 μm (Figure 1b) and only rarely exceed
10 μm. SE images showed a preserved intrafossil porosity and
only limited cementation (Figure 1c). Minerals observed in the
images were identified as alkali feldspar, illite, glauconite, and
pyrite determined by texture (SEM) and composition (EDS)
as well as atomic number discrepancy (BSE) presented in
Figure 1d−f.

Helium Ion Microscopy−Secondary Ion Mass Spec-
trometry. The HIM-SE image of a coccolith was acquired to
show in detail its topographical structure (Figure 2a).
Elemental maps of the same ROI were imaged using SIMS
(Figure 2b−f). 40Ca was detected widely on the coccolith
surface (Figure 2f) and correlated with the expected calcite

Table 1. Bulk Geochemical Data from Selected Locations in the Same Outcrop Block of Chalk Used for Sampling in This
Study, Demonstrating the Homogeneous Distribution of Major Elements within the Sample (in Weight %)a

element (wt %) SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MgO CaO Na2O K2O TiO2 P2O5 MnO LOI sum

detection limit 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 - -

OBSV 4 3.32 0.97 0.34 0.29 52.06 0.04 0.22 0.04 0.06 0.02 42.5 99.86
OBSV REF 1 3.50 1.03 0.37 0.28 52.01 0.04 0.23 0.05 0.05 0.02 42.3 99.85
OBSV REF 2 3.38 1.00 0.34 0.28 52.29 0.04 0.22 0.05 0.06 0.02 42.2 99.84
OBSV REF 3 3.40 1.03 0.33 0.30 51.89 0.04 0.23 0.05 0.09 0.02 42.5 99.84
OBSV REF 4 3.44 1.01 0.39 0.29 51.97 0.04 0.22 0.05 0.10 0.02 42.3 99.85
OBSV REF 5 3.59 1.05 0.47 0.28 52.00 0.04 0.23 0.05 0.07 0.02 42.0 99.84
OBSV REF 6 3.58 1.05 0.40 0.28 51.89 0.04 0.24 0.05 0.06 0.02 42.2 99.84
OBSV REF 7 3.39 1.00 0.54 0.27 51.90 0.04 0.22 0.05 0.10 0.02 42.3 99.83

aPlease find the complete geochemical data set in Supplementary Material Appendix 1.

Figure 1. Secondary electron (SE) images combined with EDS acquisitions obtained from OBSV 4 f (St. Vaast Formation): (a) calcite (C) and
clay (Cl) on the calcite surface containing oxides of Si, Al, and Mg; (b) well-preserved nanofossils and coccoliths; (c) BSE image of abundant
foraminifera without significant intrafossil cementation or new growth; (d) flaky authigenic illite (I); (e) glauconite (G) or possibly illite within the
sample; and (f) BSE image of framboidal pyrite (P) inside a large calcite grain.
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(CaCO3) distribution. The high-resolution chemical distribu-
tion accurately separates calcite from noncarbonate, possibly
silicate mineral phases (24Mg, 27Al, 28Si, and 39K) on a
nanoscale, which are identified as clays according to their
morphologies (Figure 2a). The highlighted area of approx-
imately 500 × 500 nm2 (red circle in Figure 2b) displayed an
accumulation of 24Mg. The so-called Mg “hotspot” showed
absence of ions typical for noncarbonate phases.

The final 4D surface reconstruction visualizes the distribu-
tion of different chemical phases linked to the topography of
the selected coccolith (Figure 3).

Chemical Surface Distribution. The total number of
pixels in the selected raw SIMS images (Figure 2b−f) was 512
× 512, which covered 72.25 μm2 of the surface, and 40Ca,
24Mg, 27Al, and 28Si were measured. 40Ca was detected within

Figure 2. Coccolith from OBSV 4 analyzed with HIM-SIMS. A white rectangle highlights the occurrence of 27Al, 28Si, 39K, and 24Mg (b−f). (a)
HIM-SE top-view image of the coccolith structure. (b) 24Mg “hotspot” is marked by a red circle. (c)−(e) Elemental distributions of 27Al, 28Si, and
39K, respectively. (f) Distribution of 40Ca. The red circle highlights the area with a high abundance of 40Ca, corresponding to the red circle in (b).

Figure 3. 4D surface reconstruction of the coccolith grain presented from different perspectives with azimuthal angles of 0, 45, 60, and 90° (a−d).
40Ca is represented by green, 24Mg by red, and 27Al−28Si compound by blue pointing to silicates.
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the analyzed surface covering a total area of 89.8%. In 46.1% of
the pixels, 24Mg, 27Al, 28Si, or all three elements were present.
As each pixel can contain several ions, the data set is
categorized into groups: (i) calcite 40Ca (locations occupied by
calcite only), (ii) 24Mg hotspot, (iii) 27Al and/or 28Si (locations
occupied by noncarbonate only), and (iv) “mix” composed of
40Ca and 27Al/28Si. The mix of the latter covered 39.8% of the
area, while calcite (indicated by 40Ca only) covered 50.0% of
the sampled region and noncarbonate and noncalcite areas
accounted for more than 10% of the surface (Table 2). 24Mg

hotspot was detected in 1.4% of the pixels and mostly in one
area only. However, the “mix” contains not necessarily only
minerals composed of 40Ca, 27Al, and 28Si but also minerals
either composed of 40Ca or 27Al and 28Si or a combination of
the elements. This enlarges the number of noncarbonate
phases covering the coccolith.

■ DISCUSSION
The noncarbonate minerals in the matrix of the selected
sample identified by SEM-EDS were alkali feldspar, illite, and
glauconite, in addition to other nonclassified clay minerals
(Figure 1a,d−f). The high-resolution chemical distribution
obtained by SIMS presents a detailed ion composition of the
coccolith grain surface. The noncarbonate composition on the
surface is represented by Mg-rich carbonate and abundant clay
minerals, according to the identified chemistry likely belonging
to the smectite-illite group (S-I) or the illite-chlorite group (I-
C). The chemical distribution (24Mg, 27Al, 28Si, and/or 39K) is
in accordance with the presence of detrital grains identified in
the matrix and the overall elemental composition measured in
the bulk geochemistry (Figure 2a−f). A common process
during burial diagenesis is the new growth of authigenic clay
minerals such as illite, altering from glauconite25 depending on
the pressure and temperature conditions. Glauconite is
abundant in the St. Vaast Formation;22 hence, illite surface
detection is likely. For a more accurate determination of the
mineral type, additional methods that allow the identification
of crystallographic properties such as TEM26 or TERS
combined with AFM may be used for supporting these
results.27 However, at this stage, the abundance of the
identified phases is of extraordinary importance. The
mineralogical identification provided indicates mineral surface
variation not recognized in such a quantitative amount, which
is in turn of importance for modeling purposes for rock−fluid
interaction in chalk (e.g.,16). Surface mineral composition,
charge, and ion-exchange capacity as well as brine pH and
ionic composition are some of the rock and fluid properties
that impact initial wettability establishment and wettability
alteration and spontaneous imbibition potential during water
injection.7 The noncarbonate surface distribution showed 6.3%

in addition to a fraction of the 39.8% chemically mixed area
together with the abundance of minute Mg-rich carbonate
(Table 2). The bulk geochemistry showed on the other hand
abundance of only 5% noncarbonate phases (Table 1), which
demonstrates the much wider distribution of noncarbonate
phases on the coccolith surface than expected. The combined
high-resolution HIM-SIMS results provided not only the
surface chemical composition but also the distribution of these
elements and subsequently minerals visualized in the 4D
surface reconstruction (Figure 3). The 4D surface reconstruc-
tion shows not only a wider distribution of noncarbonate, most
probably clay minerals coating coccolith surfaces, but also so-
called “hotspots,” here dominated by 24Mg (Figures 2b and 3),
which are challenging to be recognized by conventional SEM-
EDS studies.12 The distribution of the noncarbonate phases is
heterogeneous at this high resolution and correlates with the
heterogeneous distribution of adhesion properties on the
calcite surface obtained by AFM studies.6,28 Hassenkam et al.
(2009) found that wettability and elasticity were inhomoge-
neously distributed over scales of 10s of nanometers on the
surface of chalk and interpreted mixed wet surface in patches
with different physiochemical properties. It was suggested that
these were relicts from material originally present during
sedimentation or a result of diagenesis.
The whole-rock geochemistry of the various samples

collected from the outcrop block (Table 1) showed
comparable geochemical compositions for all reference
samples. This implies that the noncarbonate concentration is
homogeneously distributed on the core scale. However,
additional acquisitions are necessary to increase the value of
these observations, which suggest an unexpectedly extensive
distribution of noncarbonate phases on the surface of calcite
grains in patches. Waterflooding of reservoirs may cause
mineralogical changes, such as dissolution of Opal-CT,
reprecipitation of Mg−Si-bearing minerals16 and the dis-
solution of calcite, followed by the precipitation of
magnesite.29−32 These processes are dependent on the
composition of the injection water, present formation water,
and its pH, reservoir temperature, and stress conditions but
strongly dependent on the mineralogical composition26,32,33

and their surface charges. As fluid−rock interactions occur at
the spatial scale of single pores, it is essential to understand
chemical processes on the nanoscale related to diagenetic
characteristics.34

The application of HIM-SIMS in our first 4D study on chalk
shows that the abundance of noncarbonate phases is more
widespread than earlier modeled or expected.26,32,35 As the
presence, composition, and distribution of noncarbonate
mineral phases influence the surface charge, surface wetting,
and crude oil adhesion in carbonate rock, this observation
affects one key area for improving the oil recovery by
wettability alteration methods. Experimental work has shown
that crude oil acids have a stronger affinity to a pure chalk
surface than to crude oil bases.36 Other experimental work has
shown that for a sandstone surface, where the chemistry is
different from that of chalk, the crude oil bases adsorbed
readily over the crude oil acids. Thus, when the chalk
contained noncarbonate mineral impurities, in the form of
Opal-CT (hydrated silica), the preferences of the chalk
changed slightly. When chalk contains noncarbonate minerals,
it prefers crude oil acids over bases, but the affinity of bases to
the surface increases.7,37 Therefore, when waterflooding a
reservoir, the crude oil−brine−rock interactions taking place in

Table 2. Relative Surface Distribution of Detected Elements
with Respect to the Entire Surface of the Coccolith (Figure
2b−d,f)

area %
40Ca only 50.00 %
24Mg (dominantly present at hotspot) 1.40 %
27Al and/or 28Si or (noncarbonate) 6.30 %
“Mix”: 40Ca and 27Al and/or 28Si (or all) 39.80 %
locations with no detection (40Ca, 27Al, 28Si, 24Mg) 2.50 %
total field of view 100.00 %
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the pore space may be influenced by noncarbonate mineral
phases at the pore surfaces. If wettability alteration is believed
to be a mechanism for the improved oil recovery observed by
low salinity or Smart Water flooding, then interactions
between the crude oil components, ions in the brine phase,
and the actual pore surface minerals are very important.
Heterogeneous surface charge areas, related to varying

surface mineral distribution, hamper the predictions in the field
of wettability. Here, we image submicron-sized noncarbonate
phases in patches on a 4D surface reconstruction (Figure 3)
that are smaller than a single droplet.38 Current wettability
models are based on bulk geochemistry and subsequently bulk
mineralogy with an even distribution throughout the sample.
Nevertheless, recent studies in regard to wettability s.l.
emphasized the role of fluid−fluid interaction39 and the role
of droplets within a porous material,40 which is suspected to
have a higher impact on EOR than proposed earlier.
A more extensive and heterogeneous distribution of

noncarbonate phases than expected of 6.3% noncarbonate
plus a fraction of 39.8% mixed composition (Table 2) will
impact wettability alteration processes and the potential for
spontaneous imbibition. Future quantification of the abun-
dance of noncarbonate phases covering calcite or dolomite
surfaces in carbonate reservoirs is essential to increase the
understanding of brine−rock interaction mechanisms.

■ CONCLUSIONS
A 4D surface reconstruction model, consisting of a 3D
reconstruction has been obtained from a series of HIM-SE
images overlaid with chemical maps generated by high-
resolution SIMS of a single coccolith grain in outcrop chalk.
The details of the surface chemistry linked to topography has
not been presented this way before. The 4D surface model
demonstrated that the presence of noncarbonate minerals
(composed of mainly 27Al, 28Si, and 39K, interpreted as
smectite-illite or illite-chlorite group members) was inhomoge-
neously distributed at the micron scale. Surface distribution
calculations showed 6.3% coverage by noncarbonate minerals
in addition to unknown amounts of a total of 39.8% of the
surface characterized by an elemental mix of 27Al, 28Si, and
40Ca. This amount surpasses strongly estimates of non-
carbonate mineral abundance based on bulk geochemistry.
Our data indicates that the distribution of noncarbonate phases
covering the calcite mineral surface is more than doubled
because clay minerals occur abundantly as thin films on calcite
surfaces.
The wide distribution has significant impacts on the

evaluation of wettability and spontaneous imbibition during
IOR procedures and seawater injection in reservoir rocks, as
wettability depends on the mineral surface charge/composi-
tion. If, as in our study, minerals with different surface charges
are more widespread than expected, modeling exercises would
be erroneous.
HIM-SIMS is a key technology to identify mineral surfaces

at an ultrahigh spatial resolution in the range of nano- or even
sub-nanometer level. 4D surface reconstruction is an excellent
method for sample visualization that combines surface
topography and chemical distribution information. This recent
insight will enable us to refine methods for fluid injection to
increase hydrocarbon recovery in mature reservoirs. HIM-
SIMS is an essential tool to elaborate and fine-tune wettability
modeling by mapping minerals within a reservoir.
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Abstract: This experiment was designed to study the water-weakening effect of artificially fractured
chalk caused by the injection of different compositions of brines under reservoir conditions replicating
giant hydrocarbon reservoirs at the Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS). NaCl, synthetic seawater
(SSW), and MgCl2, with same ionic strength, were used to flood triaxial cell tests for approximately
two months. The chalk cores used in this experiment originate from the Mons basin, close to Obourg,
Belgium (Saint Vast Formation, Upper Cretaceous). Three artificially fractured chalk cores had a
drilled central hole parallel to the flooding direction to imitate fractured chalk with an aperture
of 2.25 (±0.05) mm. Two additional unfractured cores from the same sample set were tested for
comparison. The unfractured samples exposed a more rapid onset of the water-weakening effect
than the artificially fractured samples, when surface active ions such as Ca2+, Mg2+ and SO4

2− were
introduced. This instant increase was more prominent for SSW-flooded samples compared to MgCl2-
flooded samples. The unfractured samples experienced axial strains of 1.12% and 1.49% caused
by MgCl2 and SSW, respectively. The artificially fractured cores injected by MgCl2 and SSW exhib-
ited a strain of 1.35% and 1.50%, while NaCl showed the least compaction, at 0.27%, as expected.
Extrapolation of the creep curves suggested, however, that artificially fractured cores may show a
weaker mechanical resilience than unfractured cores over time. The fracture aperture diameters
were reduced by 84%, 76%, and 44% for the SSW, MgCl2, and NaCl tests, respectively. Permeable
fractures are important for an effective oil production; however, constant modification through
compaction, dissolution, and precipitation will complicate reservoir simulation models. An increased
understanding of these processes can contribute to the smarter planning of fluid injection, which
is a key factor for successful improved oil recovery. This is an approach to deciphering dynamic
fracture behaviours.

Keywords: geo-mechanical compaction; water-weakening effect; artificial fracture; mineral dissolution;
mineral precipitation; fracture modification; improved oil recovery (IOR)

1. Introduction

About 40% of the world’s oil is produced from chalk and carbonate rocks [1]. North
Sea carbonate reservoirs have great potential to accumulate oil, as the porosity may often be
very high, reaching 40–50% [2]. However, carbonate reservoirs are often characterised by
low permeability and tend not to be water-wet, which challenges primary oil production.
Matrix permeability for chalk is often in the range of 1–5 mD [2]. The recovery factor on
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Ekofisk, a giant chalk reservoir on the Norwegian continental shelf (NCS), is over 50% [3],
and there is still great potential for improved oil recovery (IOR) methods. By implementing
enhanced oil recovery (EOR), or tertiary recovery, immobile oil that remains in the reservoir
after production by conventional methods are prone to be recovered.

Ekofisk started oil production in 1971 by pressure depletion. Water injection was
introduced in 1987 to create pressure support and to prevent seabed subsidence. The field
subsequently experienced a substantial increase in oil recovery. Experience proved that
water displaced the oil much more effectively than anticipated. Another consequence of the
seawater injection was the deformation of the chalk matrix, hence the further compaction
of the soft chalk despite the stabilization of pore pressure. This is referred to as a water-
weakening effect and has been widely studied in laboratory experiments [4–7].

Geo-mechanical responses related to the water weakening of chalk are mainly a
result of surface chemistry and chemical alterations which lead to calcite dissolution and
the precipitation of new mineral phases associated with surface-active ions present in
seawater Ca2+, Mg2+, and SO4

2− [6,8]. Dissolution and precipitation processes are also
dependent on effective stresses, temperatures, porosity, chemistry, and diagenetic processes
such as cementation [9]. Precipitated magnesite (MgCO3) is identified in experiments
where Mg2+ is present in the injected brine [10]. It has a smaller crystal size compared
to the dissolved calcite, and thereby it may reduce the solid volume. These brine–rock
interaction processes that take place are also dependent on noncarbonate minerals [11].
Madland et al. (2011) [11] observed that pure chalk experienced a lower compaction rate
compared to chalk with impurities of silicate and clay minerals. Andersen et al. (2017) [4]
suggested that reprecipitation of Si-bearing minerals advances the dissolution of calcite,
which justified the high compaction in MgCl2-flooded chalk. SO4

2− is also present in
seawater and in injected brine (SSW). It’s presence will cause additional strain by adsorbing
to the calcite surface and cause a reduction in the bulk modulus and yield points compared
to experiments where NaCl is injected under the same conditions. The disjoining pressure in
granular contacts is increased by the interaction between charged surfaces and, furthermore,
net repulsive forces that act as normal forces in the grains’ vicinity, will counteract the
cohesive forces and enhance pore collapse during loading [12].

NaCl is the major constituent in seawater. Geochemical analysis following laboratory
experiments on chalk at 130 ◦C has shown that, without the presence of surface-active ions,
precipitation of new mineral phases has not been observed in pure systems [11,13]. NaCl is
therefore expected to be inert. However, calcite dissolution has been identified in laboratory
experiments with prolonged test duration under elevated stress states, which has caused
morphological changes such as the smoothing of grain surfaces [4]. This surface grain
rounding has been suggested to weaken mechanical intergranular friction and provoke
additional compaction [14].

During pressure depletion, the reservoir experience increased effective overburden
stresses, seabed subsidence, and reduced matrix permeability. On the other hand, com-
paction may also induce fractures [15]. Since chalk reservoirs have a combination of high
porosity and rather low permeability, fractures and high permeable zones are of great im-
portance to sustain an effective fluid flow [16]. The presence of a naturally fractured system
will increase the potential for fluid transportation, hence the oil recovery. The naturally
fractured system on Ekofisk Field is believed to increase reservoir permeability by a factor
of 50 [2]. A high intensity of fractures can create a spatially distinct, permeable zone [17].
The single fracture’s contribution to reservoir fluid flow depends on size features, which
include length, height, aperture, and aspect ratio [18]. This may change if fractures seal
and may help to obtain a better sweep of the reservoir if the injected water is forced into
the matrix instead of flowing throught the fractures. To better understand the complexity
of reservoir fluid behaviour and petrophysical properties, it is beneficial to consider the
details of a fault zone, and to categorize the zones with distinct hydrogeological units
as barriers, conduits, or combined conduits and barriers [19]. The fault core is a narrow
zone that commonly forms between major slip surfaces. The original host rock is here
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destroyed by mechanical and chemical processes such as the dissolution and precipitation
of minerals. The inner core of the fault zone has experienced the highest strain and thus
reduced the porosity to a degree that permeability is so decreased that the inner core acts
as a barrier [20,21]. The adjacent damaged zone is a wider zone of deformation with nu-
merous fractures and smaller faults. The fracture network, fracture density, and orientation
will ultimately control bulk permeability in these damage zones. The continuous flood
behaviour is dependent on the fracture’s ability to seal [22]. For carbonate reservoirs,
isolated fractures may even affect the bulk permeability [18].

A laboratory experiment demonstrated that a core sample from the damaged zone
presented permeability of several orders higher than that of samples extracted from the
fault core [23]. Their experiment was performed on core scale but suggested that these
microfractures (micron to centimetre scale) and the heterogeneous density distribution
could be upscaled, and similar observations for macro fractures (up to meters) could be
expected in the reservoir. However, microfractures are more prone to becoming sealed.
During the water injection and depletion of the reservoir, the altered stress state and the
induced water-weakening effect may modify reservoir properties dramatically. Mechanical
and chemical alterations may induce or enhance natural fractures and reactivate faults,
which can alter matrix permeabilities. The faulting and fracturing of carbonate reservoirs
have major implications for hydrocarbon fluid pathways [24]. These processes will col-
lectively cause additional compaction in the reservoir and provide extra drainage and
increased recovery. However, injection may over time cause precipitation, which seals
off minor fractures and reduce local permeability and alter fluid transportation. Matrix
permeability may be further diminished by pore collapse due to increased effective stress
during depletion of the reservoir. By studying the link between water weakening and the
composition of brine, and by further comparing these geo-mechanical responses with the
ability to seal smaller fractures, one can improve the prediction of seawater injection and
thereby maximize production. Here, we present geo-mechanical responses to artificially
fractured cores versus unfractured cores and further report how these responses differ
depending on the ion composition of the injected brine. Beside studying the geo-mechanical
response and ion concentration in the effluent, we study textural characteristics obtained by
Scanning Electron Microscope combined with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (SEM-EDS)
and specific surface area (SSA) adjacent fracture in addition to bulk geochemistry. This
study demonstrates changes in terms of dissolution and precipitation processes for artifi-
cially fractured samples as an analogue to reservoir conditions at the NCS. Furthermore,
this study links fracture aperture modification to the composition of the injected brine
in addition to the experienced strain for fractured samples. By characterizing fracture
geometry and spatial distribution related to mechanical properties, input data for reservoir
flooding models to predict fluid flow properties may be refined.

2. Samples, Sample Preparation and Methodology

An Upper Cretaceous succession (Coniacian) from the Obourg quarry within the
St. Vaast Formation of the Mons basin (OBSV) was chosen as an analogue to Ekofisk
reservoir chalk due to the accessibility of onshore chalk and earlier studies (e.g., [4,25]).
Five samples were cored parallel from the same outcrop block with a diameter of 38.1 mm
and a length of about 70 mm. The average porosity was 41 (±1)%, and the permeability
ranged around 0.56 mD on intact cores (Table 1). A 2 mm drill bit was used to produce
cylindrical holes along the flooding axis, mimicking fractures in three cores. The size of
the fractures measured 2.25 (±0.05) mm in diameter. Two supplementary intact cores were
added to the experiment as reference. Three different brines were used in the experiment
to detect results related to different concentration of surface-active ions. Synthetic seawater
(SSW) is a laboratory mixed brine, reproducing the ion concentration in seawater, which is
used for IOR purposes in the reservoir. The composition of this fluid is described in detail in
Madland et al. (2011) [11] and is comprised of Na+, Cl−, Mg2+, Ca2+, K+, and SO4

2−. Mg2+

is one of the most reactive ions in SSW, and in these experiments, a higher and isolated
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concentration of MgCl2 in addition to NaCl was selected such that all brines had equal ion
strength to SSW in the experiment. NaCl was added as a reference, as it is expected to be
inert with chalk. The concentrations are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Ion concentration of the brine used in the experiment. * The ion is not present in the brine.

Brine/mol/L Cl− Na+ K+ Mg2+ Ca2+ SO42−

MgCl2 0.438 * * 0.219 * *
SSW 0.525 0.450 0.010 0.0445 0.013 0.024
NaCl 0.657 0.657 * * * *

The experiments were conducted in a triaxial cell, simulating reservoir conditions at
Ekofisk reservoir with a temperature of 130 ◦C and constant hydrostatic pressure (effective
overburden) of 12 MPa while flooding the cores. Replication of actual reservoir conditions
have been implemented in laboratory routines and has been demonstrated to be highly
representative [4–6,11]. The triaxial cell is connected to three high pressure pumps (Gilson
Pump-Model 307 HPLC), where two provided axial and confining pressure and the last was
a fluid pump to provide brine injection through the core. The triaxial cell system is arranged
such that the confining pressure also supplied pressure in axial direction. Moreover,
the piston providing axial pressure only supplied an additional threshold pressure to keep
the piston in contact with the sample. The axial displacement in this test set-up, was
therefore not purely hydrostatic because of the additional pressure supplied in the axial
direction causing a slightly higher stress in axial versus lateral direction. The confining
pressure was gradually increased to 12 MPa, with a stable piston pressure at 0.7 MPa, just
above the friction pressure, to simulate hydrostatic test conditions. The quantity of axial
compaction was detected by a linear variable differential transformer (LVTD), tracking the
movement of the piston in contact with the chalk core. The triaxial cells were not equipped
to measure radial strain. The cores were injected with a flow rate corresponding to one
pore volume a day based on the original pore volume. Pore pressure was kept constant
at 0.7 MPa by using a back-pressure regulator. The triaxial cells were equipped with a
Backer 1500 W heating Jacket, covering the triaxial cell, and a regulating system (Omron
E5CN), which allowed a stable test temperature of 130 (±0.1) ◦C that was continuously
monitored by a Pt100 sensor inside the cell. LabView software was used to log all real
time data recorded from the experiments. Drainage discs allow for even distribution of the
brine at inlet and outlet surfaces. For fractured cores, the drainage disk will not work as
intended, since brine follows the easiest path with the least resistance in the central fracture.
Permeability will, for these three tests, therefore be irrelevant. The reader is referred to
Geitle K. (2013) [26] and Abubeker E. (2013) [27] for additional information regarding
these tests.

All five samples (Figure 1) were initially saturated and flooded by NaCl during loading,
and the primary creep phase lasted six days. In the second phase, the two unfractured
cores, OBSV 9 SSW and OBSV 6 MgCl2, were followed by injection of SSW and MgCl2,
respectively. Two of the artificially fractured samples, OBSV 12 AF-SSW and OBSV 4 AF-
MgCl2, were injected with SSW and MgCl2, respectively. The third artificially fractured
core was flooded with NaCl during the complete test period. The total number of flooding
days ranged between 18 and 60 days (Table 2). The cores were sliced after the test, where
the inlet was given the number one, and the outlet was given the highest number (Figure 1),
ex: OBSV 4.1 is the inlet of OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2. End slices were kept for reference analysis.
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Figure 1. Selected samples and associated fluid composition versus flooding condition (artificial
fractured cores have small holes in the center). Flooding direction indicates slice one being the
so-called “inlet” followed by slice two, etc., until slice six, which is named the “outlet”.

Table 2. The table distributes porosity, permeability, strain, yield strength, bulk modulus, and test
duration. * No data available.

Sample

Porosity Permeability Strain Yield Strength Bulk Modulus Duration

[%] [mD] [%] [MPa] [GPa] [Days]

Pre-Test Post-Test Start Stop Loading Creep 1 Creep 2 Total

OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 40.49 37.95 * * 0.81 1.25 1.35 3.41 9.4 0.750 62
OBSV 6 MgCl2 40.81 38.60 0.53 0.17 0.80 1.16 1.12 3.08 9.9 0.685 46
OBSV 9 SSW 41.34 37.02 0.59 0.00 0.90 1.06 1.49 3.45 9.1 0.696 18

OBSV 12 AF-SSW 41.34 37.15 * * 1.07 1.59 1.50 4.16 9.4 0.625 53
OBSV 18 AF-NaCl 40.18 * * * 0.86 1.38 0.27 2.51 9.4 0.730 27

2.1. Axial Strain, Yield Strength, and Bulk Modulus

Axial strain (Equation (1)) is compaction given in [%], where ∆L is the change in length
from the original core length (L).

Axial Strain =
∆ L
L

× 100 (1)

Yield point is, in this study, determined as the intersection of two tangent lines that
follows the elastic and the plastic phase of the loading curve. The yield strength is the
stress [MPa] applied to the core where the elastic strain is passed. The bulk modulus (K)
is an elastic coefficient used to determine the relationship between stress and volumetric
strain during hydrostatic loading. The bulk modulus reflects the material’s ability to resist
compression (Equation (2)) and is given in [GPa], where σh is hydrostatic stress and εv is
volumetric strain under hydrostatic test conditions.

K =
σh
εv

(2)

A logarithmic formula (Equation (3)) was used for extrapolation of creep, where A
and t0 are constants that were determined by adjustment to the experimental creep curve.
εcreep is the logarithmic creep behavior and t is the endpoint of the observed creep phase.
For detailed descriptions, the reader is referred to Madland et al., 2006 [28].

εcreep = A ln (1 + t/t0) (3)

2.2. Porosity and Permeability

Porosity is the ratio of pore volume (PV) to its bulk volume (BV), (Equation (4)).
Porosities were simply measured by weight analysis. The samples were dried in a heating
chamber to evaporate the remaining moisture before applying vacuum to approximately
0.04 kPa followed by saturation with distilled water. PV was determined by the dry and
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the fully saturated weight of the cores, and BV was calculated from the dimensions of the
cores, where ϕ is porosity:

ϕ =
PV
BV

× 100 (4)

Porosity calculations post-test were calculated based on strain (whereϕ0 is the original
porosity and εv is volumetric strain) in addition to mass, where BV is measured by gas
pycnometer and derived densities, where Ms is solid mass and
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BV
) (5)

Permeabilities were calculated using Darcy’s law, (Equation (6)), where k is perme-
ability (mD), q is flow rate (cm2/s), µ is viscosity (cp), L is core length (cm), A is core area
(cm2), and ∆P is differential pressure (atm).

k =
qµL
A∆P

(6)

2.3. Ion Chromatography (IC)

Water samples were frequently collected throughout the experiments. Effluent samples
were prepared by diluting the samples 500 times by using the Gilson Gx-271 dilution system.
They were further filtered before chemical analyses were performed by using the Dionex
ICS-3000 Ion Chromatography System. The ion concentrations of the produced fluid were
analysed and verified by external standards. Ion deviation in the effluent, from the ion
concentration in the original brine injected, contributed to our understanding of the non-
equilibrium status of the rock–fluid interactions during the test. These changes were used
to predict the dissolution and precipitation of minerals inside the core.

2.4. Optical Light Microscopy (OLM) and Fracture Modification

The optical light microscope, Zeiss Stemi DV4, has a maximum of 20 times magni-
fication. This was used to observe textural differences and enabled the study of colour
variations. Magnification allowed for the measurement of the final fracture diameters.

2.5. Geochemistry

Method 1: Sample material was milled in an agate beaker to a fine mesh. The milled
sample was mixed with LiBO2/Li2B4O7 flux in crucibles and fused in a furnace. The cooled
bead was dissolved in American Chemical Society (ACS) grade nitric acid. The geochemical
data were then obtained by using Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry (ICP-
MS) at the ACME laboratory (Vancouver, Canada). Loss on ignition (LOI) was determined
by igniting a sample split then measuring the weight loss after being ignited at 1000 ◦C
for 1 h and was then cooled and weighed again. Total amounts of carbon and sulphur
were determined by the LECO® method. Here, induction flux was added to the prepared
sample then ignited in an induction furnace. A carrier gas sweeps up released carbon
to be measured by adsorption in an infrared spectrometric cell. Additional 14 elements
were measured after dilution in Aqua Regia. The prepared sample was processed with
a modified Aqua Regia solution of equal parts concentrated HCl, HNO3, and DI-H2O
for 1 h in a heating block. The sample volume was increased with dilute HCl-solutions,
and splits of 0.5 g were analysed. Accuracy and precision are between 2 and 3% per element.
Detection limits are found in Table 3.

Method 2: Major elements for samples < 5 g were analysed geochemically by Fusion
Inductively Coupled Plasma (FUS-ICP) without the detection of LOI and were processed at
Actlabs (Canada).
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Table 3. Major element geochemistry for reference material, flooded samples, and central fill (CF)
from OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2.

Element wt.% SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MgO CaO Na2O K2O TiO2 P2O5 LOI Sum

Detection limit LF 200 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

OBSV 4 REF IN 3.32 0.97 0.34 0.29 52.06 0.04 0.22 0.04 0.06 42.5 99.84
OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 #1 3.38 0.99 0.31 0.66 51.81 0.03 0.18 0.04 0.05 42.4 99.85
OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 #3 3.39 1.00 0.36 0.97 51.37 0.03 0.16 0.05 0.07 42.4 99.80
OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 #4 3.32 0.98 0.34 0.99 51.73 0.03 0.15 0.04 0.09 42.1 99.77
OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 #6 3.37 0.98 0.34 0.98 51.67 0.03 0.16 0.04 0.06 42.2 99.83
OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 #7 3.32 0.98 0.35 0.95 51.68 0.03 0.15 0.04 0.06 42.2 99.76

OBSV 4 REF OUT 3.50 1.03 0.37 0.28 52.01 0.04 0.23 0.05 0.05 42.3 99.86
OBSV 6 REF IN 3.38 1.00 0.34 0.28 52.29 0.04 0.22 0.05 0.06 42.2 99.86

OBSV 6 MgCl2 #2 3.19 1.00 0.34 1.50 51.24 0.03 0.15 0.05 0.07 42.2 99.77
OBSV 6 MgCl2 #3 3.37 1.02 0.36 1.43 51.21 0.03 0.15 0.05 0.08 42.1 99.80
OBSV 6 MgCl2 #4 3.27 1.00 0.34 1.28 51.38 0.04 0.16 0.05 0.09 42.2 99.81
OBSV 6 MgCl2 #5 3.31 1.02 0.41 1.08 51.68 0.03 0.17 0.05 0.08 42.0 99.83
OBSV 6 MgCl2 #6 3.52 1.05 0.38 0.96 51.50 0.04 0.17 0.05 0.10 42.0 99.77
OBSV 6 MgCl2 #7 3.54 1.03 0.40 1.01 51.86 0.04 0.18 0.05 0.08 41.6 99.79
OBSV6 REF OUT 3.40 1.03 0.33 0.30 51.89 0.04 0.23 0.05 0.09 42.5 99.86

OBSV9 REF IN 3.44 1.01 0.39 0.29 51.97 0.04 0.22 0.05 0.10 42.3 99.81
OBSV 9 SSW #1 3.37 1.04 0.36 0.55 51.88 0.04 0.21 0.05 0.10 42.2 99.80
OBSV 9 SSW #2 3.43 1.03 0.40 0.51 51.64 0.04 0.22 0.05 0.09 42.4 99.81
OBSV 9 SSW #3 3.52 1.04 0.38 0.48 51.50 0.04 0.23 0.05 0.08 42.5 99.82
OBSV9 SSW #4 3.45 1.04 0.39 0.45 51.65 0.05 0.22 0.05 0.08 42.5 99.88
OBSV 9 SSW #5 3.49 1.02 0.42 0.43 51.80 0.05 0.23 0.05 0.07 42.3 99.86
OBSV 9 SSW #6 3.55 1.04 0.42 0.40 51.60 0.05 0.24 0.05 0.06 42.4 99.81

OBSV9 REF OUT 3.59 1.05 0.47 0.28 52.00 0.04 0.23 0.05 0.07 42.0 99.78
OBSV 12 REF IN 3.58 1.05 0.40 0.28 51.89 0.04 0.24 0.05 0.06 42.2 99.79

OBSV 12 AF-SSW #1 3.61 1.07 0.47 0.44 51.93 0.04 0.24 0.05 0.08 41.9 99.83
OBSV 12 AF-SSW #2 3.52 1.05 0.38 0.48 52.05 0.04 0.22 0.05 0.07 42.0 99.86
OBSV 12 AF-SSW #3 3.56 1.07 0.40 0.53 51.93 0.03 0.23 0.05 0.08 41.9 99.78
OBSV 12 AF-SSW #4 3.64 1.08 0.43 0.52 51.88 0.04 0.22 0.05 0.06 41.9 99.82
OBSV 12 AF-SSW #5 3.60 1.06 0.39 0.49 51.67 0.04 0.23 0.05 0.07 42.2 99.80
OBSV 12 AF-SSW #6 3.62 1.08 0.43 0.40 51.94 0.04 0.24 0.05 0.08 42.0 99.88
OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #1 3.49 1.02 0.39 0.28 52.21 0.06 0.22 0.05 0.09 42.0 99.81
OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #2 3.30 0.98 0.38 0.27 52.52 0.06 0.21 0.04 0.10 42.0 99.86
OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #3 3.21 0.98 0.36 0.27 52.46 0.06 0.21 0.04 0.09 42.1 99.78
OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #4 3.30 1.00 0.38 0.27 52.46 0.07 0.21 0.04 0.07 42.0 99.80
OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #5 3.28 0.99 0.39 0.27 52.38 0.07 0.21 0.04 0.07 42.1 99.80
OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #6 3.39 1.09 0.43 0.28 52.94 0.06 0.22 0.05 0.11 41.6 100.16

OBSV 18 REF IN 3.39 1.00 0.54 0.27 51.90 0.04 0.22 0.05 0.10 42.3 99.81

Detection limit FUS-ICP 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.001 0.01

OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 CF #1 8.77 1.55 0.77 41.05 1.95 <0.01 0.24 0.074 0.12 54.55
OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 CF #7 4.96 1.14 0.44 42.68 4.11 <0.01 0.16 0.05 0.1 53.69

2.6. Field Emission Gun Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray
Spectroscopy (EDS)

Fresh surfaced samples were mounted on aluminum holders, followed by coating
with palladium (Pd) or gold (Au). A Zeiss Supra 35-VP FEG-SEM at the University of
Stavanger (UiS) was used for the high magnification of morphological differences and to
obtain elemental composition by using an Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
detector. Images were acquired by using the secondary electron (SE) detector at a fixed
working distance of 10 mm, accelerating voltage of 15.00 kV and using an aperture size of
30 µm. EDS was performed on squared areas of 2 × 2 µm.
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2.7. Specific Surface Area (SSA)

Approximately two grams of sample material was ground in an agate mortar. The sam-
ples were heated in a tube at a temperature of 80 ◦C and kept under vacuum for 4.5 h.
A Micromeritics TriStar II was utilized for the purpose of measuring Brunauer–Emmett–
Teller (BET) surface area based on the BET theory [29]. Nitrogen gas was introduced to
the sample continuously under a vacuum of around 20–30 mTorr. The sample tube was
submerged in liquid nitrogen (LN2) for cooling during measurement. At increased partial
pressures, nitrogen gas filled a greater area of the micro-pores, which adsorbed as a mono-
layer on the surface of the grains. The change in pressure is a measure of the amount of
gas that was adsorbed on the surface. Along with the exact sample weight, the SSA was
calculated by TriStar II 3020 Software, and the resulting surface extension is given in m2/g.

3. Results
3.1. Geo-Mechanical Responses

Axial strain rates were continuously measured throughout the experiment. The aver-
age axial strain during loading under injection of NaCl was 0.85 (±0.16)% for intact samples
(Figure 2). OBSV 12 AF-SSW showed a higher compaction, just outside the expected range,
with 1.08%. The two other cores with an artificial fracture experienced a similar strain
(0.81% and 0.86%) as the two flooded unfractured cores. The yield stress was similar for all
cores, ranging from 9.1 to 9.9 MPa (Table 1).
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Figure 2. Axial creep strain during loading with injection of NaCl.

The average axial creep strain for both unfractured and the artificially fractured cores
following the 6-day period of NaCl injection (Creep 1) was 1.29% (Figure 3a). Unfractured
cores showed an average axial strain of 1.11 (±0.17)%. The artificially fractured cores, on
the other hand, OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2, OBSV 12 AF-SSW, and OBSV 18 AF-NaCl, experienced
a higher strain of 1.25%, 1.59%, and 1.38% respectively, with an average for the three of
1.40%. OBSV 12 AF-SSW and OBSV 18 AF-NaCl exhibitedd significantly higher compaction
rates compared to the intact reference samples (both outside the expected range).

In Creep 2, after six days of the creep with injection of NaCl, four of the samples
changed brine: OBSV 9 SSW and OBSV 12 AF-SSW to SSW and OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2,
and OBSV 6 MgCl2 to MgCl2. OBSV 18 AF-NaCl continued the injection of NaCl throughout
the entire test duration. During Creep 2, starting after six days, the five different samples
experienced distinct axial strain rates (Figure 3b). The most dramatic increase in strain
rate was observed for OBSV 9 SSW. It had the highest strain rate of 0.302%/day on day
eight. When the test passed 16 days of duration, OBSV 9 SSW experienced a dramatic
increase in differential pressure, and the test had to be terminated. A lower and later onset
of increased compaction rate was identified for the artificially fractured core, OBSV 12
AF-SSW, which reached the highest strain rate of 0.089%/day on the 12th day of the test
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duration. The MgCl2-flooded samples experienced a lower compaction rate compared to
the SSW-flooded cores. A distinct rate and onset of increased compaction was also noted for
the two MgCl2-flooded samples. The difference between the artificially fractured core and
the unfractured core was however less significant than observed for the two SSW-flooded
cores. OBSV 6 MgCl2 distributed a maximum strain rate of 0.074%/day on the 12th day
of testing, and OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 reached the highest compaction rate of 0.054%/day on
the 13th day. The lowest strain rate was observed for OBSV 18 AF-NaCl, with a stable and
maximum axial strain rate close to 0.027%/day at the start of Creep 2, decreasing towards
0.018%/day on the last test day.
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Figure 3. The graphs distribute the axial creep strain for Creep 1 and Creep 2: (a) Axial creep strain for
five cores during Creep 1 with six days of NaCl injection for all samples. (b) Compaction behaviour
during Creep 2 starting at day six, when the injected brine changed from NaCl to MgCl2 and SSW,
and OBSV 18 AF-NaCl continued with NaCl injection throughout the entire test period.

3.2. Porosity, Permeability, and Mechanical Strength Data

Porosity measurements were performed both before and after the experiment (Table 2)
in addition to permeability calculations. Pre-test average porosity of the five samples was
40.83 (±1.38)%. All samples flooded with SSW and MgCl2 distributed significantly reduced
porosities. The two cores flooded with SSW experienced a reduction of 4.19% and 4.32%
for OBSV 12 AF-SSW and OBSV 9 SSW, respectively. The two cores flooded with MgCl2
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showed a lower porosity reduction of 2.21% and 2.54% for OBSV 6 MgCl2 and OBSV 4
AF-MgCl2. Both artificially fractured cores showed lower porosity reduction compared to
its reference intact core.

3.3. Ion Chromatography and Analysis of Effluent

The ion concentration of Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, and Cl− for OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 and OBSV 6
MgCl2 oscillated around the original values of the injected brines during Creep 1 (Figure 4).
The accuracy of the ion chromatography results is within 3%. A significant deviation from
original concentrations was observed after brine change for both samples when the injected
brine was switched to MgCl2 on the sixth day (Creep 2). The unfractured core, OBSV 6
MgCl2, spent 24 h before breakthrough of Mg2+ was observed, whereas the artificially
fractured sample showed a breakthrough a few hours after brine change (Figure 4a). Both
samples constantly lost Mg2+ to the core after brine change. Both samples showed a
constant deviation from the injected concentration of Mg2+, which flattened out over time
and showed 0.205 M MgCl2 for the unfractured sample and 0.213 M MgCl2 for OBSV 4 AF-
MgCl2 at 45 days of testing. The artificially fractured OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 instantly produced
0.010 M Ca2+, gradually increasing to a maximum level of 0.015 M Ca2+ 12 days after
the brine change. The intact core (OBSV 6 MgCl2) started; however, production one day
after brine change with a maximum level of 0.064 M Ca2+ was followed by a reduction of
0.018 M. The production gradually reduced yet kept a slightly higher production compared
to the fractured core (OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2). Na+ and Cl− gradually decreased towards the
concentration of the injected brine within two days for the unfractured core (OBSV 6 MgCl2)
(Figure 4b). The artificially fractured core (OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2) showed an instant drop in
Na+ concentration when MgCl2 was injected but spent nine days until reaching the same
concentration as the intact sample (the same injection rate was used for all tests (1 PV/day)
based on matrix volume). A similar trend, yet less significant was observed for Cl−.

SSW-flooded samples (OBSV 9 SSW and OBSV 12 AF-SSW) experienced a similar
yet less significant response of Ca2+ dissolution and Mg2+ retention observed for the
unfractured and artificially fractured cores flooded with MgCl2 in start of Creep 2 (Figure 5).
Mg2+ breakthrough was observed instantly for the artificially fractured core flooded with
SSW (OBSV 12 AF-SSW) and showed 0.036 M Mg2+ 24 h into Creep 2 (whereas it was
0.044 M Mg2+ in SSW). OBSV 9 SSW showed breakthrough after two days, with a more
prominent loss of 0.021 M Mg2+. Ca2+ showed an instant breakthrough for OBSV 12
AF-SSW yet did not pass original concentrations until one week into Creep 2. A relative
constant Ca2+ production of 0.0015 M persisted throughout the remaining test period.
The SSW 9 SSW experienced a breakthrough of Ca2+ production again after two days with
a maximum of 0.025 M, which gradually reduced. SO4

2− showed an instant breakthrough
for OBSV 12 AF-SSW and reached original values after one week into Creep 2 and oscillated
around original values thereafter. Again, a two-day delayed breakthrough was observed
for OBSV 9 SSW, with a maximum level of 0.022 M SO4

2−, which rapidly reduced. SO4
2−

loss is often linked with the precipitation of anhydrite (CaSO4), which in turn will lead to
the same concentration of Ca2+ loss, a process that is corrected for in Figure 5.

Na+ and Cl− oscillated around its original concentration during the first creep phase
with NaCl injection. The intact core rapidly reduced the concentrations of Na+ and Cl− to
zero starting after only one day (earlier than the divalent ions) and returned to zero within
two days during Creep 2 (Figure 5b), whereas the artificially fractured core, OBSV 12-SSW,
Na+, and Cl− spent five days to reduce concentration to zero.

3.4. Textural and Morphological Observation OLM

The three artificially fractured cores were sliced parallel and perpendicular to the
flooding direction (Figure 6). OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 presented a distinct boarder with empty
space between the core matrix and the fracture “fill”. The filling (diameter of 2.75 mm)
was not completely attached to the remaining core and has a white appearance (Figure 6d).
The central part of the core (OBSV 12 AF-SSW) showed longitudinal accumulation of
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brownish green precipitate (Figure 6b,e), measuring a width < 1 mm. The border between
the original core wall and new precipitated or redeposited minerals from the core was not
possible to detect with optical light microscopy. The inner surface of the fracture (OBSV
18 AF-NaCl) presented a sheet-like texture with a beige colour, which stood out from the
remaining pale grey core (Figure 6c).

The fracture aperture diameter measured approximately 2.25 mm before testing.
The three artificially fractured cores, OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2, OBSV 12 AF-SSW, and OBSV
18 AF-NaCl, presented different values of vacant space after flooding (Figure 7). OBSV 18
AF-NaCl shows, on average, the lowest magnitude of aperture reduction, at 44%. OBSV
12 AF-SSW showed almost complete closure of the fracture aperture, with the first four
slices being completely diminished, and an average reduction of 84%. OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2
reduced the aperture diameter by 76%. The vacant spaces varied depending on the distance
from inlet.
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Figure 5. Effluent data for OBSV 9 SSW and OBSV 12 AF-SSW: (a) Mg2+, Ca2+, and SO4
2− concentra-

tions for the intact and artificially fractured sample flooded with SSW (OBSV 9 SSW and OBSV 12
AF-SSW) Ca2+ correction reflects potential Ca2+ production without anhydrite (CaSO4) precipitation.
(b) Effluent data for Na+ and Cl− is presented for samples as in Figure 5a.
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Figure 6. Photographs of textural characteristics of the three artificially fractured cores: (a) OBSV 4
AF-MgCl2 #4 parallel to flooding direction. (b) OBSV 12 AF-SSW #5 parallel to flooding direction.
(c) OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #1, parallel to flooding direction. The black arrow points to beige surface of the
fracture precipitate. (d) OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 #1 perpendicular to flooding direction. Black arrow points
to the void space between matrix and fracture precipitate. (e) Wet condition of OBSV 12 AF-SSW #1
perpendicular to flooding direction. (f) OBSV 18 AF-NaCl #3 perpendicular to flooding direction.
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Figure 7. Distribution of artificially fractured aperture diameter reduction (mm) for the three fractured
samples from inlet to outlet.

3.5. Geochemistry

Geochemistry was measured on unflooded end slices and flooded core material
(Figure 1). The unflooded end samples showed 5 wt.% (weight percent) noncarbonate ma-
terial (summing Si, Al, Na, and K) (Table 3). Among those, the most abundant component
was SiO2 (3.45 wt.%), followed by Al2O3 (1.02 wt.%). The average calcium concentration for
reference samples was 52.00 (±0.37) wt.%. After testing, a reduction in CaO was measured
for most slices in sample OBSV 6 MgCl2, with the most significant decrease occurring in the
first few slices (Table 3). OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 and OBSV 9 SSW also showed CaO reduction,
but only the third slice in OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 in addition to two slices in OBSV 9 SSW
experienced a significant reduction in CaO concentration. The average MgO concentration
was 0.28 wt.% for the reference samples. The highest concentration is observed for OBSV
6 MgCl2, with 1.50 wt.% in the second slice, with an almost linear reduction throughout
the sample, measuring 1.01 wt.% for the outlet sample (OBSV 6 MgCl2 #7) (Table 3). OBSV
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4 AF-MgCl2 experienced an increase of MgO concentration with a maximum of 0.99 wt.%
in slice 4 (central core) and the lowest in the inlet slice (0.66 wt.%). MgO concentration
increased in both cores flooded with SSW, but to a lesser extent than observed for the
MgCl2-flooded cores. The unfractured core, OBSV 9 SSW, experienced the highest precip-
itation of MgO in the inlet slice of 0.55 wt.%, which linearly reduced towards the outlet.
The artificially fractured core, OBSV 12 AR-SSW, showed the same trend as the artificially
fractured core flooded with MgCl2 (OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2), with the highest concentration of
0.53 wt.% in slice three. The central fill in sample OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 showed a completely
different content compared to the matrix. Its inlet and outlet slices of the central fill showed
a dominance of MgO of 41.01 and 42.68 wt.% and a CaO concentration of 1.95 and 4.11 wt.%,
respectively (Table 3). The noncarbonate concentration was above ten and five percent for
the inlet and outlet central fill, respectively.

3.6. Field Emission Gun Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray
Spectroscopy (EDS)

Secondary electron (SE) images disclosed gross morphological and compositional
variation when focusing on the surface of the fractures or the fracture fill (right column
Figure 8) compared to the unflooded matrix (left column Figure 8). Coccoliths were not
identified on the fracture surface of OBSV 4.3 AF-MgCl2 (Figure 8b). The most frequently
present mineral was square-shaped with sizes up to seven µm and with a high concentration
of Mg. OBSV 6.1 MgCl2 did not disclose any significant textural changes compared to
its unflooded reference (Figure 8c). OBSV 9.1 SSW was dominated by coccolithophore
debris, such as the unflooded material (Figure 8e). No significant textural differences were
observed for the fracture fill in OBSV 12.4 AF-SSW compared to its unflooded reference.
The inner surface of the fracture of OBSV 18.1 AF-NaCl was dominated by flaky shaped
minerals with high concentrations of Si, Mg, Fe, and Al (Figure 8j).

3.7. Specific Surface Area (SSA)

SSA for unflooded reference slices held an average of 4.60 m2/g with a high normal
distribution of ±1.35, which is related to a different cleaning procedure than flooded
samples. An average of 4.52 (±0.16) m2/g was measured for the same samples in a larger
SSA study by Wen S.T.S. (2018) [30]. For flooded samples, material from the outer rim
of the core was sampled. OBSV 6 MgCl2 showed the highest surface area for the second
slice with 5.89 m2/g, followed by a linear decrease towards the outlet of the core (slice 7)
(Table 4), which held 4.25 m2/g. OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 showed a maximum of 4.97 m2/g in
the third slice and lowest in slice four (3.67 m2/g). OBSV 9 SSW showed stable values
(averagely 3.53 m2/g), with significantly lower SSA compared to the unflooded samples.
OBSV 12 AF-SSW showed a reduction only in the first slice (3.32 m2/g) and a few slices
with increased SSA, with a maximum of 5.40 m2/g in the fourth slice. OBSV 18 AF-NaCl
distributed stable (3.16 m2/g) and significantly lower SSA compared to the reference.

Table 4. Measured SSA for flooded unfractured and artificially fractured samples. For the fractured
cores (OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2, OBSV 12 AF-SSW, and OBSV 18 AF-NaCl), the material is extracted from
the peripheral parts of the cores, not in touch with the fracture. * Data not acquired.

OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 OBSV 6 MgCl2 OBSV 9 SSW OBSV 12 AF-SSW OBSV 18 AF-NaCl
m2/g m2/g m2/g m2/g m2/g

Slice 1 4.58 5.49 3.64 3.32 3.09
Slice 2 * 5.89 3.49 5.08 3.25
Slice 3 4.97 5.29 3.60 * 3.19
Slice 4 3.67 4.98 3.46 5.40 3.12
Slice 5 * 4.74 3.46 * 3.13
Slice 6 4.95 * 3.56 4.67 *
Slice 7 * 4.25 * * *
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SSA for unflooded reference slices held an average of 4.60 m2/g with a high normal 

distribution of ± 1.35, which is related to a different cleaning procedure than flooded sam-

ples. An average of 4.52 (± 0.16) m2/g was measured for the same samples in a larger SSA 

study by Wen S.T.S. (2018) [30]. For flooded samples, material from the outer rim of the 

core was sampled. OBSV 6 MgCl2 showed the highest surface area for the second slice 

with 5.89 m2/g, followed by a linear decrease towards the outlet of the core (slice 7) (Table 

Figure 8. (a–j) SEM-EDS analysis highlights morphological and elemental differences between
reference samples (left column) and flooded samples (right column). The artificially fractured samples
were extracted from the surface of the fracture fill (Figure 6a,c). The EDS analysis was extracted from
a two-time two µm area marked with a red square on each SEM image. The corresponding elemental
composition is presented to the right of the images (semi-quantitative). See text for more detailed
descriptions. * Element not detected.

4. Discussion
4.1. Water-Weakening Effect versus Composition of Brine Injected

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl experienced the lowest compaction rate during Creep 2, as expected,
since NaCl is inert to chalk. Both the MgCl2-flooded cores (OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 and OBSV
6 MgCl2) experienced a more prominent compaction rate than the OBSV 18 AF-NaCl
sample. In an experimental study by Megawati et al. (2011) [14], a link between the
increased compaction rate and the dissolution of Ca2+ with the simultaneous precipitation
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of Mg2+ was observed while flooding chalk cores with brine-containing Mg2+. Researchers
have discussed that the weakening of chalks, when injecting Mg2+, may be related to the
dissolution of calcite and the precipitation of secondary minerals such as magnesite and
magnesium carbonate-bearing clay minerals [31,32]. Madland et al. (2011) [11] discussed
the hypothesis that the precipitation of secondary minerals enhanced dissolution, which
will lead to increased creep. The higher compaction rate and lowering of porosity for
SSW-flooded cores compared to MgCl2-flooded cores (Figure 3b) may be linked to the
dissolution and reprecipitation of noncarbonate minerals, possibly clays, which enhanced
the compaction for SSW-flooded cores. The two cores flooded with SSW surpassed the
strain rate of the two samples flooded with MgCl2. This difference in compaction (related
to composition of the injected brine) was evidenced despite the SSW-flooded samples
producing lower amounts of Ca2+ and a modest retention of Mg2+ compared to the MgCl2-
flooded samples. All samples showed homogeneous properties in terms of strength (yield
and bulk modulus) and geochemistry. The distinct compaction rates (Creep 2) for the
various brine points to effects caused by different ions in the injected brine, hence the
dissimilar chemical and chemo-physical processes. Adsorption of SO4

2− to calcite surfaces
is believed to play a key role in water weakening. Madland et al. (2008) [33] showed that
Kansas chalk samples (with purity of 99% calcite) flooded with SSW without the presence
Mg2+ experienced a considerable amount of compaction; however, experiments performed
with SSW without SO4

2− experienced a lower compaction rate than the SSW-flooded
samples. Megawati et al. (2013) [12] showed that SO4

2− ions present in a brine to adsorb
the chalk surface, resulting in a negative surface charge, which triggers the occurrence of
repulsive forces at granular contacts, thus reducing the cohesion between grains. They also
reported a link between the escalating strain and the increased concentration of SO4

2− in
the injecting brine and test temperature. Kallesten et al., 2020 [34], however, observed in
reservoir samples that a MgCl2-flooded sample compacted more than a sample flooded
with SSW. This may imply that the presence of noncarbonate phases influence chemo-
physical processes, and that the role of SO4

2− is yet not completely understood in the
presence of clays.

4.2. Compaction Rate in Artificially Fractured Samples versus Unfractured

The artificial fractures had no significant effect on the mechanical strength during
hydrostatic loading with NaCl injection and distributed similar strength in terms of yield
and bulk modulus (Table 2 and Figure 2). During Creep 1, still injected with NaCl, ion
chromatography analysis identified concentrations that straddled original values. This
points to no or minimal chemical interaction with the tested rock samples and strengthened
the interpretation that NaCl is inert (compilation in Andersen et al., 2017 [4]). However,
all three artificially fractured cores showed a higher strain rate (Figure 3a) than the two
intact cores during Creep 1. This lowering of mechanical strength above yield stress may
indicate that the artificial fracture is significant despite a small aperture of 2.25 (±0.05) mm
versus a total diameter of 38.1 mm and thereby present a lower bulk volume to withstand
the effective overburden pressure. The cores became shorter, and the artificially fractured
diameter reduced as a result of axial and radial strain forcing the matrix into void space.

The injection fluid was changed from NaCl to SSW and MgCl2 for two fractured and
two intact cores in Creep 2 (Figure 3b). The result demonstrated an increased compaction
rate for all cores injected by either MgCl2 or SSW. At the start of the brine change, the two
unfractured samples (OBSV 6 MgCl2 and OBSV 9 SSW) showed a higher creep rate com-
pared to their paired artificially fractured samples injected with the same brine (OBSV
4 AF-MgCl2 and OBSV 12 AF-SSW). The increased deformation rate observed for the
unfractured cores is suggested to be a result of the entire core matrix being immediately in
contact with the flooding brine. For the cores containing an artificial fracture, the ions in the
brine spent longer time to diffuse into the matrix and used the open fracture as a “highway”
through the core. This delayed fluid transport to peripheral parts of the sample and is
reflected in the ion chromatography results, where two of the artificially fractured cores
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(OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 and OBSV 12 AF-SSW) showed Ca+ production/Mg+ retention similar
to unfractured cores (OBSV 6 MgCl2 and OBSV 9 SSW), albeit in a lower rate and with a
later onset (Figures 4 and 5). The ion concentration (Na+ and Cl−) lasted approximately
seven days until the effluent achieved the same composition as the injected brine. The un-
fractured cores returned, however, to stable levels after one day, which reflects the injection
rate of one PV/day and an immediate contact with matrix (Figures 4 and 5). The higher
creep rate observed for OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 and OBSV 12 AF-SSW, compared to OBSV 18
AF-NaCl, which showed a lower compaction rate (Figure 3b) and NaCl is believed to be
chemically inert to chalk, evidencing that chemical water-weakening is certainly present in
peripheral locations despite the low matrix permeability and was therefore caused by ion
diffusion (Table 2).

4.3. Extrapolation of Compaction

The results showed that artificially fractured cores were mechanically weaker when no
(or limited) brine–rock interactions took place during the primary creep phase under NaCl
injection (Creep1). On the contrary, we observed a predominant compaction for unfractured
samples during Creep 2, when brines with surface active ions such as Mg2+ and SO4

2− were
injected. However, unfractured and artificially fractured compaction behaviour, along with
effluent data (Figures 4 and 5), showed that these creep rates stagnated most evidently for
the two unfractured cores (OBSV 6 MgCl2 and OBSV 9 SSW). An extrapolated logarithmic
behaviour (Equation (3)) of the geo-mechanical response (Figure 9) illustrates that artificially
fractured cores, with the same composition of the injected brine, may be geomechanically
weaker after ruffly four to six months despite the experimental creep rates showing the
opposite (complete description of methodology in Madland et al. (2006) [28] and statistical
references for applicability in [4,10,11]). Regardless of the delayed ions’ diffusion from
the high permeable fracture to the matrix, water weakening will eventually take place
in the entire core. It is therefore possible that an unfractured sample will experience
less creep over time than an artificially fractured sample, despite an instant onset of water
weakening when surface-active ions are injected. Moreover, the artificially fractured sample
experienced lower mechanical resilience caused by the presence of the fracture, showing
water weakening in peripheral locations by ion diffusion from the main fluid transport
through the fracture. This process is dependent on matrix permeability, the size of the
fracture aperture, the distance of the ion diffusion from the fracture and duration of brine
injection. A longer test duration in future experiments may verify if artificially fractured
samples or unfractured samples are most prone to compact in the long run.
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Figure 9. Extrapolation of the geo-mechanical response of creep rates for two artificially fractured
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and OBSV 9 SSW) over a period of 200 days.
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These results may be considered as a primary approach to decipher dynamic reservoir
conditions caused by fracture alterations. Future laboratory experiments may repeat testing
for the verification of test results and include geological evolution, including different
formation properties related to a hydrocarbon play and identify its statistical significance
and modification of hydrocarbon production. This also refers to a thorough evaluation
with a variety of analytical techniques to describe the reservoir [35], which, in the next
phase, would be applied for modelling fracture behaviour [36].

4.4. Textural Alterations versus Mineral Precipitation

OBSV 18 AF-NaCl was added to the experiment as a reference sample as it is expected
to produce minute mineralogical changes [11,13]. Geochemistry did not disclose chemical
differences from unflooded samples. The SSA measurements showed, however, a reduced
SSA (Table 4). A similar reduction in SSA was observed by Andersen et al. (2017) [4]
in Aalborg chalk (Maastrichtian Cretaceous) rich in opal CT, where SSA reduced from
4.9 to 2.1 m2/g for the inlet slice and identified a reduction in opal CT. The core was
flooded with NaCl at 130 ◦C. For pure chalk samples, reduction in SSA was, however, not
significant. Samples with higher noncarbonate content also showed the highest dissolution
of Ca2+ of 0.004 M (near the detection limit) in the effluent compared to chalk samples
with purer concentrations of CaCO2. Another study on Aalborg samples, also flooded
under a temperature of 130 ◦C, (Minde et al., 2018) [10], showed the same SSA reduction
when flooding with NaCl. Additionally, they observed the rounding of calcite grains. Since
chemical alteration is in this study unexpected, the SSA reduction is interpreted to be
related to the rounding of grain surfaces by dominantly physio-mechanical forces.

OBSV 6 MgCl2 experienced the most significant precipitation of MgO-containing
phases, predominantly in the inlet slices, which gradually decreased towards the outlet
(Table 3). Simultaneously, OBSV 6 MgCl2 also experienced the greatest increase in SSA,
again with the most significant SSA alteration in the inlet and decreasing towards the
outlet slice (Table 4). The link between the abundance of phases enriched in MgO and
increased SSA (Figure 10) supports the interpretation that these phases are secondary
products that are also present in previous EOR experiments [4,37]. Another possible
reason for increased SSA (OBSV 6 MgCl2) could be a stepwise chemical dissolution of
coccoliths (calcite) producing a rougher surface, thus increasing the SSA (or, potentially the
reprecipitation of small calcite particles). The fractured OBSV 12 AF-SSW showed similar
precipitation of MgO-containing phases as the intact OBSV 9 SSW; however, the SSA is
generally higher for the fractured OBSV 12 AF-SSW. The higher SSA in OBSV 12 AF-SSW
could be related to the crystallization of ions in the brine despite a thorough cleaning
procedure passing three times the volume used in standard cleaning procedures.
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4.5. Aperture Modification versus Strain

Bulk permeability estimates depend on anisotropy as fracture density, orientation,
aperture size distribution, and fracture versus matrix permeability. Seawater injection will
introduce water weakening, altering matrix permeability. Fracture aperture modification
may change fracture permeability and complicate the prediction of flow behaviour through
a reservoir. Here, permeability was calculated for the two intact cores, which experienced
a reduction as water weakening proceeded (Table 2). Porosity reduction was observed
for all samples (Table 2). Textural (Table 2) and bulk geochemistry data (Table 3) suggest
also that the peripheral matrix, adjacent to the fracture fill, has been changed, which
could indicate reduced matrix permeability for artificially fractured cores despite the
great permeability difference between fracture versus matrix. Caine et al. (1996) [20]
suggested that, despite low matrix permeability, it may not necessarily act as a barrier
to flow, especially during compaction. All three samples reduced the overall fracture
aperture in this experiment to different extents. Gale et al., 2010 [38], showed that cement
accumulated gradually at rates governed by temperature history. They suggested that
cement patterns in fractures are a consequence of the surface areas and volumes of the
fractures of various sizes. Fracture connectivity may reduce by filling the narrow tips
of fractures and small fractures in addition to cement reducing overall open-fracture
length and connectivity [18]. The geochemistry result of the fracture fill, which was
detached from the surrounding matrix in OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2, showed a predominance
of MgO (42 wt.%) and higher SiO2 and Al2O3 compared to the matrix (Table 3). This
indicates a higher concentration of noncarbonate phases in the fracture fill compared to
the surrounding matrix. The exact mineralogy present in the fracture fill will be further
analysed and discussed in a follow up article. Mainly coccoliths with an abundance of
a flaky noncarbonate phase were identified (Figures 6 and 8) in the fracture fill of OBSV
12 AF-SSW and OBSV 18 AF-NaCl. The presence of intact coccoliths in the fracture fill
(Figure 8) may be related to an aperture reduction caused by mechanical forces, pushing
the matrix to void spaces in the fracture during creep (Figure 11).
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(b) OBSV 12 AF-SSW; (c) OBSV 18 AF-NaCl.

The overall fracture apertures were reduced for all three artificially fractured samples
throughout the cores, from inlet to outlet, and have been suggested to be caused by a
combination of mechanical and chemical consequences. The experiment was performed
under hydrostatic test conditions, where radial strain was not measured, yet was expected
to execute the similar strain as identified in the axial direction and thereby contribute to
the fracture modification. OBSV 12 AF-SSW experienced the most significant aperture
diameter reduction of 84%, which also experienced the highest total strain of 4.16%, where
2.66% compacted during loading and Creep 1 (NaCl injection) and 1.50% compacted during
Creep 2 under injection of SSW (Table 2). On average, OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 reduced the
aperture diameter by 76%. Moreover, OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 experienced a total axial strain
of 3.41% (Table 2), where 2.06% strain was identified during loading and Creep 1 (NaCl
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injection), and 1.35% strain was detected during MgCl2 injection in Creep 2. The OBSV 18
AF-NaCl experienced the lowest total strain (2.51%) (where 2.24% was related to loading
and Creep 1 and only 0.27% strain was detected during Creep 2) and showed the smallest
aperture reduction of 44% (Figure 7). A relationship between strain and aperture reduction
is very likely. A linear relationship was drawn from origo through the reference sample of
OBSV 18 AF-NaCl, representing the relationship between increased strain and a reduction
in aperture diameter caused by mechanical forces alone, as NaCl did not cause any chemical
alteration (Figure 12). This demonstrates that the additional reduction (deviation from
the linear relationship) may indicate additional aperture reduction caused by chemical
alteration. The deviation indicated that OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 experienced the steepest curve
for Creep 2, which was caused by mineral precipitation. Furthermore, OBSV 12 AF-SSW
also showed an additional reduction (steeper curve) than the OBSV 18 AF-NaCl caused by
dissolution and precipitation processes. Ion chromatography strengthen this relationship,
with a more prominent ion exchange (dissolution of Ca2+ and precipitation of Mg2+) present
in OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 compared to OBSV 12 AF-SSW (Figures 4 and 5). Higher precipitation
of MgO in OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 compared to OBSV 12 AF-SSW was also confirmed by
geochemistry (Table 3), which enhances this theory. Future experiments with several
fracture diameters flooded with primarily NaCl could confirm a more accurate relation
between creep and fracture modification before adding several experiments with brines
expected to generate dissolution and precipitation processes contributing to the additional
reduction of an aperture.
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Figure 12. The graph presents the link between the average aperture reduction [%] and the total axial
strain [%] experienced during Loading, Creep 1, and Creep 2 for the three artificially fractured cores
(radial strain was not identified in this hydrostatic test; however, the aperture reduction is necessarily
a result of the combined strain). A linear relationship between total strain [%] and aperture reduction
[%] for OBSV 18 AF-NaCl is marked from origo through the final point of axial strain and aperture
reduction (the reduction is expected to be related to mechanical forces only). The deviation above the
linear relationship for OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 and OBSV 12 AF-SSW are ambiguous estimations related to
aperture reduction caused by mineral precipitation during Creep 2.

The detached fracture fill of OBSV 4 AF-MgCl2 (Figure 6a,d) was dominated by MgO
(Table 3) and measured a larger diameter of 2.75 mm (Figure 11) compared to the initial
aperture of 2.25 (±0.05) mm. Two simultaneous processes have been identified for OBSV
4 AF-MgCl2 affecting the modification of the artificial fracture: reduction of the fracture
aperture caused by axial and radial strain, simultaneously with Ca2+ dissolution/Mg2+

precipitation (Figure 4) predominantly along the fracture wall.
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5. Conclusions

• Flooded samples showed no significant difference in yield strength during loading
when comparing unfractured with artificially fractured samples;

• Compaction during NaCl injection showed that artificially fractured cores experienced
significantly higher axial strain compared to unfractured samples;

• Water weakening was identified during injection of SSW and MgCl2 for unfractured
and artificially fractured cores. Geo-mechanical response indicated that water weak-
ening is activated shortly after injecting brines with surface-reactive ions (SSW and
MgCl2) for unfractured samples. The artificially fractured samples showed a later
onset of the increased compaction rate compared to the unfractured samples. Effluent
data supported the water-weakening effect;

• A delayed water-weakening effect was observed for artificially fractured cores and is
suggested to be linked to a later onset of brine–rock interaction processes in periph-
eral matrix locations caused by the diffusion of surface-active ions from the fracture
despite a low permeable matrix. Geochemistry data identified MgO precipitation in
unfractured samples besides the peripheral locations of artificially fractured samples;

• SSW-flooded samples experienced axial strain beyond MgCl2-flooded cores during
the test phase when different brines were injected (Creep 2). Unfractured samples
compacted 1.12% and 1.49%, caused by MgCl2 and SSW, respectively. The artificially
fractured SSW-flooded core experienced a total strain of 1.50%, MgCl2 exhibited 1.35%,
and NaCl showed the least compaction, at 0.27% (samples had different test duration);

• Extrapolation of the geo-mechanical response indicated that unfractured samples
over time will be mechanically weaker than artificial fractured samples; despite that,
the results obtained in this time-limited experiment showed that unfractured samples
experienced the highest strain. The extrapolation suggests that the water-weakening
effect will stagnate for intact cores and be delayed to the peripheral matrix in artificially
fractured cores due to diffusion. A longer test duration of a similar setup is suggested
to confirm the theory;

• The original fracture aperture of 2.25 (±0.05) mm was reduced in all three artificially
fractured samples. The average aperture diameter reduction throughout the samples
were 84%, 76%, and 44% for SSW, MgCl2, and NaCl, respectively;

• A relationship between strain and aperture reduction was identified. The artificial
aperture reduction is believed to be caused by a combination of mechanical forces,
where axial and radial strains drive the matrix towards void spaces besides mineral
precipitation, causing additional aperture reduction, which is dependent on the brine
composition and mineral present in the sample.

The degree of water weakening of the matrix adjacent to a fracture will depend on
the fracture density and connectivity and the travel distance from the permeable zone, as
well as on porosity and permeability differences. Nevertheless, the experiment showed
the potential of aperture diameter reduction and a link to a water-weakening effect. When
smaller fractures reduce, the injected brine may be forced into the adjacent matrix and find
new paths throughout the more compacted reservoir, and further complex EOR processes
will develop. If those yield in higher hydrocarbon production, it is left to be substantiated.
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Characterization of mineral precipitation in artificially fractured chalk 
during flooding experiments for IOR research 
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A B S T R A C T   

Natural fractures in carbonate reservoirs are essential to effectively transport hydrocarbon in an otherwise low 
permeable matrix. However, they can reduce the wanted effect of water injection and Improved Oil Recovery 
(IOR), as the injected water mainly runs through the fractures. We have investigated chemical and textural 
alteration in and adjacent to an artificial fracture with an aperture of 2.25 (±0.05) mm in Upper Cretaceous chalk 
from the St. Vaast Formation (Mons Basin, Belgium). The sample has been injected mainly with 0.219 M MgCl₂ 
under reservoir conditions over two months. The fracture aperture reduced averagely by 76%. The analysis 
performed by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and X-ray Diffraction (XRD) show that, magnesite is the 
dominating precipitate in the fracture with sizes ranging from 0.5 to 5 μm. The abundance of magnesium phases 
in the fracture fill was also confirmed by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) coupled with Energy-dispersive X- 
ray spectroscopy (EDS) and bulk geochemistry (Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry ICP-MS). Besides 
magnesite, phyllosilicates were observed by TEM and Helium Ion Microscopy combined with Secondary Ion Mass 
Spectrometry (HIM-SIMS). The newly formed material, precipitates, and possible reworked minerals are char-
acterized by magnesite crystals being covered occasionally by phyllosilicates. This material has formed a distinct 
area bounded to the surrounding matrix. The final diameter of the precipitate measures about 2.75 (±0.15) mm, 
which indicates an incremental widening of the original fracture aperture. Calcite along fracture wall dissolved. 
Effluent concentration supports dissolution by an increase in Ca2⁺ and precipitation of magnesite by the loss of 
Mg2+. As either silica or aluminium is a component of the fluids, the origin of these elements is necessarily from 
the matrix of the chalk. It is yet unknown if phyllosilicates precipitated or was reworked, or both. Formation and 
concentration of magnesite and phyllosilicates in reservoir fractures can reduce fracture permeability over time 
and lead to subsequent propagation through the matrix of the reservoir rock. This in-depth mineralogical study of 
artificial fracture changes has the utmost importance for the implementation of techniques in fractured 
reservoirs.   

Abbreviations: IOR, Improved Oil Recovery; TEM, Transmission Electron Microscopy; XRD, X-ray Diffraction; SEM, Scanning Electron Microscopy; EDS, coupled 
with Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy; ICP-MS, Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry; HIM-SIMS, Helium Ion Microscopy combined with Secondary Ion 
Mass Spectrometry; NCG, Norwegian Central Graben; NCS, Norwegian Continental Shelf; LVTD, Linear Variable Differential Transformer; AF, artificial fracture; EDT, 
Everhart-Thornley detector; SE, Secondary Electron; ACS, American Chemical Society; LOI, Loss on ignition; FUS-ICP, Fusion Inductively Coupled Plasma; LIST, 
Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology; NTNU, Norges teknisk-naturvitenskapelige universitetet; FIB-SEM, Focused Ion Beam- Secondary Electron 
Microscopy. 
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1. Introduction 

Chalk (CaCO₃) reservoirs on the Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS) 
have great potential to accumulate oil (Korsnes et al., 2006) due to the 
often high porosity of 40–50% (Sulak and Danielsen, 1989). Neverthe-
less, the ultimate oil recovery is usually low for carbonate reservoirs 
because of low matrix permeability (1–5 mD Ekofisk) (Sulak and Dan-
ielsen, 1989). Ekofisk is the largest carbonate reservoir found on the NCS 
and located in the southern part of the Norwegian Central Graben (NCG) 
which represents the southern branch of the North Sea triple rift system. 
Oil production started in 1971 by pore pressure depletion. The pore 
pressure depletion caused increased effective stress facilitating 
compaction in the reservoir. Hydrocarbon was expulsed from the porous 
chalk, initiating seafloor subsidence (Sulak and Danielsen, 1989; Her-
mansen et al., 2000). Following a peak production rate during primary 
recovery, the production rate decreased significantly. A substantial in-
crease in oil recovery followed implementation of water injection, an 
established method, which started in 1987 and continued in subsequent 
years. Experience proved that water displaced the oil much more 
effectively than anticipated. Seawater injections alter the calcite surface 
characteristics by modifying the surface from being oil wet to become 
more water wet, consequently oil is more easily released from the sur-
face (Puntervold et al., 2007; Austad et al., 2008, 2009). Deformation of 
chalk matrix and compaction of the soft chalk are secondary effects of 
seawater injection and caused by surface chemical alterations involving 
calcite dissolution and precipitation of new mineral phases. This is 
referred to as the water weakening effect of chalk (Risnes et al., 2005; 
Korsnes et al., 2006, 2008; Megawati et al., 2011). These processes 
provide extra force to drainage of a field. Geo-mechanical responses 
related to water weakening of chalk are linked to the composition of 
present mineralogy and the brine injected where surface-active ions 
present as Ca2⁺, Mg2⁺ and SO₄2⁻ may provoke dissolution of calcite and 
secondary mineral precipitation (Strand et al., 2003; Korsnes et al., 
2008). Precipitated magnesite (MgCO₃) is identified in experiments 
where Mg2⁺ is present in the injected brine (Minde et al., 2018, 2019a, 
2019b). NaCl is the major constituent in seawater. Geochemical analysis 
following laboratory experiments on chalk at 130 ◦C, has shown that 
without presence of surface-active ions, precipitation of new mineral 
phases has not been observed in pure systems (Madland et al., 2011; 
Megawati et al., 2015). NaCl is therefor expected to be chemically inert 
to calcite. 

An efficient oil and gas production is characterized by a naturally 
fractured system, with well-connected network which enhances the 
overall permeability in the reservoir. Prominent oil production from the 
Ekofisk field is believed to be significantly influenced by the presence of 
connected fault and fracture networks (Hermansen, 2008; Boersma 
et al., 2020). The actual basin has experienced a complex geological and 
tectonic history with extensional and compressional forces, as well as 
transpression with subsequent fault development. Subsidence was 
accompanied by several compressive pulses resulting in the inversion of 
major basement faults with additionally salt movement and finally 
development of a giant dome. The reservoir has for this reason naturally 
developed an extensive and well-connected fractured system. Fracture 
network characterization of the southern Ekofisk field indicated that 
fractures mainly occur in clusters which concentrated in larger sepa-
rated zones showing relatively high fracture intensity (Boersma et al., 
2020). A naturally fractured system may be distinguished into three 
distinct geometrically zones, an extensively deformed inner core, an 
adjacent damaged zone and the surrounding undamaged matrix. The 
inner core has experienced the highest strain in the fault zone where the 
porosity is extensively reduced by brittle deformation (Chester et al., 
1993). The damage zones exhibit a network of secondary structures 
including smaller faults, fractures, cleavage, and folds surrounding the 
fault core and is, together with the core, a distinct hydrogeological unit 
(Caine et al., 1996). The permeability in the inner core is such dimin-
ished that it may act as a barrier (Goddard and Evans, 1995; Caine et al., 

1996). The damage zones comprise anisotropic, yet high permeable 
fractures and faults along the fault plane, enhancing fluid flow (Paul 
et al., 2007; Wibberley and Shimamoto, 2003) performed permeability 
measurements on samples collected from major strike-slip fault zones in 
the Median Tectonic Line in Mie Prefecture, Southwest Japan. They 
disclosed that the structural core of the fault had more complicated 
hydrological behaviours than anticipated using the simplified model of 
(Caine et al., 1996). They found superior permeability variations and 
high degree of continuity and connectivity between the low and high 
permeability zones in the fault core. Reservoir fracture apertures may 
alter over time during water-injection. Brine-rock interactions can either 
increase the fracture aperture in carbonates by calcite dissolution, or 
gradually accumulate cements and diminish pore throats and fracture 
apertures. By filling small fractures, cement reduces fracture porosity 
and subsequently permeability (Tokan-Lawal et al., 2014). High effec-
tive overburden may over time force matrix into void spaces in fractures 
and thereby reduce fracture aperture (Bredal et al., 2022a). 

We have therefore studied synthetic fracture modification in terms of 
fracture geometry but most importantly in regard of mineralogical al-
terations, when the sample was flooded under simulated reservoir 
conditions at the world-class hydrocarbon deposit of Ekofisk (130 ◦C and 
12 MPa isotropic effective stress) at the Norwegian continental shelf. 
The sample has been injected by 0.657 M NaCl followed by 0.219 M 
MgCl₂, in a triaxial cell experiment over 60 days. The different fluid 
concentrations were selected to mimic the same ionic strength as 
seawater. The main aim was to record changes from the original fracture 
aperture and identify different mineral phases within the fracture and 
adjacent to it. A selection of reference samples was chemically and 
mineralogically analysed to determine chemical alterations in and 
adjacent the fracture. We used therefore a variety of different state-of- 
the-art methods for an in-depth study on tested samples using 
Focussed-Ion Beam Scanning Electron Microscopy (FIB-SEM) samples in 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and Helium Ion Microscopy 
combined with Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (HIM-SIMS), which 
have been applied successfully to the extreme fine grained chalk (nano 
fossils) (Minde et al., 2019a; Bredal et al., 2022b) besides traditional 
methods which provide basic mineralogical data like whole-rock 
geochemistry, X-ray Diffraction (XRD) and Scanning Electron Micro-
scopy (SEM) coupled with Energy-dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS). 
The study of laboratory modified fracture using complementary 
methods including high resolution imaging and chemical detection 
provides insight to precipitation and dissolution caused by specific 
component in seawater and how it affects fracture modification. The 
experiment and analytical workflow will provide new paths within 
research on fractured chalk to enhance the effect of IOR. The data may 
be utilized in upscaling and modelling of bulk fluid transportation in 
naturally fractured reservoirs. 

2. Experimental setup 

The chalk sample studied, was part of a larger experiment with 
several samples, (Bredal et al., 2022a). The cored samples were drilled 
parallel from the same block. Reference samples did not have an artifi-
cial fracture (Fig. 1a). A 2 mm drill bit was used to produce the fracture 
in the drilled cores. The size of the fracture measured 2.25 (±0.05) mm 
in diameter (Fig. 1b) and ran parallel to the flooding direction in the 
central core. 

The experiment has been conducted as described by (Abubeker, 
2013; Geitle, 2013; Bredal et al., 2022a). The experiment was carried 
out in a triaxial cell simulating reservoir conditions at elevated tem-
perature (130 ◦C) and hydrostatic pressure (12 MPa) while flooding the 
cores. The triaxial cell is equipped with three high pressure pumps 
(Gilson Pump - Model 307 HPLC) where two provides axial and 
confining pressure and the last is a fluid pump to provide brine injection 
through the core. Axial deformation was measured with a Linear Vari-
able Differential Transformer (LVTD) following the movement of the 
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piston in contact with the chalk core. The core was flooded at a flow rate 
corresponding to one pore volume a day based on the original matrix 
pore volume. Pore pressure was kept constant at 0.7 MPa by using a 
back-pressure regulator. The triaxial cells were equipped with a Backer 
1500W heating Jacket, covering the triaxial cell and a regulating system 
(Omron E5CN) which allowed a stable test temperature of 130 (±0.1) ◦C 
that was continuously monitored by Pt100 sensor inside the cell. Lab-
View software was used to log all real time data recorded from the ex-
periments. The sample was initially saturated by 0.657 M NaCl during 
loading and the primary creep phase during the first week. The second 
phase followed by injection of 0.219 M MgCl2 (Table 1). The total 
flooding experiment lasted 62 days. Effluent was collected throughout 
the experiment to supervise ion deviation from the original injected 
brine. For more detailed description of the experimental procedure the 
reader is referred to (Abubeker, 2013; Geitle, 2013; Bredal et al., 2022a). 

After testing, the sample was dried for 24 h in a heating cabinet and 
further cut into seven slices from inlet (slice one) to outlet (slice seven) 
as shown in Fig. 1c. The sample name is OBSV 4-AF MgCl₂ (AF = arti-
ficial fracture), and OBSV 4-AF MgCl₂ #1 indicates the inlet slice until no 
7 (Fig. 1c). The size of the artificially fracture aperture was measured 
using optical light microscopy. The material selected for FIB-SEM, TEM, 
SEM-EDS and HIM-SIMS were swept in epoxy under vacuum followed by 
polishing. 

3. Methodologies 

A selection of various methodologies has been used for the purpose of 
imaging and identification of chemistry and mineralogy which will 
complement one another on different scales (see Zimmermann et al., 
2022). 

3.1. Sample material 

Due to limited access to offshore samples, Santonian to Campanian 
(Schroeder et al., 2006) chalk with comparable characteristics have 
been collected from the Saint Vaast Formation deposited close to Mons 
in Belgium. The basal unit, the St-Vaast Formation (pre-Campanian) is 
followed by the Trivières, Obourg, Nouvelles and the Spiennes Forma-
tions (Dusar and Lagrou, 2007). The chalk succession is located in the 

southeast of Belgium, a northern extension of the Paris Basin, charac-
terized by extension during the entire Upper Cretaceous (Schroeder 
et al., 2006). The chalk has been deposited in a deep basin and is 
composed of fine-grained carbonate dominated by coccolithophores and 
fragments of those, as well as foraminifer shells and few other nano-
fossils. The St. Vaast Formation overlies the Maisières Formation, which 
is a granular, glauconitic green chalk (Robaszynski et al., 2002). 

3.2. Axial strain, porosity, and ion chromatography 

The original experimental set up is available in (Bredal et al., 2022a) 
for detailed descriptions of methodologies and calculation for axial 
strain, porosity and ion chromatography. 

3.3. Optical light microscopy 

The optical light microscope, Zeiss Stemi DV4 with a maximum 
magnification of 20 was used to image textural differences and to 
measure the fracture aperture diameter of the various slices. 

3.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) energy dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDS) 

Samples were prepared by sputtering palladium (Pd) in a vacuum 
chamber to prevent charging on selected fragments of the core. A Zeiss 
Supra 35-VP FEG-SEM was used for high magnification studies of 
morphological differences and obtain semi-quantitative elemental 
composition from a location not smaller than 1 μm2 by using the Octane 
Elite EDS detector. Secondary Electron (SE) images were acquired by 
using Everhart-Thornley detector (EDT) at a fixed working distance of 
10 mm, EHT at 15.00 kV and aperture size of 30 μm. A reference sample 
is selected for SEM-EDS in addition to slice #5 as well as SEM of slice #4. 

3.5. Whole-rock geochemistry 

Method 1: (LF 200) Approximately 5 g sample material was milled in 
an agate beaker to a fine mesh. The milled sample was mixed with 
LiBO2/Li2B4O7 flux in crucibles and fused in a furnace. The cooled bead 
was dissolved in the American Chemical Society (ACS) grade nitric acid. 
The geochemical data were then obtained by using Inductively Coupled 
Plasma-Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) at ACME laboratory (Vancouver, 
Canada). Loss on ignition (LOI) was determined by igniting a sample 
split then measuring the weight loss after being ignited at 1000 ◦C for 1 
h, then cooled and weighed again. Total Carbon and Sulphur were 
determined by the LECO® method. Here, induction flux was added to 
the prepared sample then ignited in an induction furnace. A carrier gas 
sweeps up released carbon to be measured by adsorption in an infrared 
spectrometric cell. An additional 14 elements were measured after 
dilution in Aqua Regia. The prepared sample was digested with a 
modified Aqua Regia solution of equal parts concentrated HCl, HNO3, 
and DI-H2O for 1 h in a heating block. The sample volume was increased 
with dilute HCl-solutions and splits of 0.5 g were analysed. Accuracy and 
precision are between 2 and 3% per element. Detection limits are found 
in Table 2. Six additional reference samples were selected for 
comparison. 

Method 2: Major elements for samples <5 g were analysed 
geochemically by Fusion Inductively Coupled Plasma (FUS-ICP) without 
detection of LOI was processed at Actlabs (Canada). Precipitated ma-
terial inside the fracture in slice #1 and #7 were analysed. 

3.6. X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

Phase analysis was performed using powder X-ray diffractograms 
recorded on Bruker D8 Endeavor X-Ray diffraction (XRD) with a Lyn-
xeye XE-T detector. The XRD operated at 40 kV and 25 mA during data 
collection. The diffractograms were recorded between 5◦ and 70◦ two- 

Fig. 1. a) Cylinder illustrating the cored chalk sample. A trim (bottom slice) 
was removed for reference analysis.; b) an artificial fracture of 2.25 (±0.05) 
mm was drilled in the central core with red arrows showing flow direction 
during flooding; c) the flooded core was cut into seven slices, where the inlet 
slice is labelled ‘1’ and outlet slice is labelled ‘7’. The samples are named OBSV 
4-AF MgCl₂. The number after ‘#’ assigns the slice within the drilled core: OBSV 
4-AF MgCl₂ #1 indicates the inlet etc (AF = artificial fracture). 

Table 1 
Ion concentration of the brine used in the experiment. *Ions not present.  

Brine/Mol/L Cl‾ Na⁺ Mg2⁺ 

MgCl₂ 0.438 * 0.219 
NaCl 0.657 0.657 *  
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Theta at a step size of 0.015◦ two-Theta at a time step of 0.5 s. ICDD PDF- 
4+ - database was available (Powder Diffraction Files). MDI Jade Pro – 
software was used for interpretation. Slice #3 was selected for XRD 
analysis. 

3.7. Helium Ion Microscopy – Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (HIM- 
SIMS) 

A Zeiss ORION NanoFab Helium Ion Microscope (HIM) with add-on 
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) (Wirtz et al., 2019) at 
Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology (LIST) was used for 
high-resolution SE-HIM imaging and chemical identification on polished 
chalk samples. The sample was coated with 5 nm gold (Au) to create 
electrical conductivity surface. In a Gas Field Ion Source (GFIS), a 25 keV 
helium ion source was first used to obtain secondary electron (SE) image 
of the region of interest (ROI). The SE detection was done with an ETD 
detector with a primary beam-current at 2 pA. A neon source at 3 pA was 
subsequently applied through the GFIS of the HIM and allowed sput-
tering of the sample surface and then the emission of secondary ions. The 
SIMS run positive and negative modes separately. A magnetic sector 
with separate detectors collected single ions according to their mass. 
Each element was assigned a colour map that represented the surface 
chemical distribution. A subsequent procedure involving Fiji software, 
enabled images of the combined information of the SE-HIM with the 
assigned chemical distribution obtained by SIMS. A polished section of 
#5 was selected for HIM-SIMS analysis. 

3.8. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and energy dispersive X- 
ray spectroscopy (EDS) 

Further studies of the microstructure and phase identification of 
sample material from #5 were performed using Transmission Electron 
Microscopy (TEM), JEOL-2100 (LaB6 filament, JEOL) operating at 200 
kV. The TEM is equipped with EDAX energy dispersive X-ray Spectros-
copy (EDS) for elemental analysis, bright-field and dark-field detectors 
for Scanning TEM (STEM) mode. Samples were prepared by FIB-SEM 
processes as described above. The lattice (d-) spacing of the diffraction 
spots were measured using RADIUS software based on calibrated sys-
tem. The measured d-spacing for spots of the diffraction pattern were 
compared with known values obtained from crystal structure database, 
AMCSD (Oh et al., 1973). The diffraction pattern was indexed with 
JEMS software [JEMS] using crystal structure data (Oh et al., 1973). 

4. Results 

4.1. Ion chromatography (IC) and axial strain rate 

The Ion chromatography results show no significant deviation from 
the original ion concentration of the injected brine during loading and 
the primary week of creep (Creep 1) when the core was injected by NaCl 
(Fig. 2). Reduction of Na⁺ and Cl⁻ concentrations were observed when 
MgCl₂ was injected after the first week (Creep 2). Five days later, Cl⁻ 
reached original levels. Na⁺ decreased during nine days and oscillated 
around original values of 0.01 M (showed a minute production of 0.005 

Table 2 
Data set for porosity, strain and test duration on the selected sample for the synthetic fracture.  

Sample Porosity [%] Strain [%]  Duration [Days] 

1. 
Pre-test 

Post-test Loading Creep 1 Creep 2 Total 2.  

OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ 40.49 37.95 0.81 1.25 1.35 3.41  60  

b) a) 

Fig. 2. Ion detection of major elements using ion-chromatography in OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ flooded with NaCl during the initial week (Creep 1) followed by MgCl₂ 
injection in the last test phase (Creep 2). a) Na⁺ and Cl⁻ versus strain. b) Mg2⁺ and Ca2⁺ versus strain for the same time duration (second y-axis). 
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M averagely). Mg2⁺ experienced an instant breakthrough, gradually 
increasing for two weeks until it stagnates and finally stabilizes after 
three weeks of MgCl₂ injection at a loss of 0.01 M Ca2⁺ production was 
observed instantly when MgCl₂ was injected. It reached the maximum 
production of 0.015 M after five days of flooding MgCl₂ and gradually 
decreased the production after day 40. The initial strain rate gradually 
reduced over the first week and was not instantly affected by the brine 
change from NaCl to MgCl₂. An increase in the compaction rate, was, 
however, observed five days after the brine change, while Cl⁻ reached 
original levels. 

4.2. Porosity and geo-mechanical data 

Porosity measurements were performed both, pre- and post- 
experimental (Table 2). Pre-test porosity measured 40.49% (the 
average sample in the original experiment was 40.83 (±1.38) %; (Bredal 
et al., 2022a). The porosity was reduced by 2.54% (from 40.49% to 
37.95%) during the experiment. Unfractured reference samples showed 
permeability of about 0.56 (±0.09) mD (Bredal et al., 2022a). 

4.3. Optical light microscopy and fracture size 

The unflooded artificial fracture aperture (Fig. 3a) in OBSV 4 AF- 
MgCl₂ measured a diameter of 2.25 (±0.05) mm. After the flooding 
experiment, all slices showed a reduced fracture aperture (Table 3). The 
reduction was most prominent for slice three, opposed to the second 
slice which was least effected. The aperture diameter reduced averagely 
throughout the core by 77%. 

The wet dismantled inlet showed a concentric circle in the fracture 
which appeared less grey than the surrounding matrix (Fig. 3b). The 
inner concentric white circle detached from the matrix when the sample 
has been dried (Fig. 3c). The precipitated material showed uneven 

distribution along the fracture wall (Fig. 3d). Matrix adjacent to the 
hollow cylinder was more infiltrated by epoxy compared to peripheral 
parts of the slices (Fig. 3e), thus holding a higher permeability nearby 
fracture compared to the otherwise low permeable matrix. The sample 
distributed various degree of epoxy penetration, which reflects distinct 
permeability (Fig. 3f). 

4.4. X-ray diffraction 

XRD measurements of the fracture fill of OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ #3 
(Fig. 4) show dominance of magnesite. Calcite exists only in traces. Illite, 
halloysite (kaolinite-serpentine group) and lizardite (serpentine group) 
are identified, yet at very low counts. 

4.5. Whole rock geochemistry 

The most abundant elements, except CaO, for the unflooded inlet (U. 
I) of OBSV4-U.I were SiO₂ (3.32 wt%, where wt.% stands for weight 
percent), followed by Al₂O₃ (0.97 wt%), Fe₂O₃ (0.34 wt%) and K₂O (0.22 
wt%). Comparable data was obtained from unflooded reference samples 
(Table 4). A homogeneous distribution of not more than a maximum of 

Fig. 3. a) an artificial fracture of 2.25 (±0.05) mm was drilled to imitate a natural fracture (unflooded sample); b) OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ #1 in a wet condition after 
dismantelling from the triaxial cell with a concentric inner circle appears cleaner than the surrounding matrix; c) fracture fill detached from matrix OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ 
#1 in dry condition; d) OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ #1 cut parallel to flood direction distributes heterogenous distribution of fracture-fill; e) OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ #5 perpen-
dicular to flood direction with darker areas in central and peripheral parts (penetrated by epoxy); f) high magnification of the fracture fill shown in e). The darker 
grey locations have been swept by epoxy. White locations have lower permeability and not infiltrated by epoxy. 

Table 3 
Aperture measurements presented in % reductions throughout the core of OBSV 
4 AF-MgCl₂ for slices one to six (data not available for slice seven). The final 
apertures are non-uniform and the reduction in % is an average. The original 
aperture diameter measured 2.25 (±0.05) mm. The middle part of the core 
experienced the most prominent reduction of fracture aperture. *Data not 
available.  

Slice number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Aperture diameter reduction [%] 67 62 89 84 80 80 *  
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5 wt% of non-carbonate minerals for the entire chalk was assessed. 
Other elements show low concentrations and are not relevant for the 
current study. Two samples of fracture fill were analysed for bulk 
geochemistry of major and minor elements (Table 4). Interestingly, the 
fracture fill contains SiO₂ as high as 8.77 and 4.96 wt% for sample OBSV 
4 AF-MgCl₂ #1 -fracture fill and OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ #7 -fracture fill 
respectively. This is significantly higher concentration compared to 
unflooded chalk ranging between 3.32 and 3.58 wt% (Table 4). Similar 
trends can be observed for Al2O3 and partly for Fe2O3. The K₂O value in 
the fracture fill samples showed 0.16/0.24 wt% for OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ #1 
-fracture fill and OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ #7 -fracture fill respectively and is 
comparable to the reference value of 0.23 wt%. However, the concen-
tration of MgO is dominant (up to 40 wt%) and CaO is depleted to less 
than 4.2 and 2.0 wt%, respectively, for the two sliced samples (Table 4). 

4.5.1. Scanning Electron Microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) 

The unflooded carbonate material is, as in most chalks (Hjuler and 
Fabricius, 2009; Andersen et al., 2018) dominated by fragments with 
grain sizes down to 0.5 μm. Non-carbonate minerals are only accessory, 
glauconite (Fig. 5a) alkali feldspar (Fig. 5b) and iron-oxides as pyrite 
(Fig. 5c). The appearance of pyrite varied from intact spheroidal shaped 
clusters with high sulphur-iron ratio to framboidal grains. Authigenic 
clay minerals were also observed as single “platy” units or as coating on 
coccolith grains (Bredal et al., 2022b). These minerals were interpreted, 
based on EDS and XRD data, as illite (Fig. 5d). 

SEM combined with EDS analysis provide detailed information of the 

size, shape and composition of newly precipitated grains inside the 
fracture. The surface of the fracture fill did not display distinct crystal 
features (Fig. 6 a-c) and its concentration is dominated by Mg, C and O. 
Rhombohedral grains of various sizes, ranging from 0.5 to 3 μm were 
observed in the mid fracture fill (Fig. 6 e-h) and interpreted as magnesite 
crystals. A clustered sheet-like mineral (Fig. 6 i-k) was frequently 
observed on the peripheral part of the fracture fill adjacent to the matrix. 

An EDS mapping of the fracture fill and adjacent matrix were ac-
quired on the polished surface of OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ #5 (Fig. 7). The 
image shows that the matrix is dominated by Ca (turquoise), whereas 
the fracture fill by Mg (red). However, a few, but scattered, areas with 
high abundance of Ca can be observed in the fracture fill. The central 
part of the fracture fill is organized by bridge-like structures that has 
been connecting peripheral parts of the fill. 

A SEM-EDS line scan disclosed the transition from differently 
chemically composed zones in the surrounding fracture fill area (Fig. 8). 
Four different zones were determined based on chemical concentrations 
and distribution (Fig. 8): (i) matrix, (ii) a separate transition zone (1 
mm) which is located between matrix and the near zone, (iii) a ‘near 
zone’ adjacent to the fracture and (iv) the fracture precipitate itself. The 
matrix exhibited the highest Ca concentration (EDS-counts) which are 
reduced remarkably towards the transition zone (Fig. 8a). The enrich-
ment of Mg (33%) and Si (21%) (Fig. 8a) is high in the near zone 
compared to the matrix. The Ca content decreased significantly in the 
defined near zone (0.2 mm) and was outweighed by Mg abundances. 
The highest abundance of Mg was however in the central fill with 
slightly lower accumulation in the peripheral parts of the fill. Si accu-
mulated more noticeably in the peripheral fracture fill than in the cen-
tral precipitation fill. C and O are identified in the physical gap between 
matrix and fracture fill which are linked to the composition of epoxy 
(C21H25(Cl)O5). 

4.6. Helium Ion Microscopy – Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry 

To overcome the challenges of insufficient spatial resolution of SEM- 
EDS for chemical identification, further analysis by HIM-SIMS was 
performed on a polished thin section of OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ #5. A ROI of 
20 × 20 μm2 was studied to determine chemical compositions of present 
minerals (Fig. 9a). Elements are presented individually. 12C⁺, 1⁶O− , 
2⁴Mg+, 12C, 2⁷Al+, and 2⁸Si⁺ (Fig. 9b, c, d, e f and g). ⁴⁰Ca+ showed 
inhomogeneous distribution (Fig. 9h) with highest accumulation in 
isolated particles (e.g., objects resembling coccoliths). The major dis-
tribution of calcium is present with lower counts and coincides with the 
distribution of 12C⁻.Several elements are overlain in one single colour 
map to mimic potential mineral phases. 12C− , 1⁶O− and 2⁴Mg+ are 
combined and represent the presence of magnesite (MgCO₃) (Fig. 9i). 
2⁷Al⁺ and 2⁸Si⁺ occur at corresponding locations and represent a clay 

Fig. 4. Mineral identification of fracture fill in OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ #3 by XRD.  

Table 4 
Geochemistry of major elements of studied samples. LOI = loss on ignition, not available for fracture fill samples due to very small sample quantities. *Data not 
available/acquired.  

Elements/ SiO₂ wt. 
% 

Al₂O₃ wt. 
% 

Fe₂O₃ wt. 
% 

MgO wt. 
% 

CaO wt. 
% 

Na₂O wt. 
% 

K₂O wt. 
% 

TiO₂ wt. 
% 

P₂O₅ wt. 
% 

LOI wt. 
% 

Sum wt. 
% 

Samples 

Method 1 
Detection limit 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01   
OBSV 4-U.I 3.32 0.97 0.34 0.29 52.06 0.04 0.22 0.04 0.06 42.50 99.84 
OBSV 12-U.I 3.58 1.05 0.40 0.28 51.89 0.04 0.24 0.05 0.06 42.20 99.79 
OBSV 18-U.I 3.39 1.00 0.54 0.27 51.90 0.04 0.22 0.05 0.10 42.30 99.81 
OBSV 9-U.I 3.44 1.01 0.39 0.29 51.97 0.04 0.22 0.05 0.10 42.30 99.81 
OBSV 6-U.I 3.38 1.00 0.34 0.28 52.29 0.04 0.22 0.05 0.06 42.20 99.86 
OBSV 6-U.O 3.40 1.03 0.33 0.30 51.89 0.04 0.23 0.05 0.09 42.50 99.86 
Method 2 
Detection limit 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01   
OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ #1- fracture 

fill 
8.77 1.55 0.77 41.05 1.95 <0.01 0.24 0.07 0.12 * 54.52 

OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ #7-fracture 
fill 

4.96 1.14 0.44 42.68 4.11 <0.01 0.16 0.05 0.10 * 53.64  
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Fig. 5. SE-SEM image of one of the reference samples (OBSV 18-U.I see Table 4) combined with EDS analysis were aquired from a red circle (spotsize 1 μm). a) 
Glauconite or phlogopite/biotite; b) alkali-feldspar (microline/orthoclase); c) mix of pyrite, calcite and quartz because of spotsize limitation) and d) illite on a 
calcite grain. 

Fig. 6. SEM and EDS acquisitions of OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ #4 at three different locations of the fracture fill (see Fig. 3f) marked by red arrows: a-c) central fracture fill; d- 
f) mid fracture fill with rhombohedral shaped mineral precipitated in the mid fracture fill, shows a relative pure concentration of Mg with traces of Ca acquired in f); 
g-i) peripheral fracture fill adjacent matrix showing a platy shaped mineral showing abundances of Mg, Si and Ca (see Fig. 3f for location). 
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mineral (Fig. 9j). A combined image of MgCO3 and the clay (2⁷Al⁺ and 
2⁸Si⁺ allocation) (Fig. 9k) demonstrates that the clay (2⁷Al⁺ and 2⁸Si⁺ 
allocation) essentially surrounds the MgCO3 and bridges. Fig. 9l illus-
trates that ⁴⁰Ca+- and 12C⁻ appears in porous spaces (epoxy (C21H2(Cl) 
O5)) as relocated calcite particles with low ⁴⁰Ca⁺ counts of (mixed with 
epoxy). 

4.7. Transmission Electron Microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy 

The sample for observation with TEM was prepared using FIB-SEM 
from the peripheral part of the fracture fill, located approximately at 
the border between fracture fill and original matrix (OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ 
#5: see Methodology). The sample is composed of very small particles, 
often below one micron (Fig. 10) surrounded by epoxy (C and O). Two 
mineral groups were identified based on shape and chemical composi-
tion. A clay mineral was identified based on the appearance of thin 
sheetlike bands with dark appearance (possibly different densities). The 
corresponding elements are Si, Al, Mg, Fe, Na, C, and O in various 

quantities and traces of K (measurements 1–6; Fig. 10). The second 
mineral was rhombohedral shaped crystals (Fig. 11a) with various 
amounts of Mg, C and O, identified as magnesite (measurements 7–12 
Fig. 10). The sizes of single magnesite crystals range between 200 and 
800 nm and are occasionally observed surrounded by clay minerals. 

A more detailed approach to the two different minerals in Fig. 10 
with TEM, confirmed different crystallographic structures (Fig. 11). 
Fig. 11a shows a rhombohedral shaped crystal structure (1), revealed as 
magnesite according to the diffraction presented in (Fig. 11c) and 
confirmed by EDS data (Fig. 11d - column 1). The micro-graphed clay 
mineral showed the typically black sheetlike band in the centre sur-
rounded by grey substances (Fig. 11b). The table (Fig. 11d) distributes 
the elemental composition acquired from the black (2) and grey areas 
(3) (Fig. 11b). The grey area (3) distributed higher concentration of C 
compared to the black area (2), while the ratio of the remaining ele-
ments was relative stable. As C and O are related to epoxy filling void 
spaces this reflects a higher density of clay elements in darker locations. 

Magnesite belongs to a space group of R-3c, and has a trigonal crystal 
structure with hexagonal axis (a = 4.637 Å, c = 15.023 Å) (Oh et al., 
1973). The selected area diffraction pattern (SADP) shown in Fig. 11c, is 
indexed to [110] zone axis. The reflections from the planes corre-
sponding to the diffraction spots are given in Table 5. The measured 
d-spacing of magnesite (Table 5) for the ROI analysed areas of the 
diffraction pattern shown in Fig. 11c are very closely matching the 
values reported in the literature (AMCSD) (Oh et al., 1973). The TEM 
analysis thus reveals the presence of magnesite phase and confirms the 
results obtained by EDS and XRD analysis. 

5. Discussion 

5.1. Mechanical processes and reduced fracture aperture 

During loading and the initial week under NaCl injection (Creep 1) 
for the previously described IOR experiment, the sample experienced 
compaction where axial and radial strain caused matrix into void space 
hence reduced the artificially aperture diameter (Bredal et al., 2022a). A 
reference sample (flooded with NaCl throughout the experiment) and 
OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ showed similar compactional behaviour until Creep 2; 

Fig. 7. SEM-EDS map of the fracture fill and adjacent matrix of OBSV 4 AF- 
MgCl₂ #5 showing only Ca and Mg and black areas are pores. 

Fig. 8. SEM-EDS line scan acquired from OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ #5 through the adjacent matrix (blue arrow), a transition zone (red arrow) a near zone (yellow arrow) 
and the fracture itself, marked by the green arrow. a) Major elements show distribution of Ca, Mg, C and O within the different zones; b) Si distributed higher 
abundance in the peripheral parts of the fracture fill and adjacent zones. 
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as the brine was switched from NaCl to MgCl₂ for OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ 
(Bredal et al., 2022a). It is therefore possible that the fracture aperture 
was already narrowed for OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ when MgCl₂ was injected 
and chemical processes commenced. Additional water weakening was 

observed during Creep 2. Furthermore, it is likely that increased 
compaction processes may have continued forcing matrix into the void 
space, hence narrowing the fracture aperture. 

Fig. 9. HIM-SIMS analysis of OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ #5. A SE-HIM image with its respective chemical identification obtained by SIMS. a) The SE-HIM image of a polished 
surface sample of the studied area; b - h) elemental distribution of single elements obtained by SIMS and presented in colour maps; h) inhomogeneous distribution of 
⁴⁰Ca+ (see text for detailed description). A few locations are marked with black circles highlighting coccolith particles (removed from matrix); i) magnesite (MgCO₃); 
j) distribution of 2⁸Si+ and 2⁷Al+ points to a silicate phase (clay); k) combined distribution of the silicate phase associated with magnesite crystals; l) magnesite and 
silicate phases combined with distribution of ⁴⁰Ca+ and 12C⁻. ⁴⁰Ca+ and 12C⁻ occupy porous space (mixed with epoxy and linked to adsorbed surface ions). 

Fig. 10. TEM-EDS analysis of a FIB-SEM sample (OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ #5) detected basically two different minerals which were identified based on their texture and 
composition. Mineral 1–6 is interpreted as clay with occasionally platy shapes (various amounts of C and O are linked to the surrounding epoxy). Dark and/or 
rhombohedral shaped minerals 7–12, are identified as magnesites. 
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5.2. Calcium dissolution and temporary fracture widening 

Despite an overall final reduction of the fracture aperture, it is likely 
that the sample experienced temporary incremental widening. The de-
tached fracture fill measures approximately 2.8 mm in diameter, 
although the original drilled fracture diameter measured only 2.25 ( ±
0.05) mm. Furthermore it is dominated by magnesite with some clay and 
holds only minute amounts of calcite, despite a process of matrix being 
forced into the void space during creep caused by hydrostatic pressure 
(Bredal et al., 2022a). This may indicate that the fracture experienced 
dissolution of calcite dominantly along fracture walls during injection of 
MgCl₂ in addition to calcite dissolution in adjacent zones. The zone 
surrounding the fracture showed a lower Ca density and increased Si 
values (Fig. 9). The adjacent zone is also penetrated by epoxy, demon-
strating locally higher permeability compared to the matrix 
(Fig. 4eandf). This supports a pronounced mineralogical dissolution 
adjacent to the fracture compared to the matrix which experienced a 
delayed transportation of injected fluid to peripheral matrix locations. 
The instant, yet relatively weak increase of Ca2⁺ in the effluent (Fig. 3) 
when MgCl₂ was injected, suggests that CaCO₃ dissolution primarily 
takes place along the fractured wall as often observed during IOR ex-
periments (Andersen et al., 2018). This experiment showed a signifi-
cantly lower fraction of Ca2⁺ in effluent compared with a reference test 

with the identical test conditions, but without a fracture (Bredal et al., 
2022a). This reinforce that dissolution is scarcely present in the matrix 
and the injected brine is mainly transported through a fracture which 
operates as a ‘highway’. 

5.3. Precipitation of magnesite and fracture aperture reduction 

The instant loss of Mg2⁺ in the effluent was possibly related to MgCl₂ 
replacing free Na⁺ in the pore volume and Na⁺ adsorbed on the calcite 
surface through ion-exchange (Fig. 3). A simultaneous reduction of Cl⁻ 
concentration is observed in the effluent. A fraction of the Mg2⁺ loss is 
related to an instant precipitation of magnesite (MgCO3) which is often 
linked to the production of Ca2⁺ in the effluent (e.g. Andersen et al., 
2018). Cl⁻ reached its original concentration five days after brine 
changed. This may indicate that the injected fluid (MgCl₂) had 
completely displaced NaCl that preoccupied the pores and surfaces 
(Fig. 3). After five days, the creep curve experienced a boost which 
indicated initiation of enhanced water weakening and reinforced that 
MgCl₂ had reached peripheral parts of the matrix (Bredal et al., 2022a). 
Precipitation of magnesite (MgCO3) was dominantly employed in the 
fracture where the main fluid transportation took place. The detached 
fracture fill is identified as magnesite by XRD measurements (Fig. 5). 
Magnesite crystals ranged in sizes from 0.5 to 5 μm depending on the 
location of precipitation. The largest minerals could be recognized in 
mid-fracture fill (Fig. 7f) and the smallest in the adjacent matrix 
(Fig. 12a). Various sizes of magnesite may indicate different onset of 
crystallization or reflect different conditions (e.g., pore space, fluid 
composition, etc.) for precipitation. As the largest crystals were identi-
fied in the mid fracture fill, it is likely that the primary magnesite 
crystals precipitated out of solution. In addition, they have not been 
limited by available space (at initial phase) which allowed crystal 
growth to a larger scale. Magnesite crystals located at the rim of the 
fracture fill are smaller in size and may indicate precipitation at a later 
stage in the flooding experiment compared to larger central crystals and 
could be influenced by less space and a different composition of the 
fluid. Moreover, surface charge may also affect growth of grains and 
control final sizes. Additionally, the smaller sizes may also reflect space 
limitations. This hypothesis coincides with the expected incremental 
calcite dissolution at fracture walls subsequently being replaced by 
magnesite precipitation. Precipitates in sedimentary rocks are 
commonly found in localized cement deposits (bridges) in otherwise 
open fractures (Gale et al., 2010). If fractures become wide enough (2 
mm), the cement does not span fracture widths between aperture in-
crements and bridges will be absent (Hooker et al., 2012). In this 
experiment, after a certain level of precipitation, the favoured location 
of accumulation was along fracture walls. Minde et al. (2019a) observed 
transformation from calcite to magnesite in a long-term flooding 
experiment over several years on outcrop-chalk from Liège (Belgium, 
injected by 0.219 M MgCl₂ under reservoir conditions). The finding 
demonstrated that the transformation was related to alteration processes 
driven by dissolution with subsequent precipitation and not by 
solid-state diffusion. This is evidenced in slice one (OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ 
#1) with precipitation alongside the fracture wall and absence of 
bridges. After a certain reduction of the aperture, the bridges have 
developed further towards the outlet (OBSV 4-AF MgCl₂ #5) and can be 
shown in Figs. 4 and 8. The inlet slice showed, however, no bridges 
(Fig. 4b). Fracture closure tends to bridge at fracture diameters 
measuring 1 mm or smaller only. A crucial factor directing precipitation 
and bridging may be the velocity of fluid transport. However, the ability 
and realisation of cement growth is obviously depending on a variety of 
preconditions. In particular, as we have shown in this study a rather 
rapid and complete growth has taken place and diminished the fracture 
aperture. This aspect may be the utmost important for IOR deliveries in 
fractured reservoirs. 

Fig. 11. High resolution TEM studies on two minerals extracted from the 
fracture fill of OBSV 4 AF-MgCl₂ #5 adjacent matrix and identified by crys-
tallographic pattern and/or chemical composition. a) Brightfield image of a 
rombohedral mineral (1); b) bright field image of clay mineral presenting dark 
sheets in the central part surrounded by brighter grey matrix; location of 
aquired EDS point from a central dark area (1) and the surrounding grey area 
(2); c) well developed crystallographic diffraction pattern aquired in (1); d) EDS 
data for location (1–3); e) d-spacing of diffraction pattern shown in c) of sheet- 
like Si-Al rich phases. 

Table 5 
d-spacing of diffraction pattern shown in Fig. 12c of sheet-like, dark Si-Al rich 
phases.  

Measured (Å) Ref [] hkl 

3.56 – 112 
2.77 2.742 114 
2.51 2.503 006 
1.95 1.939 222 
1.7 1.7 118  
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5.4. Clay minerals in fracture fill and near fracture locations 

Detrital and/or authigenic minerals (Fig. 6) in matrix have possibly 
dissolved and re-precipitated in the fracture void indicated by the higher 
concentration of SiO₂, Al₂O₃ and Fe₂O₃ in the fracture fill shown in 
Table 2. The observed clay minerals exhibit platy shapes (Fig. 7h and i) 
and relatively uniform composition which is dominated by magnesium 
(Fig. 11). The clay texturally and chemically resemble the magnesium 
rich end member of chlorite, which is clinochlore (Mg,Fe2⁺)₅Al₂Si₃O₁₀ 
(OH)₈. Another possibility could be illite (XRD), but potassium was not 
detected in significant amounts in clays as measured by TEM-EDS 
(Fig. 11). The low chemical concentrations within these clay minerals 
in the fracture fill hampers an exact determination of the mineral phase. 

5.5. The source of clays 

Magnesite crystals were identified in the fracture frequently sur-
rounded by clays observed by HIM-SIMS (Fig. 10) and TEM (Fig. 11). 
The observation suggests that magnesite precipitated first, followed by 
precipitation of clay. Precipitation of clay may also have contributed to 
the bridging process observed by HIM-SIMS where 2⁷Al and 2⁸Si phase 
were found surrounding and connecting magnesite crystals (Fig. 10k). 
Firstly, this implies a certain mobility of silica and aluminium within the 
chalk during the experiment. The highest concentration of SiO₂ was 
identified in peripheral parts of the fracture fill in addition to increased 
quantities in the transition and near zones adjacent to the fracture fill 
(Figs. 7h and 9). This enhanced fraction of silicate in the surrounding 
matrix (Fig. 9b), may simply be a result of amplified calcite dissolution. 
The ratio of SiO₂/Al₂O₃ and SiO₂/Fe₂O₃ is higher in the fracture fill 
versus unflooded matrix samples (Table 4) which indicates mobility of 
silicate. Minde et al. (2018) studied Aalborg chalk samples tested under 
reservoir conditions with MgCl₂. They found traces of Si⁴⁺ in the effluent 
obtained by inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectrometry 
(ICP-OES). The unflooded Alborg samples were Opal CT bearing and 
after subsequent fluid injection they found dissolved Opal-CT and 
precipitated flaky Si-Mg bearing minerals confirmed by FEG-SEM. 
However, at this stage, dissolution of minerals in matrix and precipita-
tion in void spaces are not more than a working hypothesis as thorough 
studies with a large range of datasets are necessary to confirm these 
processes. Nevertheless, as the injected fluids were devoid of silicon and 
aluminium, the discovered clay minerals in the fracture fill were 
necessarily related to the original minerals in the chalk matrix. This in 
turn indicates a mineralogical change of the matrix which leaves room 
for further studies in regard of wettability and hydrocarbon release. 

5.6. Cementing and fracture sealing followed by altered fluid behaviours 
in chalk reservoir 

Gale et al. (2010) suggested that the sealing process in dolostone 
during fracture growth can act as competing forces between rates of 
fracture aperture opening and syn-kinematic cement precipitation. 
Similarly, in this experiment MgCl₂ injection is linked with primarily 
dissolution of fracture walls and adjacent matrix concurrently with 
magnesite precipitation in the fracture void space. Moreover, the 
continuous compaction of the reservoir during injection under high 
temperature and pressure can enhance the reduction of aperture by 
forcing matrix into the fracture (Bredal et al., 2022a). Aperture reducing 
processes are dependent on several factors such as temperature, kinetics 
and chemical composition of the brine and matrix. The fracture size, the 
fracture network and the nature of the secondary minerals growing in 
the fracture fill are also determining factors. Dissolution and precipita-
tion processes identified here was caused by injection of MgCl₂. Injection 
of seawater may develop differently in the reservoir as the concentration 
of reactive Mg 2⁺ is lower. A similar process was observed with synthetic 
seawater (SSW) injection (Bredal et al., 2022a) which could be expected 
to arise also in the reservoir (Kallesten et al., 2021). Compaction and 

cementing may cause clogging of minor fractures and reduce fracture 
connectivity, hence force injected seawater into matrix. Seawater 
transportation into matrix will alter wettability and release previously 
captured hydrocarbons and increase the recovery rate. 

6. Conclusions 

The two-month lab experiment on artificially fractured Upper 
Cretaceous outcrop chalk, flooded with NaCl followed by MgCl₂ under 
reservoir condition, resulted in an overall reduced aperture diameter 
from 2.25 (±0.05) mm to an average of 1.1 mm. The fracture aperture 
has, however, experienced an incremental widening due to calcite 
dissolution primarily along the fracture wall. The final detached fracture 
precipitate measured averagely 2.8 mm and superiors the width of the 
artificial fracture diameter. The incremental widening of the fracture 
aperture implies complex fracture development and validates a domi-
nant fluid transportation through the fracture – ‘a ‘fluid highway’. A 
prolonged test duration would possibly produce a larger detached 
diameter and a complete aperture reduction caused by geo-mechanical 
compaction and precipitation of secondary minerals. Consequentially, 
the injected brine will be forced in new directions. 

A transition zone, or a concentric circle of approximately one mm 
surrounding the fracture showed lower Ca, but increased Si concentra-
tion. The same area was penetrated by epoxy demonstrating locally 
higher permeability compared to matrix. This indicates a major fluid 
transport through the fracture, with primary dissolution of calcite along 
fracture walls. Slightly increased Mg concentration in this transition 
zone compared to matrix, supports the route of water transport. 

The fracture fill precipitates consist primarily of magnesite, but with 
abundant clay mineral(s) and only minute amounts of calcite. The 
presence of calcite was identified as coccolith and coccoliths particles 
eroded in the matrix and transported. Magnesite crystals showed well 
developed crystallographic pattern (TEM) which was indexed and 
identified. Magnesite was also identified by XRD in addition to 
elemental identification of magnesium in SEM-EDS as well as HIMS- 
SIMS. New grown magnesite crystals show different sizes depending 
on their precipitation location inside the fracture fill. Mid-fracture fill 
attained the largest sized crystals whereas the smallest were located at 
peripheral locations of the precipitated matter/adjacent matrix. 
Magnesite dominates especially the central fracture fill, while clay 
minerals were mainly observed in clusters in peripheral parts of the 
fracture fill closest to the matrix and show mineral growth as bridging. 
Clay mineral(s) were identified as possibly illite based on texture (SEM), 
(crystallographic structure by XRD) in addition to the chemical 
composition obtained by TEM-EDS. Chlorite (clinochlore) is suggested 
based on the chemical composition and the mineral is likely to coexist 
with illite. Halloysite and lizardite were identified by XRD, but at 
insignificantly low counts. Only trace values of calcite were identified. 
Precipitation of clay minerals were occasionally identified surrounding 
magnesite crystals (HIM-SIMS and TEM-EDS). The order of precipitation 
is identified as initial precipitation of magnesite followed by a secondary 
growth of clay. The transport and appearance of clay minerals in the 
fracture is not yet completely understood (dissolution-precipitation or 
transported) but silica and aluminium are sourced from the matrix 
chalk. The quantity of clay mineral precipitation along the fracture wall 
needs further investigation. 

The dynamic process of fracture aperture alteration in the reservoir 
may be considered two-folded as external and internal processes. 
Decreasing pore-pressures during depletion and water-weakening effect 
during seawater injection will cause compaction and increased stresses 
which will cause reduction of a fracture aperture (external). Surface 
active ions in the seawater injected will simultaneously trigger disso-
lution (dominantly adjacent fracture wall) and precipitation of second-
ary minerals in the fracture (internal). The processes may be determined 
by local conditions as temperature, rates, stresses and chemistry of 
matrix and brine injected as well as aperture size. Smaller fractures will 
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eventually clog and force injected fluid into matrix. Hydrocarbons will 
be released and cause increased recovery factor. By deciphering the 
impact of the surface-active ions present in seawater in the fracture and 
the adjacent matrix, we may refine IOR methods to improve control of 
fracture development. 
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Appendix 

Focused Ion Beam - Secondary Electron Microscopy (FIB-SEM) 

Samples for TEM analysis were prepared at Norges teknisk-naturvitenskapelige universitetet (NTNU) using a Focused Ion Beam- Secondary Electron 
Microscopy (FIB-SEM) (a Helios G4 UX FEI) instrument. The FIB-SEM combination allows a simultaneous monitoring of the preparation process of 
ultrathin FIB-samples (100 nm). The original sample was coated with 30 nm gold (Au) to create electrical conductivity. The beam of ionized gallium 
(Ga+) was accelerated (30 keV) and focused onto the specimen surface. This initiated atom sputtering and removal of layer by layer which produced a 
pool around the area of interest (Fig. 12). A sharp wolfram needle was attached to a carbon cord on top of the sample. Naphthalene, C10H8, diffused 
into the chamber, enhanced the needle welding to the sample. The sample (2 μm) was pulled out at a speed of 1 μm/s and attached to an omniprobe 
(sample holder) of copper (Cu). A final thickness of 100 nm was achieved by a time-consuming sputtering process at a constant working distance of 4 
mm.

Fig. 12. An image series that visualize the steps in FIB preparation. a) The white arrow indicates the chalk sample. A pool (1) was formed around the sample by 
sputtering around it using a beam of gallium ions attached to a tungsten needle (2); b) the tungsten needle moved the sample to an omniprobe (3); applied carbon (4) 
connected the sample to the omniprobe and a carboncord (5) to attach the sample to the needle; c) the white arrow points to the final result after thinning the sample 
by sputtering. The sample reached a thickness of 100 nm, has a dimension of 10 × 12 μm, and is glued to carbon (7) which connects the sample to the omniprobe (6). 
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